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One af the major tasks before us as we move into the end
of the present century is bridging the gap that persists
between the generation of new knowledge at a rate un-
matched in human history and the effective application
of this knowledge to pressing social and environmental
problems. As population grows, industry and agriculture
expand and resource consumption increases, the residuals
of production and consumption place ever greater stresses
on the physical environment. Nowhere is this more evident
than in the Great Lakes Basin.

We in North America have reached that point at which
environmental quality has taken its place in the arena
of public issues. Citizens are now applying pressures
on their governments as a means of defending certain
values that had lesser priority in earlier days. While
recognizing that a beginning has been made, the facts of
the matter are that we are nat managing well our natural
resources and that progress will continue to be slow and
halting unless the requisite political will for some
fundamental changes emerges.

There are a number of common factors that account for

our inability to respond more effectively to the challenges
to managing not only our water and land resources, but
other social problems as well. A listing of a few of the
more significant factors affecting resource management
include: the diffused public interest; differing views
about national priarities; inadequate legislation and
enforcement; special interest politics; fragmentation of
responsibilities within and among governments; and
organizational jealousies. These elements operate indi-
vidually and jointly in ways that seriously impede public
programs that are designed ta yield effective management
of our resources.

There is, however, a mare fundamental contributive factor
and that is our failure to modernize the institutional
structure. The institutional problem is defined as that
of determining what kinds of government organizations are
needed and how these organizations should be related to
each other in arder to achieve the most effective manage-
ment of the natural resources of the Great Lakes Basin at
the lowest possible ecanomic, political and social costs.
There is, of course, an existing institutional apparatus
involving a11 levels of government in both Canada and the
United States. This present structure, however, is not
the product of any United States � Canadian long-term
plan for the Great Lakes Basin. On the contrary, the
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present mix of goverinmental departments, agencies, hoards
and commissions simply evolved over the years at a rate
and to an extent that were determined by the changing
limits of political feasibility in each country.

For the past two years, the Water Res>urces and Marine
Sciences Center at Cornell University has been engaged
in a series of studies of the institutional problems ir
the Great Lakes Basin. Perhaps the most important con-
clusion of our studies is that. the present, institutional
structure for resource management in the Great Lakes
Basin is inadequate and is in need of fundamental revi-
sion.

The Cornell project focusing on the institutional problems
of the Great Lakes consisted of three related yet distinct.
research efforts.

The first commenced in early l971 when a group of twenty
graduate students representing a wide range of disciplines
investigated the water and related land management problems
of the Lake Ontario Basin. The approach of this graduate
seminar was to attempt a comprehensive, multiple resource-
use investigation which included an examination of the social,
economic and political factors peculiar to the Lake Ontario
Basin. The objective of the group was to consider the need
for, and the formulation of an improved management scheme
for Lake Ontario. A background report �50 pages! was
prepared and a summary report, The Mana ement of Lake
Ontario � A Preliminar Re rt Pro szn an International
Maa tO t was distributed to the Governors

s Conference on Great Lakes Envir-
onmental Problems at Nackinac Island, Michigan in July
1971.

The summary report concluded, among other things, that
the improved management of Lake Ontario  and by extension,
all of the Great Lakes! would require either a substantial
strengthening of the International Joint Commission or the
establishment of an altogether new binational agency to
supplant the former in the Great Lakes Basin. The report
recommended a joint Canadian � United States study in this
matter and, as an interim action, a reference to the Inter-
national Joint Commission authorizing the Commission to
establish on a trial basis a management office with rather
extensive coordinative responsibilities for the water and
related land resources of the lower lakes region.

The graduate student group sought, in effect, a strengthened
binational apparatus, preferably one based on the existing
International Joint Commission, authorized to carry out a
surveillance and mediation function in the lower lakes-



Surveillance is defined in this instance as essentially
an information collection, data interpretation and dis-
semination role. It is an activity concerned with
problem definition. Surveillance includes a continuing
responsibility to be aware of problems and alert to future
developments. Mediation, on the other hand, encompasses
the development of joint pxograms to attack common
problems. It involves also the promulgation of regulations,
schedules and uniform standards, along with appropriate
means to secure implementation of thase regulatory
mechanisms.

While same consideration might be given to assigning a
joint agency a third function - that of cantrol, particu-
larly in the cases af water pollution or air pollutian
cantral, that does not appear to be a feasible direction
in which to proceed, at least at the present time. The
governments will be better able to detexmine their posi-
tions with respect. to vesting a joint body with an effective
contral function ance the Great Lakes Water Quality Agree-
ment signed by Prime Minister Trudeau and President Nixon
in April l972 has had time to operate and be evaluated.

The second phase of the Carnell project, began in late
l97l. In order to further test the tentative findings
of the graduate student group and also to encourage a
binational focus on the problem, plans were laid for a
six-manth seminar comprised of interested faculty from
universities in Canada and the United States.

A Canada- United States University Seminar was formed by
various faculty from some twenty universities and colleges
in Canada and the United States. The Seminar met in three
formal sessions during the period December 197l � June 1972.
Using the information and data assembled by the Cornell
graduate student group as a starting point, the Canada�
United States University Seminar toak up the question of
improving the two countries' capabilities for managing the
water and related land resources of the Great Lakes. A
principal objective of the faculty graup was to produce a
report which would promote discussion in both countries
on the problems of the Great Lakes. Another purpose was
to set forth in general terms the available alternatives
for impx'oving the management of the water and related land
resources of the Great Lakes Basin.

A final report of the Canada � United States University
Seminar has been written and the findings �! indicate
that there is a need for a modified international arrange-
ment ta cope more effectively with the existing and emerging
resource-use problems affecting the Great Lakes Basin, and
�! present three alternative institutional approaches
as passible guides for further discussion and debate in



Canada and the United States.

The third phase of the Cornell research effort on the
Great Lakes Basin consisted of an attempt to develop
further the idea of a binational management office with
wide coordinative responsibilities for the Lake Erie and
Ontario Basins. Concurrently with the Canada - United States
University Seminar  December 197l - June 1972!, a second
graduate student group at Cornell University investigated,
under the guidance of Professors Leonard B. Dworsky,
C. Donald Gates and David J. Allee, selected elements of
a hypothetical joint management office. As part of this
effort, ten graduate students completed seven theses for
advanced degrees, together with three research papers
on some facet of a joint regional management office.

The type of joint office conceptualized is one designed
to carry out a coordinative role in the management of a wide
range of resource-use problems. The list of such problems
used in the investigation included: water quality; munici-
pal/industrial water supply; agricultural water supply;
lake level contxol: hydropower; flood control; navigation;
shoreline erosion; fish and wildlife protection; water-
based recreation; solid waste disposal; air quality;
economic development; agriculture and transportation.

En our attempt to simulate a Great Lakes operations
office jointly established and operated by Canada and
the United States, we endeavored to examine a selected
number of those problems which both the designers of such
an office as well as those who are ultimately charged
with its direction would be obliged to address.

An obvious initial consideration, for example, would be
the structure and functions of a modified joint agency.
This topic is dealt with in Natural Resources Mana ement
in the Great Lakes Basin by James A. Burkholder. A
primary task o an operations office would be the collection,
interpretation and dissemination of data and information
pertaining to the Basin. This important area is treated
in An Information S stem for the Mana ement of Lake Ontario
by Da e Reyno s. T e ro e o public participat on in t e
activities of the proposed Basin operations office is
examined in detail in Public Partici ation in Water and Land

problems are traced on a national scale and then examined
with respect to the Lake Ontario Basin as a case study in
Toward a National Po ulation Redistribution Polic : Some

by Lawrence W. Saunders. The problems o



water quality management of a lake basin are considered in
0 ortunities for Water Qualit Mana ement: A Case Stud
of the Lake Erie Basin by Ralp P. Meckel. Special
pro ems o environmental quality management along an in-
ternational boundary are the subject of Environmental

f
Areas: A Case Stu o t e Nia ara Ur an R ion y
Donald R. Kis cki. The opportunities an pro lems
associated with Federal and state grants for wastewater
treatment facilities are discussed in two case studies in
Cost Sharin in Water Pollution Abatement Facilities-
Some Economic an Po it ca Conse uences y James M. Foster.
Land use management as an integral part of the overall
planning process is the subject of a paper Land Mana ement
in the Lake Ontario Basin by James M. Wolf. In is paper
entitled Mana ement of the Biolo ical Resources of the
Lake Ontar o Basin, Douglas M. Car son provi es a compre-
hensive survey af the biota of the lake basin as well as
an assessment of present conservation management practices.
Finally, in his paper Mana ement of Water Su 1 Navi a-
tion and Power Pro rams, Martin J. Murp y ocuses on

Lake Ontario Basin and the
potential role of a joint operations office with respect
to municipal water supply, navigation and hydropower in
a new institutional framework.

These papers, of which this by Lawrence W. Saunders
is one, are offered with the hope that they will contribute
usefully to the improved management of the Great Lakes of
Canada and the United States.

LEONARD B. DWORSKY
Director,
Water Resources and Marine Sciences Center
Cornell University
January 1973
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IITROIUCTION

Du.ring the past 70 years we have seen the transition of our nation

from one of rural in character to that of urban and. now to megs,lopolis.

The change ie the result of the development of a highly efficient

agricultural sector and sn even more highly efficient industrial sector.

This process has made the United. States the wealthiest and perhaps the

most sophisticated. society in the world. However, the success of' this

transition has not been without cost. We need. only to look at the poor,

aged, blacks and other disadvantaged groups in both rural and. urban areas

to see the human costs. Large segments of the population have been

left behind resulting in what I would term a human technology gap" which

I define as the gap that exists between our sophisticated, technically

oriented society and. its norms and the society that exists for the under-

priviledged groups.

In addition, vast sections of the nation have and are becoming

depopulated as the population migrates to a relative+ few large metro-

politan areas. We see the ever increasing congestion in our metropo1itan

areas and environmental degradation that concentration of' this type results

in. We also see the various social and. economic problems that are related.

with our guest, for a so called "great society."

Within the last decade, these have become salient issues. The

Federal Government has began its "war on poverty" and the social problems

poverty causes, and has began action to cleam up the nations environment.

In the United States internal migration has been by far the most,

important process contributing to the present patterns of population

distribution. Regional differentials in fertility and mortality have

contributed to differential growth! but birth and death rates do not vary



substantially from region to region in this country. Those areas with
l

high birth rates have generally had high rates of out-migration with the one

partial,ly offsetting the other. Demographer Everett Lee points out that

the redistribution of population that has taken
place through migration can be discribed very
generally as consisting of three broad. movements. The
first and greatest was the migration from east to
west which consolidated the country and. dispelled.
threats to American sovereignty. Even as the West was
populated, the second movement, that to the cities,
set in, transforming us from a nation of farmers into
an industrial power. The third great movement was the
migration from the South to the North, a movement
which became primarily a migration of Negroes.

All three movements continue today though all have abated somewhat.

During the 1960's some shifts occurred in migration patterns. While

the East South Central portion of the South continued to experience heavy

net out-migration, it was offset by even narc substantial gains in the

South Atlantic portion. As a result, the South as a whole experienced a

net gain in migration for the first time since the 1890's. The Pacific

region continued receiving mre in-migrants than any part of the country

and the largely rural West North Central region continued to empty out.

Pennsylvania, Mississippi, West Virginia and Alabama all experienced net

migration losses of over 200,000 during the sixties. Cali.fornia gained

over 2 million migrants and Florida gained. over 1 million during the decade.

Other states with substantial in-migration include New Jersey, Maryland,

Washington, Arizona, Colorado and Connecticut. Sociologist Philip Hauser3

points out that

the urbanization of population continues, but there
has been a shi ft in the main currents o f population
redistribution. It can no longer be described as a
combination of movements from the East to the West and

from the South to the North. Rather it is a movement

from the interior of the country to the peripheries,
along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts, in the areas
bordering on the Great Lakes and along the Pacific



Coast. In the growing areas there has been an
increasing concentration of industry, while the
economic base of the aggicultura1 interior
continues to be eroded.

Another trend which is national in character though regional in scope

is the move to the suburbs. In the last 30 years suburbs have grown

almost 3 times, while central cities have gained less than 50 percent of

their 1940 population and. the farm population has fal1en to one-third

its 1940 size.  See Figure 1! The result being that if the growth of'

suburbs continues to be strong, virtually all of the future national

population growth will be synonymous with suburban growth.

In the U.S. where we take the freedom of' nmvement to be a right, the

geographica1 distribution of our population is the result of' a combination

of decisions by individuals and families, corporations and institutions

and. by governments representing communities snd. society. These decisions

are made based on differing objectives which are often conflicting. In

deciding where to locate, individuals may seek to maximize economic

opportunities, personal freedom and comfort or proximity to friends,

relatives, or certain social and cultural institutions. These decisions

are all within broader context of the natural and. technological environ-

ments that exist in the nation. The industrial revolution and the advent

of the private passenger car have provided both the impetus and opportunity

for the patterns of distribution we have today. Within the context of

climate and technology, economic, political and social factors are at work

as well. Corporations and public institutions, which shape many of' the

economic opportunities to which individuals respond, also make locational

decisions, based on f'actors such as the availability of a skil3ed or

cheap labor force, the accessability of markets and. raw materials and. the

stxucture of governmental and market constraints.



FIGURE 1

FARM C I TY AND SUBUR8AN PPPUI AT ION ~ I 940 I 970

 MlI I IONS!

Source: The Population Bulletin, Oct. 1971, Where Hill. the Sext
50 Million Americans I ive;  Washington; Population Reference
Bureau Inc. , p. 9.



In the firs chapter o this report, I w ll attest to determine if,

in fact, the nation has a population distribution problem. I intend to

investigate the determinants of the present pattern of distribution, and

the positive and negative attributes associated with this pattern.

intend to look at "h~ social, economic, governmental and environmental

issues raised by the present pattern and determine the future pattern if

the present trends a:e allowed to continue.

Jn the second chapter I intend to investigate a number of raajor

Federal Government programs in order to determine how they may have or may

not have contributed to the present pattern of' population distribution and

how the explicit goals of these programs have had significant implicit

results. The basic assumption here is that the Federal Government is the

only entity within the country that has the power and resources to deal

with the social, political, economic and environmental structure of the

nation.

The third chapter of my research is centezed. around identifying the

possible elements that could be integrated into an overall National

Population Redistribution Policy. Recognizing that such a policy raust be

flexible, acceptable and workable not only to the Federal Government but

also to the courts and to the many corporate and individual interests that

will be affected by such a policy, I will seek elements that could be

interchanged within an overall strategy that m ld account for sectional

differences in the United States and changing social and. political norms.

In addition, 1 attempt to idertify a genezal framework for measuring

the political and social feasibility of each of these elements in order

to identify the pressure points where Federal Government leverage can be

applied.



In chapter 4, I will attempt to develop an overall strategy for popula-

tion redistribution and how each of these elements previous~ discussed

can be integrated into this strategy.

The final chapter will include my conclusions and. recomaendations

with respect to a National Population Redistribution Policy. I will also

attempt to formulate a genera1 organizational structure that could be

used by the Federal Government that cauld effectively 1! identify potential

problems associated with population redistribution and economic growth,

2! develop comprehensive plans for solving these problems and 3! implement

various segments of the plans.



FOOTNOTES Aha i~cRcZCZS
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1
In the 9 regions defined by the Bureau of the Census, the death rate

per thousand population varies from 8.2 to 10.3. In 6 regionsp the rate
varies from 9.4 to 10.3. The birth rate per thousand population varies
from 16.4 to 19.9. In 6 of the 9 regions, the rate varies from 16.4 to
18.0.

Zverett S. Lee, "Internal Migration and. Population Redistribution
in the United States," Po ation the Vital Revolution, Ronald Freedman,
editor,  New York: Doubleday and. Co. Inc.~ 19 , pp. 124-125.

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United.
States 1971  92d edition; Washington: Government Printing Office, 1971!

0, p, 11.

4
Philip M. Hauser, "The Census of 1970," Scientific American,

Vol. 225 gl,  July, 1971!, pp. 17-25.
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Source: The Commission on Population Growth
and the American Putz.re, Po tion Growth
and the American Puture   as ngton. 'ey Edition,

y. Qa ey



BIRTH, DEATH, MARRIAGE, AND MVORCE RATES
1920-1970

Sources U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract
of the United States 1971.  92d, edit on. as n, .C.,

! 8 ~P.
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The second factor which contributes to the rate of growth in a nation

is that of reducing the death rate or aertality. During the last 70 veax

period,due to significant advances in the field. of mecLicine, in personal

hygiene, and water supply and. waste treatment the death rate has declined,

from about 17 per 1000 population in 1900 to 9 per 1000 i,n 1970. 3ecause

of this, the average life expectancy increased, by 23 years, 47 to 70 years.

 See Figures 2 5 3!

The change in mortality rates is attributed mainly to the reduction

of infant nmrtality and these rates are presently so low for a large

segment of the population that any future increases in the life expectancy

of man will have to come by reducing the incid.ence of des.th from major

diseases.

The third coegonent of national growth is migration or in this case

immigration. According to the Report of the Commission on Population

Growth and the American Future,  hereafter referred. to as the Commission' !

"20 million nore people have neved into this country than  have moved.! out

of it. Approximately 40 percent of the population growth in the first

decade of this century was attributable to imnigration."  emphasis added!

It suffices to say that the impact of this 4Q pexcent over the last 60 or

so years has been significant in terms of population growth. During the

1930's, however, more people left the United States than inmigrated to it,

but since WWII snd during the 1960's immigration has accounted for about

6
16 percent of our national growth.

The net effect o. Pa birth rate minus mortality rate plus immigra-

tion has been that the pop ation growth rate for the nation has general~

declined from 2.1 percent in the early 1900's to 0.7 percent in the 30's

to 1.9 percent in the 50's to the present, level of 1.1 percent. Even
7

though our rate of g:--~-& is presently relatively low, the 205 million



population base will add about 2.25 million people per year. During the

next 30 years this means an increase in population of at least 70 million

8
persons, but most likely 100 million persons. Whats even more significant

is the fact that even if the fertility rate was at replacement level,

that is 2.11 children per family, the population would still increase by9

about 70 million as a result of the reaching of maturity of chiMren born

during the baby boom.  See Figures 48s5!

However, given the increased potential of the '"boom babies" one would

expect the rate of births to rise and, in fact, they did from 1968 to 1970

from 17.5 to 18.2 per thousand. But in 1971 something happened, the birth

rate dropped to 1 .3 per thousand contrary to the expectations of most

experts. What caused the decline4 Basically there are two factors, the
lo

first relates to young couples delaying having a family in order to complete

their education or obtaining financial security prior to beginning a

family. This is evidenced. somewhat by the rise in the average age of

child bearing. The second factor, which is significant, is that younger

couples expect to have sneller famfi,lies. A study by the Bureau of Census

used by the Coamission of women 18 to 24,indicates that women in this age

group expect to have an average of 2.4 children before they complete their
11

families. Xt should be noted., however, that there is usually a

difference between the number of children actually wanted and. the number

actually born. The number of unwanted births could. be significant

particularly with the '"boom babies" reaching child bearing age. The popula-

tion could increase from a minimum of 45 mi~on if fertility continues

to decline to about 150 million if it increases significantly.



Source: The Ccemission on Population Growth aced the American Future,
~. cit., p.Galley 1-5.



Sou.rce: The P~Qation Bulletin, o~.cit., p. 3.
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POPULATION DISTRIBUTION - METERPOLITAN

During the last 70 years we have witnessed the transition of our

economy from agrarian, through manu.facturing to a service orientation

In this process we have become a metropolitan society. According to the

Bureau of the Census, ahnost 70 percent of our population was classified

as metropolitan and by the year 2000 this pexcentage is exyected to rise

to 85 percent. This process of metropolitanism is the result of
12

substantial increases in productivity in the agricultural sector and the

dominance of commercial, professional and. industrial activities that

thrive where people, equipment, money and. skills are concentrated. It is

in these metropolitan areas where the jobs are, where vax'iety is, where

a social infrastructure is, and where the hustle and bustle and bright

lights are.  See Figures 6%7! Same people thrive on this life style others

do not, but tolerate it as the yrice one has to pay for high economic

opyortunitie s.

According to the report of the Commission on Population Growth and

the American Future, metxoyolitanism ie a dual process; one of concentration

at the national level and one of dispersion at the local level.

On the national level, population is concentrating in three large

metropolitan be3,ts; 3oston to Washington D.C., Chicago to Pittsburg and.

San Francisco to San Diego. These three belts contain over 50 percent of

the nations poyulation and an overwhe1ming proportion of the nations most

technologically advanced, yrosperous, and creative elements of our

nations society.

On the local level, we see the spread. of metropolitanism from central

cities to the over expanding outer limits of suburbia. This suburbani-

zation has resulted. in a general decline in the total population densities

of major urban centers since 1920. A study  Pickard, 1967!, indicates



FIGURE 6

Saurce: V.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Reeearch Service,
ghe ECOnOmiC and Social COn61tiOn Of Rur&1 AmeriCa in the 1 0's Par< >>

&8 ermmen tu~ ce, P.
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Source: U.S. Department of Agricu1ture, o~. cit. p. 45.
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that in metropolitan areas of l00,000 population or more had densities in

1920, 1940 and 1960 of 6580, 5870 and 4230 persons per square mile,respec-

tively. These densities are expected to d,ecline further to 3840 and 3732
14

persons yer square mile in 1980 and, 2000,respectively.

With almost 70 percent of the nations population concentrated in

metropolitan areas, it is only natural to expect that a substantial yortion

of the nations future growth will be in these areas. Adding further to

the national concentration of people, the natural increase in yopulation

is the dominant source of sltropolitan growth because we have had so much

migration to metropolitan areas in the past.  See Figure 8!

Migration is basically an adjustment in response to changing personal

preferences, circumstances and, opportunities. It has genera13Z meant

bettering ourselves socially and economically. But the very movement of

yopu1ation creates social, economic and. political realignment for the

nation as well as personal adjustments. According to the Commission

"migration helps achieve a balance between social and. economic activities

on one hand, and. population numbers on the o4her." This balance, so to�15

speak, is brought about by three types of movement. The first, is a

movement from economically depressed regions, often rural, to areas of

expanding employment opportunities and higher wages, usually metropolitan;

second, the movement of people within metroyolitan areas, for example,

the movement of the population from the central cities to the suburbs as

a means of bettering ones U.fe style and the need for more space and.

third, the migratory flow between metropolitan areas by which individuals

yarticipate in a national job market moving to areas offering economic

and sometimes environmental advantages.

About one in five persons change homes each year, one in l3 neve

over county linesp this means that about 40 million people move each.16



FrGvzz 8

Source: U.S. Department ef Agriculture, Economic
Research Service, The Economic and Socia1 Condition of
Rural America in the s rt, a ingtoni
Governmen t 0 ce, Dec er 1971! Figure 3,
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yea.r among which 13 million move across county lines.  See Figure 9!

Those who move are typically the better educated, more ski1led young adults

seeking a, better life. About 30 percent of these migrants are in their

early twenties and another 10 percent of migrants are between the ages of

one and four.  See Figure 10! If, for example, 33 percent of the young17

migrants population moves across country lines we are talking about 5.0

million people who will take their young children and reproductive

potential each year to different parts of the nation. This movement will

create heavy demands in metropolitan areas for health, education and hous-

ing facilities. Problems are created in determining in what sections of

the country this movement will take place and in planning for this movement

st local, State and Federal levels.

POHHATIOM DISTRIBUTION - HURU AREAS

In 1900 rura1 population in the United States was 46 million oar 60

percent of the United States population. In 1970, rural population was

only 'j4 million while the national population rose nearly 3~ and in 1970

rural pcqmlation was only 26 percent of the total population. However,

the farm sector of the rural population has declined from about 40 millim

in 1900 to about 10 million in 1970. A decrease from about 4/5ths of

the rural population to less than I/5th.

During this period,, out,-migration of the farm population averaged.

about 2 percent per year. Although the rate has remained high, the actual

number of out migrants has dec1ined from about 1 million per year in the

fifties to about 600,000 per year during the sixties.  See Figure ll!19

This is due primarily to a constantly d.ecreasing fs,rm population base,

Because fewer peop1e are involved, the impact on both rural and

metropolitan areas has lessoned. Kith lees than 10 miZJ.ion people left
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FZGUltE 9

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Part l, o~.cit., y. l3.



FIGURE 10

Baurcet U.S. Departeeat of' Agriculture, Part l, o~.cit., y. 1g.
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FIGURE ll

Source: U.B. Department of' Agriculture, Part l, ~.cia., y. 7.
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in the farm sector, the yrospect for large scale migration fram farms is

greatly diminished.  See Figure 12!

The characteristics snd. composition of these migrants from the farm

sector and total rural area can be generally catagarized into two groups.

Early in this century the migration was almost totally composed of

the white population. These migrants were sons and. daughters of early

immigrants who had settled on farms or in rural areas, people from

Appalachia, the Ozarks and other economically depressed. rural areas. Xn

recent years, the migrants have been yredominently the rural black popula-

tion. This movement was from the rural South to the metropolitan North,

East snd. West. Contrary to yoyular belief, most migrants bettered, them-

selves bath financially and sacia~ although much social and financial

inequality still exists. From the foregoing discussion one might get the

impression that our migration problem is behind. us, however, a look at

1970 census data indicates that almost half of the nations counties lost

population during the preceeding decade. A majority of these counties are

the rural areas of the nation and cities of less than $0,000 population.

While the migration from farm areas poses a far less problem than in

previous years, the rural population which is about 30 percent of the

total population still poses the threat of mass migratian to large urban

centers.  See Figure 13! If, for example, we could repopulate rural

caamunities to their historical maximum, these areas would. absorb only

10 percent of the population growth projected for the nation in the next

30 years.
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Source; U.S. Department oT Agxicu1ture, Part 1, ~.cit., p. 5.



FIGURE 33

Source: U.S. I}epartment of Agriculture, Part l,ap.cit., p. 3.
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THE EFFECTS OF METROPOLITAIiKSN

Earlier we briefly discussed some of the advantages of metropolitan-

ism and have ignored the problems associated with this phenomena. These

impacts, either positive or negative, effect the economic, social and

environmental condition of otur metropolitan areas.

Economic Effects

We as a nation owe our overall prosperty to the metropolitan area,s.

The job opportunities, the capital structure, the social structure, the

money, the markets and the skills of the popu1ation have all contributed

to our general well being. However, the distribution of this prosperity

among members of the metropolitan society has been far from equitable.

We can see the ghetto's, the inadequate housing, the unemployed. and,

the general overall misery of a large segment of our metropolitan society.

The plight of our central, cities is obvious.  See Figure 14 ! Like many

of our rural areas, our central cities are losing population. The

popu1ation growth cited earlier is occurring in suburban portions of

metropolitan areas snd. future national growth is virtual+ synonymous with

suburban growth. The white middle income class of the population have and

are continuing to leave the central city areas. With this migration they

are drawing industrial and coamercial development from the central ci.ties

aggrevating the problem even further. Fifteen of the 21 central cities

with a 1960 population of over 500,000 or more had. lost population by

1970. The very act of suburbanisation has further segregated the white
20

population from the black snd other minority groups.  See Figures 15%16!

This exclusion is a direct result of these minorities being unable to

afTord the cost of housing in suburban America. With the nnvement of

industry to these suburbs job opportunities for the population left
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POPUIATION CSURRS Z5 METROPOLZZAÃ AREAS, BY RACK: 1950-

1960 anC 1960-1970

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Genius, ~o.cit., Figure III, p.4.
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FIGURE 16

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Part 1, o~.cit., p. 11.
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behind in 0he central cities declines. They simply cannot afford the

transportation costs necessary to maintain employment any great d.istance

from their home.

The result is that we see a concentration of the black population and

other minorities in central city areas, entrenching the already established

pattern of racial separation. During the 1960's the black population

increased over 31 percent. In 1970, on+ 41 percent of the white21

population classified as metropolitan lived in central cities while 78
22

percent of the black popuj.ation lived in central cities. In 1970,six of

the 21 central cities had. a population that was over 5g black and this

number is expected to increase in the next decade.
23

Central city governments are faced. with a declining tax base and the

resulting loss of revenues and the ever increasing burden of welfare,

health and other assistance to a cceeemity of tex users rather then tax

payelso

It is s. fact of life that minority groups  primarily blacks! have

generally less education, fewer gob opportunities, poorer housing and

lower total income and social status. The individual is unable to
24

compete with his white brother and ends up in the lower economic strata

of society. With the increasing black population in the central city and

the general deterioration of the living conditions in these cities, the

white population finds suburban living increasingly attractive, creating

additional pressures within the central cities. The riots in the

sixties evidenced. the rising discontent of the blacks in central cities.

Environmental Effects

I don't intend to enter into any detailed discussion of the

environmental effects of metropolitanism. We are well aware of the air
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pollution we see and smell, the pollution of waters, inadequate waste

disposal, the congestion in our cities and. the declining aesthetic appeal

of our central cities. We are also well aware of how the nation's tech-

nology, affluence, and population concentration has contributed to these

problems.

With the prospect of additional concentration of the population in

large metropolitan areas in the future, can we expect, any remedial action

on the part of federal or state agencies to really affect the level of

environmental pollution7 A case in point, is a recent study of' the air

pollution problem in the Los Angeles and San Diego area. Neterologist

Janis D'Edinger recently described the successful efforts of Los Angeles

to control air pollution from stationary sources and. their recent program

to control pollution fram motor vehicles. But, he said,

in recent years ... "a c3ase race has been run
between increasing numbers of' sources and. decreasing
emissions per source. Bat as emission levels per
source are trimmed 3awer and lover, the effort to
achieve each new increment of improvement gets more
and more difficult, The increase M the number of
sources on the other hand, is projected to rise
steadily. If the race for acceptable air quality
is to be won, the heroic emission control programs,
present and anticipated, in Los Angeles, sLLst soon
be joined. by a leveling off if not a reduction, in
the number of sources."2>

A study by the Commission on Population Growth and. the American Future,

on nitrogen oxides indicates that, 36 urban areas have concentrations above

the EPA standard of 100 micro-grams per cubic meter. With the growth26

projected and the increasing affluence and concentration of our population

it may be virtually impossible to reduce air pollution in our metropolitan

areas unless drastic means are taken to reduce the concentration of people

or in the case of air pollution reduce private motor vehicle use. In the

mean time, little is known of the effects ok various levels of pollution
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concentration on the population. Some studies have shown that respiratory

diseases in metropolitan areas are higher than in rural areas but what

abou+ the carsigenic effects or other effects on the health and. well 'being

of the populace.

Another aspect of the effects of the technology, affluence and concen-

tration of our nation is its demand for natural resources. Presently the

nation, as a whole, is contain@ about 50 percent af the worlds production

of natural resources. A large portion of these resources are energy

resources. It will suffice to say that as our population grows not only

will the total aggregate demand. for these resources grow, but also the per

capita demand. The result vill be increased worldwide environmental

degradation from mining operations, primarily strip mining and. drilling

operations both on land and offshore. The incidents of oil spills and.

the devastated land. areas from strip mining are ample evidence of the

effects of this demand an the environment. The bleak prospect is that it

vill probably get worse.

Social Effects

Many of the social effects of population concentration in our

metropolitan areas are the result of the lack of adequate economic

opportunities of minority groups in these areas. Increasing social costs

f' or health, education and welfare of these groups need.s no further

discussion.  See Figure 17! Existing Federal and State programs have

failed. to a large degree to achieve the goals of rscial equality in this

nation. In fact, it will be shown that segregation of the races may

presently be worse now that at any other time because of certain Federal

programs that indirectly affected, the poor and. disadvantaged minority

g roups
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Presently about 12 percent of our population live in poverty

conditions. This represents 24 million people.  See Figure 10 and Table

1! Over ~> million are employed by cannot earn enough to meet the minimum

income standard. Over 3 million of the poor, age 14-6t cannot work be-

cause of school, sickness, disability. Another 5 million are over the

age 65 and over 8 million are children and about 2 million are female

heads of families who cannot take a job because of fami1y responsibility. 27

Average incomes of the poor have improved but at the same time that higher

income groups have. The result is simply that the distribution of

28incomes has remained. relatively constant over the last 25 years.

The prospects for the future do not appear to be better. The

"boom babies" previously mentioned are now at a point where they will be

entering into the job market. The result wil3. be that job competition

will become stiffer and. more and more of the marginal employees will be

released to make way for more productive persons. Uneerployment could rise

29substantiallg. About 35 million new jobs will be needed in the seventies.

This is 7 million more than the 60's. With the current trend in declining

fertility, the pressure for jobs will be eased somewhat in the 80's,

however, what happens in the 70's in terms of fertility will greatly

influence what happens to the labor market in the 90's and beyond.

Despite the so ca1led social infrastructure of metropolitan areas,

many individuals are dissatisfied with the urban life style. This

dissatisfaction manifests itself in the urban population seeking the

"good life". Throughout our nations history, people have looked tows.rd.

rural communities and faxes as the symbol of quiet freedom and

independance - free from crime, congestion, pollution and the rigors of

urban life. This ethic is in part responsible for the post war surge to

suburban living where each fsmily had their own "little piece of ground."
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~NS IN FACIES AND UNRELATED INDIVIXQALS BELOW THE

POVERTY IZVEL, BY SEX OF HEAD: 3.959 and 1969

Source: Bureau of the Census, ~.cit., Figure XVIII,
p. 302
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TA3XK 2

Locational Preference Survey

Preferred

Location

Present

Location

34!Open Country

Small town or city

Ned. Size City or Suburb

Larger City or Suburb

33%

Source: The Commission on Population Growth and the American Future,
~o.cit., p. Galley 2-13.

The results of these studies indicate a preference to live in smaller

ylaces but within commuting distance of a metropolitan central city.

People want the best of both worMs, the quiet life of rural living and.

the opportunities and excitement of metropolitan areas. An analysis of

a national survey in 1967  Beale! indicates that, 20 percent of the 1967

rural yoyulation outside of metroyolitan areas consisted. of persons with

urban origins. The results of this study indicate that the desire of the

population for the rural way of life exists. What the urban population

needs now is some incentive.

Recent studies and surveys indicate a trend in preferences of where the pop-

30 31ulation would like to live. Gallup, and, Harris polls and a Commission

survey give some indications of this preference. The results of the

Commission's study are shown below in Table 2.
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ks ind~cated earlier, over 5~ percent of the nations rural coun+ie;-

declined in population. This decline is the net effect of both m gra,t ion

and the natural increase in population. The continuing technolo-

gical revolution in agriculture, while providing for the best. and most

efficiently fed nation in the world,has displaced. millions of workers

without providing them with alternative opportunities to remain the rural

areas. The movement of Nis population  nrimari3.y blacks since 1940! coupled

with the natural increases in population has created. tremendous pmb3. ms

for bo�h rural and urban America. The urb~w problems have been previously

discussed and the rural problems are similar,but to a greater degree.

Generally, rural areas suffer from inadequate health, education and.

manpower training programs, insufficient,Job oppo~~ ties and, low quality

housing. Many small towns in rural areas have become ~~1 ghost towns.

The young and. ambiticus have moved. out of these areas transferring the

burden of their support to urban areas while reducing the human resource

base of rural areas. With reduced manpower and tax bases, rural communi-

ties csnno+ provide the remaining rural population with an adequate commun-

ity infrastructure at a time w'hen the older remaining rural population

can least afford to pay for these services. It will be shown later .h

disportionate a'd received by these commUnities from the Federal

Government under existing programs and how on a per capita basis the rural

resident is worse off than hi,s urban counterpart,.

Environmental Effect of Agricultural Technology

We have seen the technological revolution of agricultural production

in the U.S. We are, lust beginning to realize the impact of this technology

on the environment and ecological balanc.. of' the world. The us of DDT
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and other pesticides plus herbicides and fertilizers have put into the

worlds oceans, lakes and rivers enormous amounts of highly stable organic

and inorganic compounds. We have heard of or seen the effects of these

compounds on birds, fish and other wildlife and their reproductive cyc1es.

Little is known of the effects of these compounds on the natural food

chain and the eventual effect on man.

With the prospect of more stringent control of these chemi,cals

comes the prospect of decreased yields of crops on a per acre basis. With

the growing demand for food products, the prosyect of the additional need

for land. for agricultural production becomes a real issue. This, in turn,

may create a conflict of land use in areas around metropolitan areas.

That is - agricultural land vs. land for metropolitan expansion. It is

estimated that under present growth trends, given restricted use of

pesticides and herbicides, all available high quality agricultural land

will be in u.se by the year 2000. If population growth rates should

34
increase, it is estimated that an additional � million acres of relatively

low quality land will have to be brought into production. On the other

hand, metroyolitan areas now occupy about 240 million acres of land35

area. The additional land needed for future metropolitan develoyment by

the year 2000 is estimated at between 80 and 120 million acres.
36

SU%lARY

Other problems associated with yopulation growth and distribution

include the effects on water resources in terms of supplying water to

the population, the effects on local, the state and the federal govern-

ments and the effects on the national economy. Thus, the yroblem of

population growth and its distribution is, to say the least, extremely

complex, and the need for Federal and State action is great. The main



issue nov, is whether or not we have let the problem get out of hand

already.

En the following sections I hope to explore what has already been

done in terms of Federal programs and what needs to be done. I will

attempt to discuss some existing population growth snd distribution

strategies and attempt to formulate ideas that might work in our country.
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CHAPTER II

EXISTING FEDERAL POLICIES AID PROGRAMS

Throughout the history of the U.S., the Federal Government has had

a substantial influence on population growth and. distribution. This

influence included policies on virtually unMmited immigration into the

country and the deliberate settlement of the West in order to confirm

the government's title to an empty continent. The Federal Government

provided. land grants and. other subsidies for the development of road.s,

railroad.s and navigation that opened public lands to settlement. At the

turn af the century, the government pursued policies of reclamation,

1
navigation, electric power projects and rural development programs.

In recent years, we have had. TVA and the ARA and the Economic Develop-

ment Act of 1965. All of these policies are explicitly involved. with
2

the growth, distribution, snd. the economic and, social well being of the

population. Perhaps even mnre important have been the implicit policies

of the Federal Government that were not expressly directed towards

affecting population growth and distribution. These policies have a

secondary influence on the growth and. distribution of the population.

HGUSING AND VRBAN DEVEMPMKNT POLICY AND PROQRQ48

Aside from the explicit policies mentioned above, no explicit

policy that directly affected. population growth and. distribution was

made until the early 1960's. However, during the 1930's, there began

to grow an awareness of some problems in urban America. The depression

b~t into focus the plight of urban dwellers. The New Deal legis-

lation of the 30's was concerned directly or indirectly with ways to
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provide jobs and solve the economic problems of the nation. There were,

however, two significant pieces of legislation that were destined. to have

a significant impact on the future of urban America. In 1932, the Federal

Government established the Home Loan Bank System,  HLBS! which was modeled

after the Federal Reserve System that would act to control savings and.

loan associations. In 1934, the Federal Government set up the Federal

Housing Administration  FHA! an agency that would insure loans on homes to

savings and loans associations, comnercial banks, and. insurance companies.

The two agencies in some ways were competitive, primarily in both of their

relationships with savings and loan associations and as the representatives

of different financial institutions competing for home loan business. The

programs, ss established, favored the middle class family and provided him

with the means to purchase a single family dwelling in some tract

developments. Thus>suburbanization began and. the real impact would not

be realized for many years. Minor efforts were made to develop low cost

housing for the poor but the programs were ineffective both in scope and

in results. It is in this period when the nation failed to learn how to

build low cost housing for the poor. It should be remembered, though,

that during this period the paramcnmt concern was economic recovery and

funds were being provided for public works projects, highway construction

and. home building. Not much thought was apparently given to low inccme

housing.

In 1935, the National Resources Planning Board. began issuing a

series of reports on the condition of urban America. These reports,

Regional Factors in National Planning, 1935; Our Cities, 1937; and Urban

Planning and Land Policies, 1939; were concerned. with identifying national

trends and did not reveal any significant changes in urban American



development that warranted any policy, or program changes.

In 1941, however, a proposal was made to Congress that would provide

for urban redevelopment projects. The basic idea was to rehabilitate

urban areas so as to minimize new private and public housing construction

projects in order to conserve scarce resources, and to maximize use of ex-

isting transportation facilities during the war effort. Mith the end of the

war, Congress began looking at developing some type of comprehensive

program that would aid all income levels in housing purchases and both

rural and urban communities fax redevelopment programs and. finally to

improve the system of mortgage credit and the system of insuring mortgage

loans by private financial institutions. The program was to be administer-

ed. under one agency. However, it appears that the po1itical atmosphere

was not condusive of this broad type of legislation and it wasn't until

1949 that a Housing Act was passed. This Act was not as comprehensive as

one would have liked.. There was considerable interest in housing,per se,

because of the post war housing shortage but there was considerable

resistance to public low-income type housing and urban and rural re-

development proposals. Compromises were worked out and the Act contained.

some measures for public housing and. urban renewal. In retrospect, one can

see how limited. the act was. For it, ignored employment, education,

transportation, and welfare considerations with the result being that the

middle income class again reaped, the benefits. In the two decades that

followed., the nation witnessed the mass exodus from central cities to

surburbia. Low down payments, and. low i,nterest rates made it relatively

simp3.e for the employed white middle class to obtain housing. The blacks

and other minority groups did. improve somewhat their housing standards,

moving into homes vacated, by the white exodus and the destruction

of the slums under urban renewal programs. Ho~ever, because these
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minorities were the last To be hired and the first to be fired. the vicious

cycle of slum creation began again. So now we have the situation where

our central cities are becoming predomi.nantly black and. run down while

suburbia is sparkling clean and white. The situation as it stands now

has best been stated by Dx. Lowdon W'ingo when he referred to the effects

of both housing and highway programs:

 these programs!... opened up enoranus land
development reserve in the hinterlands of every
major city and ... mad.e an American ideal of the
free standing, single family dwelling on its own
parcel of ground, and the stage is set for the
low d.ensity suburban explosion, which has been a
major outcome of American policy. The other side
of the coin is, of course, the residual community
which the suburbanizing middle class left behind,
the excluded minorities, the poor, the old.. They
were left behind because it cost money to join
the suburban 'club' - to anve, to pay rents for
new housing produced by an industry which never
learned to produce low cost housing, to pay taxes,
to pay transportation costs to jobs and public
services. Thus, the built-In exclusionary principle
embedded in these policies acted like a filter sort-
ing out the affluent from the poor, and where these
implicit processes were not suf&ciently fine~rainedp
the federal system made possible finer screens, home-
rule cosemnities surrounding the central city had.
only to enact ordinance~ whose effect if not explicit
purpose was to exclud.e.

I have up till now discussed the phenomena of suburbanization as it

was conceived and. grew. But what about housing in rural Americat While

HUB administered numerous housing programs in urban areas, a few of these

programs are somewhat duplicated. by Agriculture Department programs,but

regardless of who administers the housing programs for rural development,

these programs, by in large, have been unsuccessful in relieving the poor

housing cond.itions of rural America. Keeping in mind that the rural and

non-metropolitan population constitutes only 3Q of the total population

in the nation, census data show that about 2g of occupied rural housing

was classified as substandard - deteriorating or dilapidated - compared
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o Iw th 14',~p for urban areas. Of the v.4 million substandard occupied

housing units in the nation, 2.6 million were in rural areas.  See
'I'

Figure 19! More than 1 million rural homes are considered structuraLly

unsafe for human occupation with many beyond repair. Less than 25$ of

rural dwellings have water piped into their homes.  See Figure 20!

About 1/3 of all rural families still use the traditional privy. Less8

than half of all rural homes have central heating, most, are heated. by

gss, wood, or coal burning stoves with the ever present danger of fire.

Nearly I~ of all rural families with incomes less than $2000 live in

houses that are dilapidated or lack complete plumbing. A disproportionate9

number of the elderly occupy substandard housing in rural areas and.

renters were twice s.s likely to occupy substandard housing and finally

most of the substandard housing is found. in the South which might be

expected when one considers that, this region has the lowest per capita

income, family income and. largest famil,ies in the nation. There is no

doubt that the rural poverty problem is sectional, but it cannot be

considered as concentrated. pockets of poverty. Jural and urban poverty

knows no boundaries and. is found in all sections of the country.

A recent study by Dr. Fred Hines for the Department of Agriculture

shows that per cspita Federal outlays for housings in these areas were

only half as large as in metropolitan counties. While non-metropolitan

counties accounted for about 2/3 of all substandard. housing in 1968,

they received only 16 percent of all housing assistance.  See Figure 21!10

The Urban Growth and New Community Development Act of 1970 for the
ll

first time indicates on the part of the Congress it's comnitment to a

national urban growth policy, The Act directs the President to submit

to Congress reports on urban growth, urban problems, urban needs,
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Sou.rce: U.S. Department oZ Agrinxltere, Part l,~.cit., p. l09.
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FIGURE 20

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Part 1, ~.cit., p. 111.



Source: U.S. Department oi' AgrleQ.ture, Part 3,
o~.cit., Figure lk, p. 25.



governmental policies at all levels end plans and programs to resolve

these p oblems.

The Act further provides assistance to state and local developers

and planning agencies in order to develop comprehensive plans of the

orderly development or redevelopment of urban areas.

Title XX of the Agricultural Act of 1970 again shows a Congressional

commitment toward a national policy on the growth and distribution of the

population. Section 901  a! of this Act states:

The Congress commits itself to a semnd. balance
between rural and urban America. The Congress
considers this balance so essential to the peace,
prosperty and welfare of all our citizens that the
highest priority must be given to the revitalization
and development of rural areas.

AGRICULTURAL FOLICY AND PR83MMB

With the development of a highly capitalized, highly productive

agriculture supported by heavy government investments in technology and

research, we have seen the exodus of about 50 mi.llion persons from rural

farm areas to the urban centers and the suburbs.

Some of our rural programs, especially fazm and vocational agricul-

tural programs, are relics from an earlier era. They were developed in

a. period during which the welfare of fam families was equated with the

well-being of rural communities and of all rural people. This is no

longer so.

Many of these programs still remain even though farm output has

increased over the last 20 years over 50 percent while farm employment

has dropped at least 45 percent. The prospects for farm employment

14
indicate that it may d,rop another 45 percent in the next 15 years.

 See Table 3!
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Todays farm policy is dominated by acreage control and price support

p ograms. Nell over two-thirds of the Federal cost of assistance to

farmers, including export subsidies, is associated with efforts to balance

supplies and demands for individual farm commodities. According to the

President's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty, this is s.

commercial farm policy rather than a policy to raise the incomes of the

small poorer farmer and. these programs are forcing the small farmer out of

business rather than preserving him as an independant.

The price support program clearly benefits the higher income

farmers rather than the poorer smaller farmers. A U.S. Dept. of

Agriculture study in 1966 indicates that in 1966 farmers with value of

sales of $30,000 or more received net incomes averaging 129 percent of

what a comparable amount of labor and capital would earn in non-farm uses.

On the other hand, farmers with less than $5,000 in value of sales received

net incomes averaging only 31 percent of what comparable resources would

have earned in non-farm uses. It would have been necessary to triple the

prices of farm products to increase the returns on these small farms

to levels that compared favorably with returns for conrparable resources in

15
non-farm uses. It is no wonder that the small farmer has attempted to

move to places of economic opportunity only to find himself again dis-

advantaged. He is less skilled, less educated and is less able to

compete with his urban counterpart and ends up in the lower economic

stratum of the metropolitan co~ity and becomes a burden on urban

resources.

Those who remain are simply classified. as the rural poor, and present-

ly comprise about half of all the poor in the nation. When one considers

the proportion of rural to urban population it can be seen that a larger

portion of the poor is located-in the rural areas. Presently 25 to 30



percent of rural population is considered poor or living in poverty whI. lc

almost 15 percent of the urban population is classified as such.

HEALTH EDUCATION AND WELFARE POLICY AND PROGRAMS

I have already discussed the level of poverty in both rural and

urban areas and have shown the disproportionate number of poor in rural

areas. It was also shown that the poor in rural areas receive a dispcr-

portionate ~t of Federal assistance for housing. HEW has over 60

programs that are desi~ed to provide for the Health, Education and Welfare

of the poor and are directed. toward aiding States, local governments and

school districts with these problems. Thirty-three of the programs are

directed toward all levels of education and. it appears that this aid is

equitably distributed between rural and urban areas with a few except ons.

It is difficult to determine, however, how equitable educational outlays

are on a per capita, basis because of differences in state aid to school

districts and the basic taxing authority of ind.ividual school districts.

No attempt will be made to determine this equity question. However, ~here

are a few exceptions. Federal outlays for educational aid under the 1+5

Education Act are disproportionate between rural and urban counties. Title

I of this Act was to provide educational aid for the Elementary and

Secondary Education of' disadvantaged children in low-income areas. In

16
a study by Hines �@71! it was shown that an equitable distribution of

this aid would be in porportion to scbool age children in poverty in Joth

rural and urban areas. However, this is not the way aid was distributed,

with about half of school age child.ren and poverty families located in

the rural areas they received Just over 40 percent of total Federal

outlays for this program. They received. only p6 percent of the aid for

the Headstart and Head. start Follow Through Programs.



A similar situation exists with respect to Welfare and Health

assistance. Keeping in mind Chat half of the nation's children living in

poverty are located in rural areas, their families received 24 percent

of the aid to families with dependant children and. only 20 percent of

Child Welfare Services funds. On a per capita basis, Federal welfare

payments were about 4 times greater in metropolitan areas than in rural

areas. Similarly, per capita outlays for health services were over 4.
17

times greater for metropolitan areas than for rural areas.

It appears that we as a nation have somehow misguided our good,

intentions to the point where we are favoring metropolitan areas to

rural areas.  See Figures 22, 23, and 24! The significance of' this with

respect Co population growth and. distribution is difficult to determine,

but I'm sure in some small way these inequalities have contributed Co

rural migration and indirectly to the plight of our central cities.

Presently there are a number of bills pending that are intended to

completely revamp the existing welfare and health programs and. modify the

social security program. The new welfare program provides for a minimum

income of $2,400 with tighter work requirements. The basic idea behind.

this legislation is to relieve the financial burden of States and local

welfare and health programs. As part of the welfare bill, Congress is

expected to increase social security benefits by about 1+. That would

bring the minimum payment up to $200 a month  $300 for a couple! regard-

less of how little they may have paid. into the system during their

working lives. A good. case can be made for liberalizing benefits across

Che boa,rd. Social Security will be a fraud. on the recipients if payments

are not adjusted to keep up with inflation. But it appears that Congress

is playing with an effective and. accepted contributory social insurance
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FIGURE 22

Source: U,S. Departnmnt of' Agricu3.ture, Part 3,
o~.cit., Figure 9, p. 2l.



FIGURE 23
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FIGURE 24

Bource. MID., Figure 13, p. ~4.
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system and in effect is trying to mix contribu4ory social insurance with

18public assistance as a political gimmick in an election year.

rmmpOHTATlom FOLIC' mm mpame

The V.S. has a long history of' contributing toward the developnent

of a transportation system. Numerous programs were designed to provide

assistance for the development of railroads, navigation facilities�air

transport, and highway systems. All of these programs have in some way

contributed toward the development pattern that presently exists. In the

1800's and early 1900's these programs made significant contributions to

the settlement of the West in a deliberate effort on the part of' the

Federal Government to populate the empty continent. 19

During the late forti.es and early fifties, suburbanization was vel1

under way around the nations central cities and the need f' or an adequate

interstate highway system connecting these large commercial and industrial

market centers was needed.. To fulfill this need., the Federal Government

instituted the Interstate Highway progrszn. This program became the

catalyst to the major suburban housi,ng boom of the sixties that still.

continues. Und.er this program, Federal Government financed. 90 percent of

interstate highway construction. Although it was imnediately apparent

from the very beginning of the program building a highway of' the

capacity envisioned by the network planners would inevitably bring wi.th it

tremendous expansion of' both housing and commerce. This effect was never

noted or claimed by the program supporters. The program vas sold as a

means of meeting the transportation needs of the major urban centers.

The result was that this system was constructed and. continues to be

constructed with almost a total lack of planning. Once the lines vere

drawn on a map between maJor centers, the details of how these lines would



,;oin �.2.e centers were left to the highway builders. They, in turn,

Du..", 2 ..;hways where they could and. where it was cheapest. Since built-up

land is more expensive than farm land and since political resistance to

the highway invasion exists most powerfully in organized communities, the

20
highways were built through open land and built-up areas were by-passed.

Sm~ll communities were isolated. and. even the centers, for which the system

was designed, were left in relative isolation. In general, these

highways came last to central cities and. in some ca,ses not at all.

The same situation is true of major International or Inter-continental

airport d.evelopment. One need only to look at the residential,commercial,

and industrial development that have taken place around new major airport

complexes. As an example, we can take the case of the Dallas-Port Worth

Regional Airport. Five years ago, land in Coppel, Texas, a tiny town

between Dallas and Fort Worth, was selling for about $1000 an acre. Today

its worth $10,000 per acre. In nearby Irving,a prime site sold for about

$5000 an acre three years ago,was recently appraised at more than $50,000

an a,cre. New developments attracted by the airport include; a 6,500 a.cre

new town� a 125 million dollar office complex, a 716 acre commercial and.

residenrial development, a covered. shopping mall, a 500 and 2'70 acre

busines park, a 379 acre housing project, a 311 acre residential and.

shopping area, and a 1,300 acre, $200 million residential, commercial and

industria1 development, just to mention a few developments. Under the

most restrictive assumptions this area will become a home for over 52,000

people. The transportation system in this area will be over-taxed

21because about 200,000 cars are expected to visit the ai~ort daily.

We have become an extremely mobile society since the development

and mass production of the automobile. This fact plus that of a rising

standard of living have been the underlying factors for the mass movements



of the population across the nation from rural areas to metropolitan

areas and from central cities to suburbia. The result has been congestion

and pollution in all major metropolitan areas. The solution seems simple

mass transportation. The Federal Government has experimented with ma,ss

transit systems but public acceptance of these systems has been minimal.

It is simply more convenient to use ones' personal automobile. A massive

reorientation of society norms are needed if we are to mitigate the

problems associated with private automobile transportation in our

metropolitan areas. Some experimentation is being done. This is in the

form of penalizing, with tolls, the privately owned vehicles using the

highway network of metropolitan areas during peak hours of traffic. This

is simply one experiment, more are needed. Somehow, the nation has to

break its obsession with the automobile and get down to the business of

cleaning our metropolitan areas of congestion and pollution.

CIVIL RIGHTS MD%MENT

A study by the Population Reference Bureau in 1971 looked at the

22effects of the civil rights movement on the distribution of the population.

The Bureaus findings indicated that after the massive movement of blacks

from the South to the industrial North, civil rights legislation slowly

began to emerge on the national scene. The focal points of the new

legislation were the major metropolitan centers in the industrial North.

The expansion of civil rights together with the prospect of job opportun-

ities acted like a magnet to draw more people to these areas. The

concentration of blacks in central cities stimulated the movement of the

white population to the suburbs and despite open housing laws, school

integration and equal opportunity employment legislation a polarization

of races has occurred. The suburbs are becoming increasingly white and
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the =ent. s I cities increasing black and again the nation has insdvertantly

created population distribution problems both in an aggregate sense and in

the ~ ist.ibution of races. Perhaps we were right to begin with, that is;

"separate but. equal", because despite the nation's efforts toward racial

equality, we have virtually the same conditions that existed prior to the

initial movement.

LABOR POLICY AND PROGRAM

There are presently 12 Federal programs aimed at providing employment

opportunities and job training and development. Of these twelve, nine are

admi~istered by the Labor Department, two by QEO and one by HEW. In 1970,

nearly 1.5 billion dollars was apyropriated. for these programs. Only 25

percent went to rural communities with less than 50,000 population.

Federal outlays for manpower training and development on a per capita

23
basis were 3 times greater for metropolitan areas than in rural areas.

In 1970, unemployment in rural areas was about 7.5 percent while the

24
rate in metropolitan areas was about 5.2 percent.  See Table 4! These

figures, however, do not reflect the rate of underemyloyment in both rural

and metropolitan areas. For example, in 1970, there were about 2.5 million

farm workers, of this amount 44 percent were employed. less than 25 days. 25

In add.t on, the median income based. on educational levels of males in

rural areas when compared with his counterpart in metropolitan areas

26
range from 15 to 21 percent lower. This is a result of poorer education-

al services in rural areas. A rough index of educational quality is the

expenditure per pupil of local public school systems, On the average,

rural areas spend only about one-fourth as rrruch per pupi.l as do

metropolitan areas.  $160 per pupil vs. $605 per puyil!. Another measure,

which ls sorrretirrres used, is expenditures per teacher. It also indicates
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Source: U.S. Department, of Agriculture, Part l,
~o .cit., p. 69.
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27that edu::=t'o-r~l ervies irr rura5 areas are poor.  See Figure 25 and

Tab5es ~ and

"he pxoblem i. complex, we can see how education is related to income

levels and ultimately to unemployment or underemployment levels, The

programs discussed above have left the underemployed of. rural areas with

little or no hope of increasing their skills through job training

programs. As in the case with Health, Education,Welfare, and Housing

programs, Labor programs appear to be metropolitan oriented. If we hope

to achieve a balanced growth in rural and urban America,, this disparity

must be resolved. A reappraisal of the distributional effects of Federal

outlays in these programs would seem necessary if we are to insure

equitable distribution of government resources among all Americans while

at the same time using these programs to promote development of our rural

and met opolitan areas.

ARIA AND REGIONAL DKVELOPhSNT PROGRAMS

It was nearly 20 years after the close of WWZI before any meaningful

legislative action was taken to help economically depressed areas.

However, prior to this legislation there was only minor interest in the

problems o f dep re s se d areas .

In ' v46, with returning G.I. 's and the transition from a war-time to

a pea=e time economy in progress, a recession set in and unemployment

rates were high, The Full Employment Act of 1946 was passed and. estab-

lished as a national goal, the policy of creating full employment.

Fo! lowing this Act, unemployment persisted in certain areas and as a

result, the Zconomic Expansion Act of 1949 was passed. This Act was

de.igned to retrain and relocate unemployed workers and to promote

pxefexential policies and other assistance to economically and socially
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TABI E

drs fi naf af s'rsrnenf ers ns 9',5 ears artd er r r and re~

Percent of poputntton ssttft--

tt yenrs of srhoot or tees 12 yenrs of school or snore

age sod residence While Negro Whtte Negro

Total 26. 1 43. 0 57. 4 33. 7

ffnuree: MnnpOWer Repart Of the Preetdent, sprit 1971, p. 182.

TABLE 6

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Part l ~o.cit.,
Both Tables, pp. 93 and 99,respectively.

Metro poli tan areas
Xonrnetropnlitnn arena

Not'lfal'nl
Farm

25 to 44 years
51etropoli tan areas
Nonmetropolitan areas

Norifarm
Farm

45 years and over
11etropolitan areas
N onrnetropolitan areas

Nonfarm
arm

22. 1
33. 2
31. 7
43. 1

11, 8
9. 4

16. 5
15. 9
21. 8

36. 8
32. 1
44. 9
43. 4
53. 5

36, 0
60. 9
59. 1
74. 5

22. 4
18. 0
M. 3
34, 3
54. 1

63. 1
5
78. 9
77. 9
86. 4

61
50. 0
51. 2
42. 0

71. 6
74, 7
65. 9
66. 2
62, 3

45,6
51. 2
38 7
40. 0
3L9

38 8
20, 6
21. 6
1L9

47. 9
52. 2
34. 2
35. 3
23.

19,9
24, 2
10. 5
11. 3
4. 6



depressed ar as. arith the economi< recovery of 1950, ard. continuing

through to i95>, little interest could be stimulated in the C: nqres~ for

aid to economically depressed areas. The general feeling of the President's

Council of Economic Advisors,was that specific areas of chranic unemploy-

ment vere local problems and. should be handled. by local and state govern-

ment s ~

Throughout the late fifties, spurred by Democratic cont>el of the

House and Senate, a number of attempt were made to pass legislation

providing aid to depressed areas with chronic or rising unemployment ra.tes

and low levels of income. Known as the Douglas 3113., the proposed

legislation was to provide for the eatable.shment of a building program

designed to improve the basic infrastructure and public services of

depressed areas, the expansion of unemployment i.nsurance, and gob train-

ing progxams. The bill was killed by the House Rules Committee in 1957,

reintroduced, passed by the Congress and vetoed by the President. It

became an issue in the 1958 Congressional Camyaign which saw a. Democratic

landslide. The bi.ll was reintroduced again, and again vetoed by the

President. The primary obJections to the bill were; 100 percent grants

for public facilities, loose eligibility criteria, assistance to rural

areas, lack of local participation for industrial and commercial loans,

and the assignment of the program to the Housing and. Home Finance Agency

instead of to the more conservative Department, of Commerce. Thus, an

issue was raised for the Presidential Campaign of 1960 and it is generally

felt that this issue played a role in the election of John F. Kennedy.

President Kennedy was aware of the problems of the nation'a

economically depressed areas and one of his first legislative proposals

was basically the Douglas Sill with the only addition tha.t the program

be admini,stered by a new agency; the Area Redevelopment Administration
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 AW! within the Department of Commerce.

At the State level, a parallel movement began among the Appalachian

States in the early 50's to work together toward a solution of the many

so=ial and economic problems common to the States. In 1960, the Governors

of these states met to determine what course of action they might take

in the solution to their problems.

Subsequent conferences led to the development of a broad comprehen-

sive approach toward the revitalization and redevelopment of the

Appalachia Region. The program included proposals for the development

of highways, water control facilities, plus programs directed toward

forestry, agriculture, municipal resources, industrial and c~ity develop-

ment, education, health and welfare. The Conference of Appalachian

Governors  CAG! presented. their recommendations to the President asking

him to create an Appalachian Regional Commission. Since the bill creating

the ARA had just been signed, the President felt that the new agency

needed a chance to see what it could do so he established a special

29
liaison between the CAG and ARA.

The new agency was virtually doomed to begin with. There were

limited funds for inexpensive business loans �75 million! and. limited

funds f'o " the construction of public facilities �75 million!. 30

There were also problems of getting an experienced staff, coordination

with other agencies, defining a workable program, developing techniques

for economic background studies, and finally, an effective research and

information system. As initially envisioned the agency was supposed to

benefit about 69 surplus labor snd small industrial areas. However,

these were expanded eventually to about 1000 communities with stagnating

economies. The effect was that the agencies funds were spread too thin
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across the nation to be effective. The agency during this period did

administer the Public Works Acceleration Act that provided $900 million

for public works. However, this program was short termed and limited

each state to a maximum of 10 percent of the funds. In addition, grants

31
were limited to 75 percent of project costs.

The Appalachia area received. some funds for economic development

and funds for the development of an Overall Economic Development Program

that described the areas major activities, trends, opportunities and

problems. The basic idea was to identify conssunities and resources that

would attract industry. It became apparent after about 2 years of

operation that ARA could not help the Appalachia area with its problems

to the degree necessary to stimulate redevelopment. This fact, coupled

with the Appalachian floods of 1963, stimulated action by the GAG and. the

President. On 9 April 1963>the President established the Presidents

Appalachian Regional Commission  PARC! to study the problems and prepare

a plan of action for the region.

Even though the ARA had many problems, its main goals were of

interest to the Johnson Administration. So rather than eliminating the

program, it was modified with the passage of the Public Works and Economic

Development Act of 1965. This Act doubled the appropriations for the

agency, more than doub3.ed. its staff and the agency,  ARA! was renamed. the

Economic Development Administration  EDA!. In addition, the Appalachia

Regional Development Act of 1965 put the PARC under the administration of

ZDA.

The Act established 3.arger districts and regions and reduced the

total number of areas designated as economica3.1y depressed. Under this

Act there were 3 levels of p1anning units:
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l. The redevelopment area. The criteria used to identify

these areas were basically income levels  less than 4Q

of the national median!, population loss due to lack

of employment opportunities, an unusual or abru.pt rise

in unemployment due to closing or threatened closing

of a major employment source, and finally persistent

uneraployment in excess of Q.

2. Economic Development District  EDD!. These were multi-

county units that contained at least 2 redevelopment

areas and an urban center of less than 250,000 people.

The urban center was .destined to become the growth pole

of economic development within the district. The

purpose was to stimulate growth of these centers to the

point where growth would become self-sustaining and

would benefit the whole district.

3. The largest planning unit was the Regional Planning Unit

which encompassed, several states. These commissions

were established for the Ozarks, the Four Corners area,

the Upper Great Lakes, Hew Rngland, and Alaska, in

addition to Aypalachia, The Commissions were to evaluate

and develoy the strategies f' or the developtmmt of each region

and determine the optimum benefits from investment within

the region.

KDA's functions were primarily aimed. at, economica13g deyressed areas

with little or no emphasis on the yroblems of central cities although

their problems were quite similar. It wasn't until the watts riot in

l965 that the EDA began to look at problems of large cities. Xt began

a program in Oakland,Calif'ornia which resulted. in about 3,250 jobs for
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the hard core unemployed, provid.ed $9 million dollars in loans and $14

million dollars in grants to the city and port authority to develop port,

airport, industrial and. highway facilities.

Just how effective were the ARA and RDA in handling programs in

depressed. regionsf The study by Iloyd Rodwin indicates that EDA learned.

that 1ittle could be accomplished on the county level and that larger

planning regions such as the Economic Development Districts  EDD! were

mo st effective. However, within the se regions a coordinated regional

program of development and development expenditures was needed. Separate

and unrelated projects simply did not work and jobs could not be

brought to every village and hamlet in the United States. Further, the

study shows that 182 jobs were created for every million dollars invested,

however, it was shown that those who received, the jobs were not the

"target" group of the disadvantaged population as had. been intended by the

program. The average impact of job training and job creation because of

the scale of' these programs w'as trivial. However, recent statistics of

EDA's Appalachian region indicates that unemployment has dropped from

6.Q in 1962 to 3.Q in 1969. Part of this decrease may be attributed34

to the economic boom of the 60's. During the same period., total employ-

ment in the Appalachian Region rose by over 4 million persons. 35

While the intent of EDA was to deveIop growth centers within EDD's

by concentrating Federal investment in these centers, it can be shown

that there was considerable pressure to disperse investment based on the

"worst-first" criteria and. the strategy regarding the growth poles concept

was weakened. This strategy was also weakened because of the ambiguous

definition of growth poles and criteria used. to select them. As of

March 1969, 68 RDD's and 88 growth centers had. been established and e.

study by the Planning Research Corporation indicates that of the 125 loans



approved by EDA through June 1967, 104 went to different counties. The36

effect being that the concentration of investment in growth centers was

not being accomplished. In fact "the only instance in which individual

loans appear to have been geographically coordinated ta any substantial

degree was in the unique case of Oaklsnd, California where seven individual

projects  had! been approved.."37

Another study by Fuller, shows in case studies, mixed success by38

EDA in stimulating growth in growth centers of the Appalachian Region. It

appears that, the problems in developing these growth centers within

E«nomic Development Districts centered around. the fact that the redevelop-
I

ment areas had. to show evidence of community agreement on development

plans. This agreement by business, labor, agriculture and. minority

groups plus the local- political structure represented. on the advisory

committee of the EDD's at times wms difficult to achieve aqd neither the

EBD's nor the regional planning coamissions could subetitufe for the

vigorous, aggressive, ~lie or private corporations needef to carry out

these programs.
39

According to Hodwin, the most serious problem was the inability of

EDA to extend aid to metropolitan areas, because according to the definition

of redevelopment area, unemployment had to exist throughout a city or

county. 1n many of our metropolitan regions, the high unemployment of the

ghettos in central cities is offset by high employment rates in the

surrounding suburbanized areas. Oakland, California was the only exception.

It appears then that the basic i.deas and strategies of EDA are

fairly sound., but the need. for stronger control, coord.inati.on, and

concentration of programs is needed,. In the next section,I shall

propose modifications to the overaU. strategy as it relates to economic

development and population redistribution. It should. be noted that



despite the EDA programs in Appalachia the region ios+ 1,20' ,0Ã! people
40during the period 1960-'�.

SllMMAR Y

Xt is difficult to point, a finger at the Federal Government and

blatently say that it has been the major cause, thz'ough its programs,

of many of' the ills associated with the present distribution of' the

population. When one considers historically the political and social

pressures by various interests, one can see why the government acted as

it did.

Given the present set of circumstances, the problems of' rural and

urban America have Just recently �0-15 years! become an issue. The

civil zights movement and. the general condition of poverty amongst plenty

has brought the issue into focus in government cizcles.

Nor can be ignore the previous decisions of the private sector.

When we consider the locational factors involved in industrial decision

making with respect to location, it seems logical that we have the

population distribution pattern that presently exists. Market areas,

human resources, natural resources, transportation linkages and agglo-

moration economies have all contributed to industrial location and the

ultimate location of job and economic opportunities for the populace.

Just as we have seen the migration t;rend to the West and Northeast

during the 40's and 50's,we can presently see a migration to the South-

east� South Central and Southwest.

Zt appears that the normal market conditions of' our economy have

led us to our present situation. The question now is whether we as

a nation can modify these market conditions in a way that wij 1 not

adversely affect our economy while at the same time, modifying the
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population distribution to increase the overall quality of life in this

country. The burden of this modification fa11s on the shoulders of the

Federal, State and local governments plus the private sector.

In recent years, since 1968, the Federal Government has been

actively studying the nations population growth and. distribution problems.

A number of commissions have studied the prob3.ems including the Kerner

Commission �968!, the 3ouglas Commission �969!, the Kaiser Cojmsittee41 42

�969!, and finally the Corsaission on Population Growth and the43

Amexican Future �972!.
44

All of' these Commissions have in same way identified the problems

from different perspectives and. have recolInended. nationa1 strategies for

their solution. Similarly, private institutions and individual researchers

have also investigated the problems and, have macLe their recomnendations.

All of the strategies are concerned, with the problems of urban

congestion, the 3ocational mis-match of Jobe and. people, the linkage of

urban and rura1 problems and. uzban sprawl. The solutions center around.

industrial 1ocation, population mobiU.ty, coamsznity development, human

resource development and the planning roles of Federal, State and. jacal

goveznments.

The Congress end the President have cited. the need. for an overall

national policy and strategy, but to date the reconIsendations of the

Commissions mentioned above have not been formals.sed into such a policy.

However, there is a feeling in some quarters that the Federal

Government should not make a fozmal statement of policy regarding

population growth and distribution until significant questions regarding

such a policy are answered.
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Among the proponents of th-'s philosophy is Dr, Lowdon W:ingo, who

raise. sore interesting questions regarding such a policy. Hi s hnsi<

questi.on is that if the  existing! system is so stable that no avni.liable

social interventions can substantially alter it, an urban  or rural!

growth and distribution policy is academic. What is needed are studies

that would show that governmental intervention would have a positive

effect. Wingo cites six major,but not exclusive, areas of research that
45

s,re needed.

These are:

1. The general analytics of optimum city size.

2.  The! private costs and benefits as a function of city

size and economic composition.

3. The negative and positive externalities as a function

of city size and economic composition  and vice versa!.

4. The distribution of city sizes in a national system as

a function of the composition of the national economy,

technology, incomes, consumer preferences and transport

costs.

5. The current and. capital costs of producing and distributing

overhead services as a function of city size.

6. The welfare characteristics of internal migration.

Ho one can say that Dr. Wingo is wrong in identifying the areas of

research needed and it is important that we continue our research.

Xn the interim, however, the nation should move cautiously but with

flexibility into an area that needs our immediate attention. Congress

has stated that the population growth and distribution problem in both

urban and rural America. must be given the highest priority.
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In the following chapter, I will discuss the various strategies

proposed by various governmental and private groups. I will then

attempt to develop an overall strategy that would incorporate the

best features of' each.
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CHAPTER III

ELZMENTS OF A POPULATION REDISTRIBUTION STRATEGY

We have up to now identified the basic problems associated with

past population growth and migrations that has resulted in the present

pattern of population distribution in these United States. We have also

looked s,t the impact of explicit and implicit Federal Government programs

and how they have contributed to the distribution problem. Implied also

is genera,l lack of planning and action at state and local levels of

government in dealing with the location and growth of the population

within their respective jurisdictions.

In the future, if present trends of metropolitanization continue,

we can expect about 85 percent of our population to be living in cities

of 50,000 or more by the year 2000.  See Figure 26! Even more start-1

ling will be the fact that 60 to 70 percent of' the population will be

living in three, possibly four, major population belts on the West

Coast, East Coast, Great Lakes, and possibly the Gulf Coast. The result

of this concentration of the populace will have significant social,

political, economic and. environmental implications.

Between 1960 and. 1970, 3 states actually lost population and an

2
additional 9 states could very well lose population during the 70's.

Even more significant is the fact that 26 states had negative migration

rates during the sixties. This is to say that more people meed out of3

the state than moved in and. that only the natural increase in population

kept these states from losing population. With a fertility rate that

continues to decline despite the fact that the "boom babies" of the

forties and fifties are reaching their most reproductive years, I can
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envision many mare states losing population. In general, it appears that

the problem of declining population at the county level is rapidly

spreading ta the state levels but it simply doesn't end there, States

will be losing their most valuable resource--the most highly educated,

productive and social backbone of the populace. Not ta mention the fact

that they are a3.so taxpayers. Thus, the economic viability of these

states is also threatened.

We have already discussed the social, economic and environmental

implications of this concentration and depopulation to various segments

of society, however there are also governmental implications. Since

migration and growth are not restricted to political boundaries, the

distribution and growth of the population could have profound effects on

governments at all leve3.s, but, particularly the Federal leve3.. Since the

size of the House of Representatives was fixed at 435 members in 1910,

average congressional constituency has grown from 211,000 in 1910 to

470,000 in 1970 with the prospect of this constituency growing to between
4

623,000 and 741,000 by the year 2000.  See Figure 27! Individual voices

in government cauld be lost in the crowd. However, the ma!or problem

will be that representation will follow the people. As an example,

California presently has 10 percent of seats in the House of Representatives.

If migration to California continues coupled with the natural increase in

population, California's representation will grow to 14 percent by the year

2000. The result will be that California will have 20 percent of the

electoral votes needed to elect the President. This has certain

implications regardless af the twa Houses of Congress. The power struc-

ture in the Federal government could shift toward a relatively few fast

growing sections of the country and extreme sectionalism in this country

could again prevail.
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FIGURE 27

GAIN OR LOSS OF MEMBERSHIP IN HOUSE OF RZPRZSZNTI17ES,

BY STATES, BASED ON 1970 CENSUS

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, o~.cia., Figure XXII,
p. 3g6.



In the following sections of this chapter,l will identify and

enalyze the possible elements that might be incorporated into a population

redistribution strategy. In my view there are five such elements; one

behavioral and four structural. Behavioral in the sense that there are

social, political and economic norms which make up an invisible barrier

to changing the status quo. The word "Establishment" is probably used in

this context. The success of any of the structural elements  imple-

mentation of policies ! of a population redistribution strategy depends a

great deal on how the triplex of norms are satisfied or threatened by any

action on the part of the Federal Government. Acceptance or rejection of

any strategy is dependent on the degree of positive, negative or no

response from the so-called Establishment, The problem here becomes one

of identi+ing, 1! What are the political, social and economic norms tha.t

prevail within this country, 2 ! What are the interactions between these

norms, 3! Who are responsible for these interactions, II! Where are the

pressure points of these norms~ and 5! How  if possible! can these

norms be changed,

BEHAV IORAL ELEMENT

The problem of identifying these 3 types of norms is behavioral in

nature, i.e., the social, political and economic behavior of individuals

and firms. The underlying norm of the whole "Establishment", I believe,

is the free enterprise system involving the interactions of firms  in s.

broad sense! and individuals. Firms in the true economic sense of

profit maximizers and. individuals seeking to maximise income, their

marginal utility of that income, social status, and the quality of life.

The goals of these individuals are not exctusive and indeed they may

conflict with each other.



Social Norms

It is difficult to determine a complete listing of what might t~

termed social norms. It appears that these norms, however, owe thei r

beginnings to a strong religious heritage that was the basis for much of

the moral code that exists in the world today. In the U.S. as well as

other countries, the moral code has been transformed. into constitutional

rights, criminal codes and legal codes. We have taken for granted many

of our basic freedoms and. measure each individual's contribution to

society by these various codes. Each individual's public behavior is

subject to critical review, judgment and at times punishment. It appears

then that the first social norms are those standards dictated by our

moral code that measures an individual's interactions with every member

of society.

The second social norm, in my opinion, is the one concerned with

the quality of life. Here we have a norm that is somewhat vague. It is

behavioral in a sense because it refers to providing for the basic needs

for survival on one end of a scale,to basking in lavish luxury on the

other end. When speaking of quality of life we can think of things

abstract or concrete. Abstract in the sense that the aesthetics of our

physica1 and social environment add to our general well being and

concrete in the sense of a rising standard of living. Included perhaps

in the notion of quality of life, although in many cases could be

considered as separate norms, are the standards that society sets for

education, welfare and health.

With respect to education, there is the standard that all indivi-

duals should have a decent education not only in the sense of amount

but also in the sense of quality. This standard. is reflected in nay

state laws which require compulsory education of individuals until they
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reach 16 years of age. It is also generally accepted in society that

educa.tion is to be a public good that is provided to all who seek it

 non-exclusionary! and to be paid for out of Cax revenues; but here lies

a paradox. While society demands a so-called free education to the

nation's youth, it resists paying for quality in the educational system.

The most recent example of this has been the turmoil over wages for

teachers. It appears that society, up until recent times, demands that

teachers should consider thei.r dedication Co educating the nation's

youth at the expense and. sometimes hardship of foregoing high and. adequate

wages. With better economic opportunities available, many potential high

quality instructors have sought employment elsewhere. This problem is

being somewhat mitigated by the recent over supply of teachers in the

educational job market Co the point where administrators in education can

be more selective for their personnel. This again will lead to problems

because this over supply of teachers will tend to depress wages somewhat.

Then there is the social norm that is concerned with the general

welfare of the nation's populace. Society demands that individuals receive

their compensation or income by performing some useful function and

contributing to the general well being of society. Thus, the level of an

individuals productivity is directly related to the level of income

received. With this as the underlying notion, society seems to ignore

the means by which an individual becomes a productive element of society.

There are other social barriers such as, racism, the amount and quality

of education, imaobility, age, etc., which prevent nearly 25 million

individuals from achieving even a bare subsistence level of income.

Society on one hand sets the norm or goal but fails to offer any viable

means Co certain segments of our society to achieve these norms.

Attempts have been made and are continuing to be made to improve the



well'are, housing and income levels of the poor and disadvantaged. But

some of these programs have had varying degrees of success. For the most

part most programs aimed at solving the problems of welfare, health,

education, and housing of the disadvantaged groups have 'been largely

unsuccessful.

These programs for the most part missed the groups targeted for

help because the social, economic, and political norms or barriers prevented

their success. The underlying fear of the societal, political and

economic spheres is that some people will be getting"something for nothing,"

It appears that these spheres recognize the problems associated with the

poor and disadvantaged and yet will onLy go "so far" in solving the problems.

Assistance beyond this point appears to be resisted by 2 basic norms. The

first is the notion that once the poor are "put on their feet" the

disadvantaged should develop the momentum to carry them out of their

disadvantaged situation. The second norm may be the fear of being exploited

by the poor and other participants in the programs. This second norm is

perhaps the most important.

The poor or disadvantaged appear to be poor money managers and are

generally not wise in the worldly method of handling their personal

affairs. As such, they become targets for unscrupulous landlords, money

Lenders, retailers, speculators, etc. Examples of this exploitation can

be found in any major central city. However, a recent example of this

exploitation came to light in the Federal Government's subsidized housing

program. The program, administered by HUD under Section 235 and. 236

of the Housing Act of l968, provides for subsidized housing for the poor.

The basic idea is to eliminate the stigma of the poor living in public

housing projects and to give them access to the regular housing market.

The program allowed the poor to put a minimum down payment on a house



 $20 '! with the Federal Government paying all interest charges down to

one percent on a 40 year mortgage. A 1arge number of cases of frrrrrd were

discovered. Speculators would purchase run down houses at "fire sale"

prices and find a friendly FHA appraiser who would. appraise the value

of the house 4 or 5 times its actual purchase price. The result being5

that the poor would end up paying considerably more for a house that is

in poor if not unliveable condition. In some cases, the speculators

would slap some paint on houses that were actual+ structurally unsound

simply to get a high appraisal value. In many cases the people move

into the house only to find. out that it was condemned by city inspectors

because of building code violations. The people move out and the

Federal Government is left holding the mortgage. Vandals then take

6
over and inflict an average of $2000 damage per house. In Detroit alone

the Federal Govezmment is "stuck" with 150 million dollars of mortgages.

The total national cost and. potential loss to date is 2.4 billion dollars. 8

In addition, the annual subsidy payments now amount to 1.4 billion dollars

and this figure is expected to rise to 7.5 billion dollars by the year

1978, The cost and loss is staggering and yet the poor are not real y9

being served.

In the area of health, society demands that certain health standards

be met for its own protection. The water, food snd drugs we use are all

subject to rigorous health standards. Society also demands protection

from infectious diseases through many irrmrunization programs. In spite of

these standards many of the nation's poor receive little if any health

protection and. services despite the valiant efforts of a relatively few

dedicated members of the medical profession. Within this country we can

still find malnutrition, high infant mortality and many other diseases

10
associated with the poor. It seems we are obsessed with the notion of



wi33ingness to pay or ability to pay for health services. Socialized

medicine or some type of national health insurance plan are con,,idered

out of the question by many interest groups. They seem to ignore the

basic tenets of the medical profession that is to serve the needs of all

society with respect to preventive medicine, general health, and physical

and mental well being.

It would be an injustice to the medical profession to say that

their sole motive for providing health services is profit, given the

dedication of most medical practitioners. However, as dedicated as they

are, health services of all types do not come cheap. It is difficult to

equate the demand and supply of medical and health services. We appear

to be in a situation where consumers prefer to avoid. or remove circumstances

that require using their resources for health services and they use these

resources primarily to cure or provide services for the sick. There is

little motivation because the cost to consumers to make use of medical

services as a preventive measure is an effective deterrent. As an example,

only 33 percent of the population purchase dental services per year and

only 20 percent purchase medical services as a preventive measure per

year,

While there is no question as to the quality of medical services

rendered, it appears that we are being restrictive in our medical training

of medical practitioners. In many areas of the county we need. the

quantity of medical persons even if it means sacrificing a bit of quality.

 See Figure 28 and Table 7! Perhaps what we need is an intermediate group

of medical practitioners, such as, paramedics who can serve the less

erious needs of the populace, leaving the more serious problems to fully

qualified medical specialists. It alrmst seems as though we are purposely

restricting the supply of medical personnel in order to keep the demand



FIGURE 28

Source: U.S. Department of' Agriculture, Part 1, o~.ci.t., p. 75.



TABLZ 7

S ecialisis arxd hospihxl-based physicians �08ri!

Per 100,000
population

Per 100
h exp ital beds

Greater tnetropolitnn cottnties
Lesser tnulropolil.an couttties
Gotintics next to metro areas
Isolated semirttral counties
Isolated rural counties

Source. 1{calth Care!n Rural Atnerica, E RSist, EConomlc Research Service, U.B. Departmentefhgtt-
culture, July lsx0.

Percent 0 hos itals occrediled

Metro count!es
vrlth central cities Nonxnetro oountlesRegion

Botu ce Health Care tn Rural krnertca, ERS-401, Economic Research Service, U,B. Departtnent or l4g-
culturc, July 1010

Source. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Part 1, op,cit.,
p, 71,

Northeast
North Central
South
West
United States

137
93
38
45

8

90
82
69
73
78

34
25
12
ll

79
47
37
42
45



and therefore the price of their services high. I don't claim to know the

solution,but perhaps socialized medicine or some kind of national health

insurance together with the training of additional medical personnel is

the answer. This approach seems to be working in both Eastern and

Western European countries and I only wish to raise the question of why

programs of this type would. not work in these United States.

Finally, society demands protection of the basic rights outlined in

the U.S. Constitution and its amendments. The police power of' the states

and the Federal Government is the basic tool used to protect these rights.

Yet we see how the civil rights of many of our nation's minority groups

and poor are violated despite the basic tenets of the Constitution and

specific State and Federal legislation. The courts too appear to be

powerless as in the case of civil rights. Despite the actions of the

courts, the poor and. disadvantaged minority groups, in general, always

seem to be excluded from opportunities to become useful and. successful

members of' society. Society seems to find the means ta work around the

law.

Political Norms

Political norms are generally characterized. as being the unwritten

"Rules of the Game." This is to say that an unwritten code mists within

the political sphere by which po22tical activity is governed.

The first of these rules is one concerned with conflict of interests

between politicians and interests that they may represent, the second

refers to the level of' dependence a politician has on political contribu-

tions. By generally limitiag the level or amount contributed. by an

interest group to a political campaign, a politician attempts to avoid

the connotation of being bought out by a particular interest group.
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j owever, no matter how modest a campaign contribution is to a polit,isis,
it serves one bssic purpose. This is that it provides access to the

political sphere where views on a particular issue can be heard. It is

not unlike paying to have your "day in court" and gaining entrance to a

political decision making body. irony groups of individuals have limited

or no access to the political sphere and do not have their "day in court."

lt has only been in the last decade or so that actions have been taken by

the Federal Government to assist, economically depressed areas and attempt
to create racial equality. Zn both areas there has been limited success

as previously mentioned. The basic problem is that it is difficult for

the poor and disadvantaged to organize into a viable interest group snd

because of this have little chance of gaining entry to the political

sphere. Another problem is in the basic life style of the poor. They
appear to look for the short run gain rather than the long run and appear

not to understand. the political process by which changes occur.

With the vast array for Federal progrens and grants, the poor still

seem to come out on the short end. In 1970, for example, Federal public

assistance amounted ot only 2.6 percent of the national budget.12

 See also Figure 17, Chapter 1! Average monthly payments to the aged
was $77 in 1960 and. $78 in 1970. These amounts in themselves are a13

tragedy even when ignoring the deflated value of the $78 over the 10-year
period. A similar trend exists for the aid to dependent children

program. Xn 1960 the average monthly payment per family was $140 per
14

month. In 1965 this average was $171 In 1968' 69' and 70 it was

$188, $186 and $187 respectively. 'I%us, it appears that despite15

large increases in Federal expenditures over the ten year period  more
than double! the poor and disadvantaged have actually lost money when
one considers inflation. The dilemma is the result of having limited



access to the political sphere and the fact that the political sphere

serves those who have the access. This is simply a fact of life so to

speak. As stated earlier some means must be found to serve the 29 mi Llion

poor in this land of plenty.

E = f A + R + Ed + Sx!

where E = job opportunity or employment

A = age

R = race

Ed = education

Sx = sex

Carrying this a bit further;

I  Income!

H  Housing!

S  Subsistence!

f Z! ~ f A + R + Ed + Sx!

f I!

Q  Quality of life! ~ f I + H + S!

and. SS  Social Status! f Q!

Given this simplistic fomnulation, it can be seen that keys to income and

job opportunity are sex, age, race and education. One other factor also

Economic Norms

I have already d.iseussed. how I believe that the free enterprise

system and the interactions of firms and. individuals play a significant

role in the development of both social and. political norms. To me it

seems as though the key to meeting the social and political norms in this

country is in achieving some unknown level of income and that, in turn, is

dependent upon job opportunities. The equation for defining these relation-

ships might look like the one shown below.



comes into play,and that is, the health of the individual in each of these

categories. Health in the sense that these individuals are employ:<ble an«

have no physical impairment, to prevent their employment. The health factor

appears to be the only constraint to the equation, despite the fact that

many head.s of households may in fact be women with dependent children.

Here the social norm relating to the mother-child. relationship cauld also

be a constraint if Day Care centers were not available.

Summary

These triplex of norms are so interrelated that it is difficult to

distinguish the sphere in which they originate. Society i s made uy of

various demand groups that stimulate the political sphere into action. The

result of this action appears for the most yart to be economic gains for

the demand groups in the form of higher incomes, cheapter housing, lower

taxes, etc. These economic gains are then transformed into a higher

standard of living with additional demands from society. The system

appears to feed on itself as momentum is gained and continues to syiral

upward, In this spiral, elements of social conscience and. social justice

began to appear but their impact appears to get lost in the momentum.

As an example, total Federal, State and local expenditures for public

aid, health and medical programs, housing assistance and other social

welfare programs, excluding social security and. educational expenditures>

amounted to only 3.2 percent  or 30.4 billion dollars! of this nation's
16

total. 1970 Gross National Product. Any cynic would say that the nation

t<!see<1 out «, few ru<abv nf' brea<1 t,<i the poor,

Within the context of the social, political and economic norms

described above the nation must find. some means of increasing the overall

quality of life for all of the nation's people and, provide them with



viable options as to where they could live given the problems associated

with the present pattern of population distribution.

In the following sections I will attempt to identify the four element<

that could be used in an overall population distribution strategy that

would contribute to the two goals mentioned. above.

REGIONAL GROWTH POLE ELZ1$NT

General

This element is perhaps the most important of the four structural

elements to be discussed in this chapter, because it can be the focal point

for the application of the other elements to be discussed. With this

element efforts would be made to develop an urban center that would deflect

or redirect population growth from the suburbs in large metropolitan areas

while at the same time serving the needs of rural areas within s specific

region. With respect to rural areas, it is envisioned that these centers

would provide residents of rural areas Job opportunities plus a social

and cultural infrastructure in which they can participate.

This element is within the context of Central Place Theory, which

attempts to explain the spatial patterning of cities. Significant contri-

butions to this theory were made by Losch, Christaller and Weber
17, 1S l9

20 21
with extensions by Hoover and Izard. These researchers have attempted

to identify why we have the existing pattern of cities. The studies

indicate that as one proceeds from smaller to larger class sizes of cities,

the distance seperating cities of like class size also increases. Others

22
have attempted correlating city size with market area complex. Within

the context of this research, the development growth centers is basically

the stimulated and controlled. development of intermediate size cities

with the ides of diverting the growth of metropolitan areas to these



centers. The centers chosen would already have an industrial base a~d

could provide basic conmunity services. It is in these centers where the

greatest potential for growth lies and it is in these conmunities where

Federal, State and local planning and financial assistance can be used

most effectively in satisfying the goals of a National Population Redis-

tribution Policy. The basic problem is in identifying these growth

centers and the region they will serve.

Identification of Growth Poles

Numerous attempts have been made to identify growth poles or centers

in both the U.S. and other countries. However, prior to discussing two

of the attempts made at identifying these centers, some attempt must be

made to define the type of growth wanted in these centers. Basically, we

want controlled population growth. This is to say that we want to begin

with a series of smaller cities, of say 50,000 to 250,000 populati.on,
23 24-

is considerable debate on the correllation of economic growth and popu-

25
lation growth. For this thesis, economic growth is defined as increases

in income  family and per capita!,output, and wealth plus the amenities,

in non-market values, offered by physical, social, and cultural environ-

ments. This leads further to the basic problem of providing individuals

with economic opportunities or employment opportunities in an environment

that individuals wish to live. Finally, this leads us to the problem

of stimulating the movement of industry of all types to these centers in

and stimulate their population growth to a maximum of about 500,000 persons.

However, given the interactions of the social, political and economic

spheres of influence and. the basic premise that each individual wishes to

maximize his quality of life and standard of living, population growth

can be assumed to 'be depend.ent upon economic growth, even though there



order to provide the jobs necessary to support a targeted population for

a particular growth center. Within the context of Industrial Location

Theory  Weber, 1929; Hoover, 1937; Izard, 19� and 1969!,industrial location

is primarily dependent upon 1! Transport costs of raw materials and

finished product f'rom and to resource location, prod.uction sites and

26market locationsp 2! Labor costs, and 3! Agglomoration economies.

With the shift of our total industries from one predominently

extractive in nature through one predominently manufacturing to one pre-

dominently service, coupled with the nations present network of land,

water and air transportation, the importance of reductions in transport

costs to locational decisions has diminished somewhat, leaving labor costs

and agglomoration economies as the prime factors in locational decision

making. Although, savings in transport costs can't be disregarded complete-

ly. These three factors taken together determine whether or not an

industry will have a competitive advantage in the market place and will

determine whether or not a city or region can compete in interregional

trade.

In the context of' economic growth, the growth center would be

expected to contribute and exchange resources and manpower with the region

it is supposed to serve. These interrelationships should include a

transportation system that will serve not only industry, but also

residents of the growth center and the region it serves. This would

result in the exchange of manpower and services to and f'rom the center

with the center providing educational, cultura1, social, prof'essional,

and governmental services. But now, the question arises as to how to

designate a potential center of growth. What are the parameters to be

used to measure potential growth in these centers7 The list of' parameters

could be overwhelming because it could include the parameters measuring



a city's physical size, population size, age dis.ribution,emnloyment

classifications, educational level, density, geographic location, water

supply, transportation systems, and climate as physica' parameters;

past growth in population, labor participation rates, income. output and

wealth of both individuals and industry as economic parameters, u'us,

parameters that measure the socis.l, cultural and environmer al amen3 ties

of these cities.

With respect to the physical and population size of these centers,

it is generally felt that comeunities with a paou~~ tion of ~~r. 50,000 ,o

250,000 could offer the greatest potential for growth, dependent however,

on the measurement and performance of the other parameters. Studies by

27the Fopulation Reference Bureau  October 1971! indicate that the

greatest potential lies in communities with a population of 250,000 with

past population growth greater than or equal to the national average

growth in the past 10 years. However, my research indicates that this

size of city may severely restrict the number of cities considered as

having growth potential, Zt can be shown that industry is generally

Ph3
attracted to communities having a population of 25,000 or greater. '

Purther,it can be shown that communities with a population of about

50,000 can provide the basic services of police protection, an effective

fire department, a, hospital, a public school system, a health department,

and. a library system, while realizing some of the advantages associated

with economies of scale. Tables 8 and 9 show the minimum ponulation

29
requirements for providing these services and their relative costs.

Znitially, at least, I would also add the parameter measurinlr, the oust

population gzewth of these sma11er communi ties consistent wi th t.be,;tuuy



Minimum Population Leve1s Consistent with Adequate Levels

of Performance of Selected C~ity Services

Minimum PopulationCcmmunity Service

Highway Construction
and Maintenance

50,000 - 100,000

50,000

Library System

Health Department

Source: National Goals Research Staff, "Toward a National Growth
Policy' Population Distribution Aspects" ash ngton .C.; March
1970 , chart 19.

Public School System

Police Protection

District Hospital

10p000 �~000 papi] s !

50~000

50,000 - 75�00

50,000
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TABLE 9

Co..s of Selected Community Services and

Facilities by Size of Population Served

Population Served CostFunction

Sewage Treatment
Plant Construction

Libraries

Fire Protection

Sewage Treatment

Water Plant Operation
and Maintenance

Source: National Goals Research Staff, "Toward a National Growth Policy:
Population Distribution As ects",  Washington D.C.; rch 19'f
chart 20.

Water Conveyance
System Operation
and Maintenance

1, 000-2, 000
5 ~ 000-10,000

25, 000-50, 000
50,000 and. over

County of 50,000
City of 100,000
Oity-county of 100,000
City of 200,000

2 ~000
20,000

200,000

10,000
100,000

1, 000,000

50,000
100,000
500,000

1,000,000

22.4 acre-ft.plant!
224.0

1,120.0
2,240.0

112,000.0

4~4.90 per capita!
29.70
1L. 10
11.$0

0 3.96
3.44
3.49
3 03

0.54 engine Co.s
0.16 per thousand
0.09 population!

$58.00 per rai l.gal. !
23. 00

8.00

$26.00 per acre ft.
21.50 treated!
11.00

10.00

$13.00 per s,cre-ft.
5.88 per mile
2.90 pumping !
2.10

.36
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mad.e by the Population Reference Bureau. However, a cornrnunities perfo ..-

rnance when measured by other parameters msy, in fact, offset a relatively

poor per formance of the past population growth parameter.

Trans ortation S stems

A major requirement of potential growth centers is that they have

access to and from their hinterlands and to large metropolitan areas t»at

would provide a ready market for the goods and services produced in these

communities. Highway, rail, and water linkages to regional and world

markets often determine the way in which communities grow. A study, made

for the National Water Commission by Rivkin/Carson Inc. in 1971, concludes

that "places with highway access do have a greater chance of' growing and

less chance of losing population than others and that highways enable
n3C

communities to become more metropolitan. With respect to water transpor-

tation, the same study indicates that access to water transportation was

an important factor of potential growth  population and economic! in t»e

past. Presently, the twenty largest SMSA's are located on ws.ter. However,

it was shown that the relationship of water transportation and potential

growth is not as important an influence presently as it was in the pas; � .

The national Water Commission study shows that large SMSA's not located

on or near water transportation had equal rates of population growth a

those located on water.
31

This study did not include an analysis of rail transport systems and

the growth potential of a coxmmity. The availability of a rail trans-

portation system is often taken as a, given factor because the existing

railroad network is so extensive and hs.s contributed in the past to

economic and population growth. All of the communities that may be

considered as a potential growth center would be



served by a rail transport system. The empha . s here on an existine-

transportation system i important as a pre- e" '..'.site to economic arid

population growth because of' the enorrmus csp=tal outlays needed to

provide these transport services and the delays the. may be incurred in

inducing industry to locate in potential growth centers.

Labor Force

Within the context of industrial location theory, the availabil' ty

of low cost labor is an important factor in locational decision making.

The term low cost labor may be a misnomer in the sense that it implies

cheap unskilled labor. As used in this section,I will be referring to

low cost labor as producing more output per unit co=,t of labor. The

parameters that become important, therefore, in measuring the potential
for savings to industry in labor costs include, the size of the labor

force, the distribution by occupation, the productivity per occupational

classification, educational levels of the work force, special skills,

the age distribution of' the work force, the prevailing wage rates per

occupational classification and the cost of living index for each

potential center. The performance of these parameters for each potential
center should determine for industry whether or not significant ssvings

in labor costs would. warrant a locational shift.

A lomoration Economies

These potential savings to industry are for the most part diffi.cult

to quantify,but yet,play a significant role in the locational decision

making process.

The most quantificable savings in this classification are those

realized from industry increasing the size of its operations to take



advantage of economies of scale. While economies of scale are clearly

embraced in existing production theory, it is easily incorporated into

locational analysis and therefore should not be ignored.

The second type of agglomoration economy is generally referred to

as Localization Economies. The basis for these savings derives fromII 113~

the concentration of a particular industry at a, particular location.

The reasons for this concentration can be the result, of a common skilled

labor pool, common energy sources and. needs, common needs for specific

raw materials, common needs for special servi.ce industries such as machine

repair and service, plus industries that complement each others output.

These savings are real,but perhaps a little more complicated to quantify

then the savings derived from. economies of scale. Thus, it appears to

be important that potential growth centers have an industrial base with

which to work from.

The final type of agglomoration economy is -eferred to as "Urbani-

zation Economies. These are perhaps the least quantifiable of all33

because they include such factors as climate, water supply, the basic

physical infrastructure of a community, taxes, availability of land., plus

social, cultural and environmental factors.

The National Water Commission study, for example, shows that the

development of water supply and water treatment facilities is not

correlated to economic and population growth,and yet,any type of growth

34
will not occur without the provision of these facilities. Similarily,

there is a growing trend of industrial relocation to areas in the South

east, South central and South west sections of the U.S. from the Norther~

sections based, in part, on climate, lower taxes, and the availRbility

of land. For the first time since 1880,the South, as a whole, experienced

a net gain in migration.
35
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The question now becomes one of how does one determine or quantify the

potential growth of any particular community. Wha+ empirical method <.-n

be devised that would rank the potential growth of communities wi .h' n

the 50,000 to 250,000 population range~ As tated previously, the'e have

been a number of attempts at ident' fying noten ial growth cen',ers. One

of these attempts has occurred in the U.S. while the other has occurred

in Canada.

The United States' E~e. ience

In the U.S. a Federal program was instituted in I".ol to stimulate

economic growth in economically depressed areas throughout the county,

Under the Area Redevelopment Administration  ARA! and its successor the

Economic Development Administration  rWA!, the Federal Government sought

to stimulate growth in various economically depressed regions of the

country through substantial investment in transyortation systems and.

direct aid to stipulated growth centers within each region. The operation

and success of this yrogram is discussed in detail in Chapter II. My

concern here is in how the growth centers were determined and how

successful Federal investment in these centers was toward stimulating

economic and population growth.

ZDA Growth Centers

A total of 204 growth centers have been selected as part of the

36KDA program. Some of these centers consist of 2 or 3 small towns which

reduces the total number of centers to l70. However, of the 20437

communities selected as having potential growth,89 percent have a.

population size of less than 50,000 and 70 percent have a population

of less than 25,000.
38
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The states participating in the program were responsible for identi-

fying these centers,and. studies by Rivkin and Carson for the National

Water Commission �971!, Rothblatt �971! and Fuller �969! indicate39 4o 41

that the selection of these centers did. not follow a uniform criteria.

In fact, their selection appears to have been pragmatic or gut feelings

on the part of state administrators participating in the prograrrr.

Generally, however, these administrators looked e.; the growing importance

of these communities with respect to size, location and. population change

plus, in most cases, access to a highway transpox.:ation system. For the

most part, the locational factors discussed in the previous section of

this chapter were ignored. The question now becomes one of how effective

has Federal investment been in these centers in stimulating economic and

population growth. As might be expected, the success of Federal invest-

ment has been mixed. Fuller �969! as part of his Ph'd thesis on the

Appalachian Region analyzed the effect of Federal investment in 4 growth

centers within this region. His conclusions wexe as follows;

A fundamental element of the Act's growth strategy
requires that investment be concentrated in centers
having a significant potential f' or growth. While on
the surface, the states have accepted this approach,
there is strong evidence that many of the centers
selected as growth centers do not offer a sound basis
for ecoxromic growth.

Arbitrarily designating an urban concentration as
a growth center is insufficient impetus for it to
gxow. To be a growth center, a center must satisfy
a number of requirements. First of all it must have
a potential for further growth. This potential rrrust
be large enough so that eff'ox'ts toward its achieve-
ments will also have positive growth eff'ects on the
area surrounding it. Hence it is not enough just to
be able to grow itself, but a growth center should be
so related to its hinterland. that growth at the center
strengthens the economy and improves the living
standards in its periphery. Thus, growth centers should
be of some minimum size to have economies of' agglomera-
tion present so that new activities are encouraged
through scs.le economies operating at that location.
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As a result, investment will have a greater than>
42

proportionate influence on the region's econo~n~.

The lesson learned from this experience 's the ..act that more

sophisticated methods are needed to ident' fy "rowth centers. Durina the

decade that the ZDA program and it's predecessor has been in ef.ect !n the

Appalachia Region, despite sub tantial Federal inves+ment in the

designated growth centers of this region, the region los+ 1.11 million
i!.3

persons in net migration.

In previous paragraphs I have already identified a number of'

criteria and parameters that should. be used to identify potential growth

centers. While the list of' parameters is exclusive of other parameters

that could. be considered., I believe it contains the most essential

elements of such criterion. With respect to methods that might be used

in evaluating the performance of these parameters in the U.S.,two seem

aomewha.t promising. The first is setting up a Input-Output model for a

potential growth center and test to see how investment  Federal, State,

Local! in any sector of the regional growth center would affect other

sectors. In addition> such an analysis may reveal 0he strengths and

weaknesses of various sectors within the regional economy. A second method

which can be used is that of performing an Economic Base Study for a

particular region and its potential growth center. This method concentrates

primarily on employment and labor participation rates f' or various

industries. Basically the two methods have two shortcomings. First, both

methods of analysis will not result in a ranking of growth potential amid

second, many socio-economic cultural and environmental factors are not

considered or are assumed away.

Perhaps the most promising method, a method !hat. I ~!oc~'t, !ic! ii v»

has been tried yet in the U.S.. - s +he regre,">sion nn« "doctor an:~!y;: i.',
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t
method developed in .ntarib, Canada. This method will be described in

detail in the following section.

The Canadian Experience

The problem of identifying potential growth centers is not unique to

the U.S. Planners of all nations are deeply concerned with uncontrolled.

growth and. where it will occur. Perhaps the most complexing problem is

identifying the symptoms "-ssociated with growth "or .".r"se symptoms hold

the seeds for future growth.

The Province of Ontario in Canada has been faced with growth problems

similar to those in the U.S., but at a much reduced scale. The Provincial

Government has long recognized the importance of planning for bs.lanced

growth. To this end. the Province sponsored the research of Gerald Hodge

at the University of Toronto, who developed an Analytical Model to

44
identify Growth Poles in Eastern Ontario. The methods used and the

results, I believe, are significant enough Co be considered for applica,tion

in the U.S ~ ~

The model is based on the use of both multiple regression analysis

and factor analysis. Multiple regression analysis was used to determirre

the degree of association between variables of urban development and

corrrmunity performance. Factor analysi.s was then employed to identify any

underlying conmunity traits common to all corrrrrrunities. These traits

emerged as clusters of the original variables. Thirty-two variables were

used in the study and these were reduced to 7 clusters or traits corrrmon

to all the corrlrrunities. The performance  or score! of these traits then

measured the growth potential of a particular community. The thirty-two

variables were in four general catagories, 1! Derrrographic and Social

Characteristics! 2 ! Physical Development, 3! Geographic Situation and
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4! Economic Base. Table 10 shows the list of varie't -. used in this

analysi s .

The purpose in using these many variables stem from the fact that so

many different variables seem relevant to descr be the range of influences

thought to contribute toward. the fozmation of a c.'-y or town. No single

variable is sufficient to describe the real nature of growth and. develop-

ment. By measuring the interrelationships of a large number of var'sbles,

it is hoped that the complicated nature of urbe=. growth azzd its problems

can be defined.

The first step in this procedure would be to der.ve the

relationships between all variables. This is defined as the degree

which one variable of urban development is found to exist in the presence

of another variable. The relationships are stated as numerical values,

correlation coefficients,  r! and a.,e int. rpreted literally as the

probabi,lity in which one could expect variables to co-exist. When the

value is negative, an inverse relationship exists between two variables.

This is to say, for example, that with a fast growing population the

age of the housing stock is less likely to average over 20 years.

The resulting matrix of the relationships developed in the Canadian

experience is shown in Table 11.

From this the problem becomes one of identifying groups or clusters

of interrelationships since individual correlations do not permit a

positive statement of the causes and. effects of urban development. The

basis for using factor analysis to identify the gzoups c" clusters of

interrelations stems from the fact that urban development and the

interaction between communities is not a random process. It occurs in a

4y
variety of more or less regular patterns. For ex mple, one would

expect the interactions of people, hou..'ny, and,~o's to result i» .w
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TABLE lO

HA CTERI TIC OF URBAN CENTE CODE

CAPXNV '

NEA RES
NMETTO
H IGHWA

KMPMAN
EMPSER
FAMERN
FU IPSEX
LEV NET

Source: Gerald Homage, The Identification of'Growth
Poles' in Eastern Ontario  Toronto; Ontario Department
of Economics and Developraent, 1966!,p. 17.

Variables Used in the Analysis of Urban

Development in Eastern Ontario

emo ra hic and Social Characteristi s:
opu at on ze,

2. Population Chang~e 1951-1961
3. Population Under i5 Years, 1961
4. Population Over 65 Years 1961
5. Protestant Religious Affiliation, 1961
6. Roman Catholic Religious Affiliation, 1961
7. French Speaking Population, 1961

English Speaking Population 1961
9 ~ immigrant Population Since $945> 1961
1O. Education Attainment of University Level, 1961
11. Education Attainment of Crade 11 or Better, 1961
12. Population Density, 1961

Investment/Capita, 1964
14. Intensity of Private investment  Value!/Acre,

1963
15. Investment in Public Utilities, 1963
16. Level of Locally Provided Serv5.ces, 1963
17. Investment in Commercial Property, 1961
18. Investment in Industrial Property, 1961
19. Median Value of Dwellings, 1961
20- Dwellings Built Before 1945, 1961
21. Dwellings with Furnace Heat, 1961
22. Dwellings with Hot-Cold Mater, 1961
23. High School Quality 1963
24. Hospital Quality, 1�4

st Competing Center, 1961
26, Time-Distance to Nearest Metropolis, 1961
27. Highway Access, 1964

Economic Base:
ce in f'janufacturing 1961

29. Labor Force in Services, 196i
30. Average Family Earnings, 1961
31. EIale Female Employment, 1961
32. Level of Retail Services, 1961

POPULA
POPCHA
POPU15
POPO65
POPROT
POPRCA
POPFRE
POPENG
PIllM45
UNXVER
CRAD11
POPDEN

INTASS .
UTILIT
LOCSER
XNCOh94',
ININDU
MVALDU
DUSOLD '
DU FURN,
DUHCWA,
HSQUAL
HSPQUA
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condition that take; on order and uniformity. Jobs, inco..e, and housing

would indicate the quality of housing or socio-economic status of a

particular community. Thus, the primary objective of factor analysis i s

to identify the traits and. their statistical bases that apply to the set

of cities or towns being analyzed.

The traits emerge from the factor analysis and distinct clusters

of the original variables. The clusters, because of their statistical

properties, are the dimensions  or traits! or urban development. Each

dimension is made up of a linear combination of all the variables and

is somewhat similar to a linear regression equation. Some variables are

more dominant than others and their factor loading, like a regression

coefficient, characterize the relationship that exists. Factor loading,

then, is a measure of the degree of closeness between each variable and

the  dimension! cluster. The actual scores of each community in each

dimension can then identify the performance of a, community relative to

the performance of other communities. Each cormrrunity will achieve some

score in each of the dimensions, however, the differences between the

scores of various communities will provide a method, or ranking the

performance of one community against others. The dimensions  or trait.,!

then can be thought of as explaining the interrelationships of people,

events and. physical environment in urban centers or as an indicator

of the interrelationships that have occurred in the past.

Xn the Canadian experience, ten dimensions were extracted from the

analysis of the 32 variables. However, only seven were considered as

being meaningful and statistically reliable. The dominant factor Loading

of each variable either positive or negative, then suggested the det'inii,ion

of each dirrrension. Again negntive londings indicate that an the vari; ble

increases in importance the value of the dimens on decreases. The .',ev~ n



dimensions plus the

are shown on Table 12.

f score that wou ~ i-.';=:-"," -..otential g ~

It is not the intent of this section to go into a deta'led analysis

and of the method just presented. It is i".tardes, however, to 'dentify

the basic operations of th. s model and it pot=mt a' use. It would be a

relatively simple matter to develop comparable variables used in the

Canadian test for the United. States and use the model to determine

potential growth poles or centers in the U.S.. I would. suggest that

further investigations be made to develop the full potential use of this

46
model,

or large metropolitan areas, other ~ ments must be used to better the

Summary

As indicated in the preceeding section, considerable attention is

being given to the application of the growth pole concept. In the U.S.,

however, we have had limited success in the application of this concept

although the literature is rich with the theory and tests of various

components of this theory. Nevertheless, considerably more research and

experience is needed to make this concept workable.

In the context of a national population redistribution strategy, I

consider this element the key to the success of such strategy. The other

elements discussed or to be discussed in subsequent sections of this chap-

ter are intended to work in conjunction with the growth pole concept in

a way that will make selected growth centers a viable locational option

for all individuals in the U.S.. Further, the growth pole concept

cannot be expected to be the only solution to the population distri-

bution problem in the U.S.. It is intended to solve some of the problems

of both rural and urban areas. For those who chose to remain in rural



TABLE 12

Measurement of Potential Growth Centers

General Score Level for

Potential Growth

Dimension

Source: Gerald Hodge, o~.cit., pp. 19-21; Table was developed from data
presented in text of study.

Physical Development

French/English

Population Age

Industria1/Commercial Development

Population Size

Educational Level

Compact Development

High positive scores

High negative scores

High negative scores

High negative scores

High positive scores

High positive scores

High negative scores



life style and increase the quality of life of these residents, making

these areas attractive locational options.

THE NEW TOWNS AND MODEL CITIES ELEMENT

General

In the following section I intend to discuss how the New Towns,

Model Cities and urban renewal programs of the Fede"al Government might

be combined and modified into an element that might be used in a

population distribution strategy, I will discu",- how each of these

programs are presently designed '.o aid. cities in ' ~roving the quality

of' their environment and in solving the population distribution question

and how effective these programs are at solving these problems.

Existin New Towns Pro ram

New Towns, communities or cities have often been considered as a

means to promote balance growth and a better environment and are based.

on the aspirations of planners to achieve utopia. As envisioned, the

development of new towns would save money through efficient design, would

provide for the development of a sense of community, and would. offer a

life style enhanced by open spaces and recreational opportunities. The

basic idea is to provide Americans a viable and attractive location

where they could live, work and. play.

The problem with new towns is that they cauld be expected to absorb

only a small percentage of the urban or rural population. For example,

to accommodate the expected population increase in New Towns over the

next 30 years, we would have to build three cities the size of Houston,

Texas every year until the year 2000. The 70 new towns that have been

proposed or built, since 1947 in this country, have absorbed less than
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one-third the population of Houston.

Another problem with the New Towns concept is that they attract, the

white midlle and upper income residents of central cities and perhaps als-

suburbia. The New Towns developed to date, in the U.S.>have all been

located abo~t 50 mi3.es from large metropolitan centers with the result

being ths.t they have turned out to be additions to suburbia in a

megalopolis rather than a free standing new town. Again, the poorer

elements of society are excluded because they lack the resources to buy

into the "suburban club." This concept leaves the poor behind and

aggravates the plight of central cities with their declining tax bases.

The final two problems that come into play can be characterized as

being economic and institutional in nature. These include the balancing

of supply and demand for labor, housing, hospitals, schools, shopping

facilities and other service industries in order to make the provision

of these goods and services profitable in New Towns. The logistics of

these problems are tremendous.

Exist;ing Model Cities Program

The Federal Government's Model Cities program in its present form

is basically a system of block grants to cities, dependent upon the

submission and approval of plans by the city to the Federal Government

showing how these plans would help disadvantaged areas. The plans are to

provide for improving education, job training, employment, welfare,

health and the physical development of disadvantaged areas. Cities

eligible for this program receive two types of grants; one for planning

and the other for iraplementing the plans. The implementation grants

would cover 80 percent of non-federal costs af carrying out the plans.

The basic idea of these grants is to improve and enhance the urban
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environment making the cities a viable option to individuals seeking to

47
increase their quality of life.

As originally envisaged, the Model Cities program was to concentrate

large grants in relatively few cities. However, political opposition

to this approach resulted in a large number of cities receiving smaller

grants. The program was, thus, watered down, so to speak, to satisfy the

demands of interest groups through their representatives in Washington.

Thus, the effectiveness of the program was reduced and various demand

groups have effectively destroyed a potentially good program.

Another problem with the program was in how commmity or neighborhood

organizations were treated in voicing their opinions of various plans for

improvement. HUD, the administrator of the program, had set down a

requirement that these organizations be given a voice in the planning

process. In reality, however, these organizations had little or no voice

in the planning process and the program, which was designed to help these

neighborhoods, became one of a block grant to cities to do with as they

48
pleased. In this context, the strong administration of the program by

HUB was lacking.

Existing Urban Renewal Program

This program has been in effect since 1949 and it is the largest

and oldest Federal program for improving the physical condition of cities

and towns. However, since 1949, the Federal Government had appropriated

about 10 billion dollars for the program. To date, only 5.2 billion has

been spent, Qf the 2531 urban renewal plans approved or expected to be

approved only 733 were completed by the end. of 1971.
49

Ibe program is designed. to aid local governments acquire all real

property within renewal areas, raze structures, and assist displaced



families with moving allowances. After the land is cleared, local

governmental units then sell the land to private developers or use it

for public facilities. The Federal Government contributed two-thirds of the

cost of the difference between total local government exp nditures for

the project and the receipts received from the sale of the land.

The main problems with the urban renewal programs are that many

existing neighborhood patterns are d.isrupted and that the program is

generally slow in the execution of' renewal plans.

In the sixties many urban renewal programs were designed to

revitalize central city areas by providing the means and. the lands to

develop housing stocks, transportation systems, public facilities, and

commercial and industrial buildings. Large tracts of slum housing were

tom down in a direct attack on urban blight. Yet these slum areas were

replaced by middle income and upper income apartment complexes, office

buildings and public facilities and not by housing or facilities for the

former residents. The result was that the program was drastically

reducing the supply of low-cost housing causing slum areas to develop

in other parts of the cities. A recent article in the New York Times

reports that:

In New York, Chicago, Newark> and a host of other
major urban areas the destmction  creation of' slums!
goes on day by day almost as if by design..It is a
process that takes place when people of' means move out
and leave behind the poor and the socially distressed.
03d, marginal housing becomes an economic liability
and is abandoned. Soon the process begins to feed on
itself and old but structurally sound housing that
could be made to last f' or generations..indeed new
housing too..succumbs to vandalism or neglect and. is
lef't in ruins.~o  emphasis added!

In 1969, Congress stipulated that cities must build as many new

low-cost and moderate-cost housing units as are demolished during the
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renewal project. In addition, the Neighborhood Development Program was

established by Congress to mitigate the problem of total disruption of

existing neighborhood patterns. The program allows for spot demolition,

spot construction and building code enforcement within neighborhoods
	

rather than designating a large area. for urban renewal.

Proposal for the New Towns and, Model Cities Element

ln the preceding paragraphs I have discussed. three efforts made by

the Federal Government for improving the urban environment. In addition,

the purpose and. problems with each of these programs was also discussed.

The task now becomes one of detenaining how these programs can be combined

or somehow modified. into an element for use within an overall strategy

to effect the distribution of the nation's population.

In reiterating the population distribution problem we see the

migration of the rural population to urban areas, leaving behind a poor

and ageing rural community. We also see the migration from central

cities to suburbia by the white middle and upper income classes and finally

we see the explosion of suburbia into a virtually uncontrolled sprawl.

The underlying notion of these movements is that each individual is

attempting, in the best way he Knows how, to better his life style and

enhance his quality of' life even though unwitti~ly, perhaps, eliminating

the hope of the poor, aged, and black from achieving a better way of life.

The basic premise, therefore, of this section is that of providing and

enhancing viable locational options for all of the population and to

increase the quality of life for everyone.



Central City and Metropolitan Areas

The principles of the New Town concept and inte., of the Model CIi-es

and Urban Renewal programs can be used within the contexC of a national

population redistribution strategy for both rural and urban areas.

The New Town concept could. be used to revitablize our central cities

in order to make them more attractive to potential suburbanites. Sy

combining the best of each of three programs mentioned we could l! enhance

the aesthetic appeal of central cities, 2 ! provide for the improvement of

the health, education, welfare, housing and job training of central city

residents and 3! develop a sense of conmunity and. pride within

neighborhoods in central cities.

With respect to the first goal, both the New Town concepts in

combination possibly with the Federal Government's Urban Renewal program

could be used to develop and revitablize schools, hospitals, central city

business districts, improve transportation facilities in conjunction wi th

Department of Transportation programs, develop new civic centers, and

develop recreational areas or other open spaces. Within this context,

efforts would be made to yreserve existing low or medium priced housin~,

stocks or the development of new housing stocks  houses or aqartmeDC

complexes! for all income classes.

The second. goal would. be the strengthening of the Model Cities

program which was initial+ intended to improve education,,job skills,

employment, health and. welfare,and the yhysical development of central

cities. In this case, the physi,cal development asyect of this prop;ram

would be removed because it overlays the intent of the first goal

mentioned above. With the central city areas becoming increasingly black

and the suburbs white together with the movement of industry out toward
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the suburban ring it becomes imperative that a program be developed

inczease the job skills and the employment opportunities of those who

chose or are indirectly restricted to centzal city areas. in addition,

the program would provide ior the health, educa.tion and welfare of the

residents. The basic ides. here is to convert tsx users into tax payers.

Pending Federa.l legislation on revenue sharing appears to go far in

this direction. The problem will be in the political arena where some

type of consolidation of existing programs wil~ hai - .o take place

among various departments of the Federal Government.

The final goal is one that would develop a sense of pride, accom-

plishment and cormmznity within neighborhoods in central city areas. Tn

this way there could. be the preservation of various neighborhoods of

varying and. unique close-knit ethnic origins. By expanding the Neighbor-

hood Development Program or establishing a new more comprehensive program,

the Federal Government could. substantially upgrade the living environ-

ment in many of the older sections of central cities, thus preservint;

or enhancing the quality of life and life styles of zesidents in these

areas. The program should be expanded to include not only the neighbor-

hoods of potential slum development but also all the areas of the ci-.y

where improvements would provide an attractive incentive for res'den-.s

to remain in their neighborhoods. This might be in the form of a

Federally sponsored Neighborhood Clean Up, Fix Up and Paint Up program.

Zn addition, this program might include a provision for tree planting

or other landscaping plans for the recreational and open space areas

developed as part of the first goal of this element discussed above.

Such a program, coordinated. with neighborhood organizations, would create

the sense of pride, accomplishment and community within a neighborhood.



Perhaps in this way, residents of central city ar'as can be induced to

stay, In addition, centra> city areas wil agai: become an attractive ontion

to individuals migrating from other parts of the country or to residents

presently living in the suburbs surrounding these central cities.

Intermediate Size Cities, Non Metropolitan, and Rural Areas

The New Town concept could also be used to guide the growth o -.he

regional growth centers previously mentioned as an element in an overall

national population redistribution strategy. The advantages of uch an

approach would be manifold. The residents of the existing town would be

given the promise of a better future. Talented younger persons could be

induced to stay and former residents to return from 1arge metropolitan

areas to which they moved in search of economic opportunity. There would

be some amenities and capital structure within the town or city selected

as a growth center from the very beginning. Schools, hospitals, cultural

facilities, a library and various service industries would already be

available. The city would. not be a construction site. The cities or

towns selected. would be located at existing transportation modes thus

avoiding enormous capita,l outlays and delays in inducing industry to

come in. The presence of existing houses would be an advantage in the

sense that they would provide low cost housing that is needed in the

beginning for low-income families. The existence of older housing would

thus allow an income mix which is virtually impossible in free standing

new towns.

These regional growth centers would serve nat only the residents

of the town or city itself but also the outlying rural areas. It is

envisioned that these centers would be in commuting distance of smaller

rural towns and farm areas and. would provide the residents of these
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hinterlands employment opportunities as well as the social and cultu al

infrastructure associated. with larger cities.

The two other goals mentioned for urban and central city areas would

also be applicable to these growth centers, but perhaps, to a lesser

degree.

MUNICIPAL LAND CORPORATION ELEMENT
52

General

Many of the problems associated. with population distribution in

metropolitan areas a"e directly related to the suburbanization trend that

began immediately following WW II. The availabi 'ty of '-and, a little

money, and low interest rates made the American dream of owning a single

d.welling on a small parcel of' land a reality. In the process, hugh areas

of agricultural land were developed, stripping the nation of some of its

valuable life sustaining and. life enhancing resources. It wouldn't be

fair to leave the impression that our supply of agricultural product

has diminished. This couldn't be further from the truth. However, in

the process, we have lost the open spaces and the quality of environment

that the suburbanization movement sought to achieve.

The problem reduces to simply a conflict between the desire for

open spaces and land. needed. to accomodate economic and population growth.

In the last twenty five years we have witnessed this growth develop into

a virtually uncontrolled,, hap-hazard. suburban sprawl. The land conversion

process-rural to urban, has and is having far reaching effects that will

enhance or detract our quality of life f' or many years to come.

In addition, it is becomming increasingly expensive to make the

conversion. Large capital investments have been made and. substantial



fortunes have been made and lost through lend speculation and de elop-

ment. In addition, fraud and bribery in p.b'ic zoning and other actions

Have occurred or are believed to have occurred in growing suburban areas.
33

The basic problems are cont"". ' .ag 'and use and plannirig for

better community env ronment gi~-.n tHe conditir -.s that presently exist.

Planners for Federal, State and Local governmen.al agencies have tried

basically three methods. The first, i centerec around the development

of the master plan of development for a particular city or perhaps

metropolitan area with the goal of some utopian living environment st

some time in the future, The promise of s better quality environment and

better quality of life appears to be the dream of these planners and laudably

should be. However, realistically, the implementation of these master

plans is virtually impossible. The problem of implementation becomes

acute because of the fragmentation of governmental units within large

metropolitan areas. The basic fear is that growth in one community of

the metropolitan area will diminish the growth potential of other

communities and there appears to be an obsession with the idea of

economic growth. The result is that comprehensive master plans rarely,

if ever, are implemented. If growth is restricted in any way in one

community it will simply take place in another community within a

metropolitan area. Consensus of a master-plan for total metropolitan

development is then virtually impossible under present condition!.

The second method of planning used is concerned with the development

of growth centers or nodes of employment and. the development of trans-

portation and corrnnunication linkages. Again this method of planning is

centered around the notion of economic growth. The basic idea of this

method is to locate these centers, provide the linkages, and the shape

of the future metropolitan area will follow automatically. According
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ta a study by John Repsyth'. s method "concentrates on those aspects o'.

urban growth which are essential to urban life but neglects all those

vital details which make that life worth living. 55

The third method is one which seeks solutions to individual problems,

ignoring for the most part the comprehensiveness of the problems over

large metropolitan areas. The plans are generally short ange in nature

and do not seek an optimum solution to the problems . metropolitan

areas and ignores the fundamental structure of metropo tan areas. This

s-Q
method has been classified by Reps as disjointed incrementalism,"

or in my view a "fire fighting" approach to problem solution in the

sense that planning is done for the effects of a problem rather than its

causes.

With respect to a population redistribution strategy, an element should

be developed that would control the hap-hazard use of land and indirectly

the location of the majority of our population. With a policy or go8l

to control population densities in metropolitan areas, the means must

be found to control the development of land and the densities that it can

support. In this respect, research and analysis is needed to determine

densities that would provide metropolitan residents the options necessary

to make a rational choice of living styles. It is envisioned that

there might be 3 sets of minimum and. maximum densities in urban areas;

one set f' or apartment development, one for low and middle income type

housing, and, perhaps, one for high income type housing. plus additional

sets for commercial and industrial development.

The question now becomes one of how to control land use development.

A number of methods have been tried in the pa.st. In the U.S., although

individual states have the constitutional power to do so, control over
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municipalities. This control is exercised bi limited public ownership

of lands, easements, and zoning. The success of these controls is, for

the most part, dependent upon the economic and protective desires of the

Local constituency. Zoning is the method most widely used, but

its effectiveness is evidenced by the hap-hazard. surburban sprawl

typical of most metropolitan areas. It appears that zoning occuz s aftez.

development has taken place and that this method of control is implemented

at the wrong level of government. In other words, it is used within

municipalities rather than on a metropolitan or regional scale.

Existing Programs

One land use control alternative has been tried with some success in

Ontario, Canada. The dets,ils of this experience are discussed in other58

sections of this chapter,

Another alternative, that indirectly affects land use and its'

development is one currently being used in the State of New York.

In l968, the New York State Urban Development Corporation  UDC!59

was created in order to; L! d.evelop housing for low and moderate income

families, 2! promote industrial growth and 3! promote sound growth

and development of municipalities and provide assistance in developing

community facilities.

The UDC has the statutory authozity to condemn real property and

override local governmental zoning ordinances. The power to override

existing Local ordinances is the most important feature of the UDC's

statutory authority. It returns, to the state, the power to satisf'y

broader social needs when existing local zoning ordinances become

obstacles to satisfying these needs. The corporation uses this autho ity,
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when needed, in order to promote projects that are in the public in.crest,

The UDC, also, as a full range of program development powers that include

the planning, cons. ruction and management functions.

UDC programs are financed through repayable first insta,nce

appropriations from the state legislature or through its' authority to

issue revenue bonds. The ultimate goal of the corporation is to become

self-sustaining. A cycle is to be created where the UDC will plan arrd

develop various projects and then sell them in .h~ p-.ivate market "o.

fees sufficient to keep the corporation on a, self-liquidati~ basis. ln

addition, the UDC has the authority to participate in or coordinate with

Federal Programs such as; Urban Renewal, Neighborhood Developrrrent, interest

reduction subsidies, rent supplements, public housing leasing and others.

The UDC has basi.cally two major programs to solve societal needs; one

to plan and construct housing for low and moderate income families arid

the other, the large scale development of new comrrrunities.

The housing program is designed to meet the full range of subsidized

housing needs and to bring about a mix of income groups. The basic rrrix

is 70 percent of the housing for moderate income families, 20 percent

for low income families and 10 percent for the elderly. The biggest

drawback to this program is that the UDC does not have the authority or

the funds to subsidize families who's income is not sufficient to buy

or rerrt adequate housing on the open market. These subsidies are

provided under the Federal Governments' Rent Supplement Program.

The New Cornnnmity program is designed to provide for the balanced

development of industrial, residential, corrwrrercial and public facilities.

To date, three such communities have been planned. The biggest drawback

to this program is that the UDC lacks the resources to fi.nance the
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6o ul
One final alternative, one that is suggested by Clawson and Re~~s

involves the formation of some type of Municipal Land Corporation

similar to the UDC but with broader authority.

Organization and PE "ctions of a Municipal Land. Corporation

The basic idea here is to set up a public or quasi-public corpora'.io .

that could purchase and own land in the periphery of metropolitan sr< as

and in the hinterlands in order to have public control over land used

for urban growth. This corporation would be set up to control the

location, the design, the sequences, and the tempo of urban growth and

development. while at the same time controlling population densities n

these areas.

its' powers would include the ability to purchase, condemn, reni,

leaseback or sell real property. This corporation could work closely

with Federal Urban Renewal, Model Cities and Mew Towns programs. In

addition,its' power could be extended to include site development, such

as; the provision of transportation linkages, major sewers, main water

lines and open spaces for recreational development. The benefits from a

non-profit. corporation of this type would be manifold.

First, it would be expected to alleviate the evils and dangers

associated with land speculation which distorts the growths patterns of

cities and adds additional costs to the provision of a housing s'ock and

other elements that are a part of urban development. Since the corpora-

tior, would be non-profit in nature, one would expect, lower or at least

stabilized land costs with the savings passed on to consumers. In

addition, the corporation being eligible for Fedev<~ < .<n<I .">tate i r;<nt,;

and loans for the purchase and development of land, would be able to
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Second, land would be available for public use, thus mitigating,

somewhat> the problem of public provision of certain goods and services

which may have been otherwise delayed because of the lack of adequate

sites or land for public development programs.

Third, the corporation cou..d assure devel.:vers a uniform flow of

sites avai lab le for residential, commercial . industrial and recreationa 1

development.

Fourth, the corporation would be in a position to direct or

red rect urban growth and promote continuous development in a way to

'be consistent with planned. population densities.

Fifth, the corporation would be in a position to offer alternative

residential locations to individuals, usually the poor, aged and black,

displa.ced by urban renewal or other similar Federal or state programs.

Sixth, the corporation could control the actual number and. location

of urban renewal programs within a particular metropolitan area and in

some way preserve and enhance the livesbility of existing housing stocks.

Finally, there are the benefits to private builders and contractors.

By maintaining control of the armunt of land and the number of sites

available, for example, residential construction, the smaller builder

could again become competitive in the housing market. Land purchases

and site development, would. be a single fixed cost and since the corpor-

ation is non-profit in nature this cost would be considerably lower than

costs in the existing speculative market for land. This cost could

also include the surveying and legal expenses associated with land

purchase and development. Builders and contractors could then concentrate

on doing what they do best, that is; construction and sales rather than

site development.. Tn addition, conflicts between private vs. public use
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of land would be resolved within the corporation.

The corporation would have to be created at the state level ~

enabling legislation that would specify the powers and organization of

such a corporation or agency. Initially, Federal. or state grant-: an~i/or

other state provided appropriations would be needed for initial land

purchases. Initial land purchases, would more than likely be in the

hinterlands outside of the existing metropolitan periphery. In this way,

the corporation would avoid the higher cost land already virtually

committed to metropolitan growth. As urban renewal programs are

instituted, the corporation would be able to utilize Federal funds in

order to purchase land within the metropolitan a,rea. As part of the

planning function of this organization, a comprehensive master plan for

metropolitan growth would be developed that would identify future needs

for all type of land uses including residential, commercial, industrial,

public, and recreational uses. Within the context of this master plan

and according to some predetermined sequence for controlled metropoli".an

growth, detailed site planning would be instigated on land scheduled

for early development and sale to builders, contractors, or other

commercial or industrial interests. The basic stipulation would be that

only a specific type of development will be allowed to occur and that

the land may not be held idle. Once the cycle of land purchase,

development, and. sale is completed over some period, of time, the

corporation should. become self sustaining with little or no supplements'

appropriations from the state government. However, this would not prevent

the corporation from sponsoring or participating in existing or future

Federal or state grant programs.

There are, however, a number of serious questions that need ar~swerini
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with respect to the formation and the powers of a public corporation of

this type. These questions include possible legal barriers, the scope

of power, and the methods of land acquisition and disposal.

The legal barriers include some aspects of common, statutory and

constitutional law. However, in r =ent years there has been an increasin.;-

ly liberal interpretation of these laws by the courts with respect to

public acquisition and. ownership of land. as a result of litigation

62
arising out of urban renewal programs. The courts have ruled that

such acquisition is 'egal if it is purchased r el'minate slums, reduce

urban blight, or if vacant land is mis-used. or needed for public

services. The landmark Supreme Court case in this respect is Berman

63
vs. Parker.

The second potential barrier concerns the power and scope of the

proposed corporation. Questions ari.se as to whether or not the corpor-

ation should have broadly defined land use control powers or powers

restricted to serving only a small segment of land use control, such

a,s; land use planning, urban renewal, and public projects. However,

given the broad goal of controlling metropolitan growth and development,

the latter restrictions would make such a corporation ineffective in the

sense that land speculation, hap-hazard growth and urban sprawl would.

continue.

The final barrier is one that is concerned with the method of

disposing of lands owned by the corporation. The question arises as to

whether or not land made available for development should be leased. or

sold and should public ownership be temporary or pezmment. With respect

to selling or leasing this land, the study by John Reps indicates that

wither method can work given the goal af effective control over metropoli-

tan growth. He cites the experience of two cities in the Netherlands.
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The two largest cities follow d-'f. ere'.' practice-.
Amsterdam leases all land except fo industrial sites,
which are sold.. Rotterdam sells all land except f' or
industrial sites, which are leased. Both cities are
highly successful in shaping patterns of urban growth
almost exactly as planned. Appropr ate convenants or
lease restrictions specify the detaj' s of development
to be f'ojlowed by private builders.

However, the biggest advantage to the corporation with respect to

control of growth and development comes with a sys em of leas'ng land for

development. In this way more lasting controls can be exercised ovex the

conditions of growth. However, this does not rule out the possibility of

out right sale of land> providing, of' course, that any increase in laid

value be taxed away by some form of property or capital gains tax by the

corporation or state.

The final question to be answered is whether or not, such a corporation

would be a success. Public ownership of land has for a fact been extremely

successful in European and. Scandinavian Countries and. a more modest

6gprogram has had some success in Canada in the Province of Ontario. In

the U,S., the principles of public ownership of land for control of

urban development trace back throughout our nations history. The l~ds

on which the cities of Washington D.C., Austin> Savannah, New York,

Detroit, and San Francisco, to name a few' stand> were all publically owned

lands initially purchased to control the urban development of these citie;.

Men like Washington, Jefferson, and Madison also advocated public. control

over land use. However, in the ensuing years>the individual right to

om land and to use it in virtually any way has led to the situation where

land use control has slipped away from state and municipal governments,l

66
units.

The question now becomes one of restoring this control over land

use to the state. Private interest groups of all types will eventu~II.r
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influence, in varying degrees, the type of public control that could be

implemented.

In the ls,st section of this chapter, I will attempt. to identify a

framework in which the political feasibility of this and the other

elements of a population redistrioution strategy can be evaluated.

Summary

In summary, I have simply tried. to identify how an element similar

to a Municipal Land Corporation might contribute to the control of

metropolitan development. For the most part I have been discussing the

application of this element to large metropolitan areas. However> with

the growth that is anticipated in smaller areas  say cities 50,000 to

500,000! implementation of land use controls using the method. described

in the previous paragraphs would provide these cities a means for

providing for orderly growth in a way that would enhance the quality

of life of existing and future residents.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT REFORM ELEMENT

General

Throughout our early history up to about 1930, state and local

governments had the responsibilities of serving the majority of the

needs of their constituency. State and local expenditures for goods

and services were about 3 times that of the Federal Government. With
67

the depression, things changed. The local and. state constituency could

no longer be served by these levels of government alone. They sought

Federal aid either directly or thru local and state governments. The

Federal Government at this time was also interested in economic

recovery and so the roles of each government change. The situation
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remains the same today. More and more local and state governments are

turning toward. the Federal Government f' or aid n the solution to the:. r

growing problems. Special interests are also finding the Federal

Government more responsive to their needs. The result has been a concen-

tration of power at the Federal level and dependancy of the states and

68
local governments on Federal Aid.

With the Federal Government holding the so called purse strings, it

is in a position to, through its grant programs, achieve national goals.

It is in this context that I believe the Federal Government can achieve

the goal of' Population Redistribution.

In recent years, there has been considerable taHr. about the fiscal

crisis facing the states and cities, However, looking at the relevant

statistics it would appear that these governments are not in a real

financial bind.. Concern is centered around the fact that expenditures

are growing faster than revenues and that the gap between the two will

widen considerably. The rise in expenditures is attributed to three

factors; population growth, rising incomes, and urbanization. All of

which create pressures f' or basic local and state services. Wage increases

of the past have created a real strain on budgets since wages constitute

a significant portion of state and. local budgets. Another element, is

that of welfare expenditures. As an example, in 1960 18 percent of the

persons classified as poor received welfare assistance. In 1969 nearly

>0 percent of thes~ poor were receiving welfare assistance. Despite69

this, there is really not a fiscal crisis. A study by Brookings institute

indicates that, the difference between revenues and expenditures will be

only 9.4 billion in 1976 assuming no added state or local responsibilities. 70

The gap represent.", only 4 percent of proJected state and local
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expenditures and could be 'made up through any number of ways; inc:"eas-

ing taxes, changing the form of tax, increased Federal aid, etc.

There is, however, a problem. We have been talking about aggregate

figures. The real problem." lie in areas with large low-income popula-

tions and in congested and deteriorating central cities. As stated

earlier, we have a situation where the Federal Government has the

revenue and little responsibility toward the individual in contrast to

the states who have limited funds and tremendous responsibilities.

With increasing resistence on the part of tax payers to tax increases,

more aid will be sought from the Federal Government. In 1950 for example

Federal aid. to the states comprised. 15'NI of their budgets. In 1969 this

figure was 21$ and is expected to grow.71

Further weakening can occur when states and local governmental units

 municipalities ! cannot maintain a sizeable population level.

From 1960 to 1970, 3 states actually lost population with an

additional 9 states having only marginal gains in population growth.

In addition, 26 states had negative net total migration between 1960 end

1970 and the natural increase in population was the only element saving

72
these states from having a population loss. When one considers the

trends in declining fertility rates and increasing migration to the

West, Southwest> and Southeast one can see that in the near future

many states will be struggling to maintain a viable tax paying constitu-

ency. A similar situation is occurring in rural counties and in the

central cities of our large metropolitan areas.  See Figure 29!

In metropolitan areas we have declining central cities with

fin~ncial problems surrounded by numerous prosperous suburban communiL|es.

Xn rural areas we have both decl.ining rural. c; lies and countir with
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Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Part l, op.cit., p. 12l.



weakening tax resource base for these governments. The worsening situation

in the central cities and in the rural area. a~ only have a weakening

effect on the state government.

One proposal is for revenue ."aring. Putting the money into State

and local administrator's hand"> thereby increasing the budgetary control

and decision making power of state ard local governments, thereby

reducing the role of the .. 'eral Government and =''owing state and loca'

officials more freedom to design programs to sui'. local. conditions.
73

However, a case can be made for the fact th.-t state and local

governments are less responsive to the populace than the Federal Govern-

ment is. The electorate is less responsive dur'ng .he local elections.

According to the Brookings Institute study;

In many cases, states and localities have long
ignored pressing local problems even where they have
had the financial capacity to deal with them, . Zt is
also alleged that legislatures, city councils, and
state and local bureaucracies often display a low
level of competence and are susceptible to corruption.
Moreover, state and. local governments may give relative-
ly low priority to those programs that are considered
to be in the national interest but that have relatively
little payoff in the local area.7~

Furthermore, there is no assurance given national goals or minimum

standards of performance, that the population will be treated in an

equitable manner.

Local Government Reform - Past Efforts

Prior to any revenue sharing scheme, I suggest that the Federal

Government encourage the states to take cognizance of themselves and

determine the basic character of its human, economic, social and natural

resources in a way that identifies the weaknesses and. strong points of

their economy. The states should then develop multicounty economic
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areas essential to the economic health of the state.

Within this broad context, states could identify regions which have

potential value in recreation, natural resources, agriculture, and

industrial and commercial growth. Within such regions the states would

formulate a comprehensive plan for development. This planning should be

a condition to further Federal aid. With respect to population distri-

bution, state planning would include control over the locatio~ of trans-

portation systems, resource development and land. use. Target populations

could be established for each region or cities within each region. By

controlling access to and from cities or regions, controlling the develop-

ment of resources and control over the location of new housing and

industrial parks, the state can effectively control population distri-

bution.

The literature is rich with information about the fragmentation of

local governmental units and their overlapping jurisdictions. Presently,

there are over 81,000 local governmental units of all types in the U.S,;

18,000 of which are municipalities. By the year 2000 the number of75

municipalities is expected. to double. We have a situation now where
76

local units of government jealously guard their own jurisdictions with

little regard. for the diseconomies that such an attitude create. The

result is a needlessly higher tax burden for the tax payer at a time when

he feels he is being over taxed and is beginning to resist tax increases.

With the prospect of the formation of numerous other local governmental

units, I would suggest that the Federal Government as a condition of

grants, encourage the states to use their power to re-organize municipal-

ities into fewer city governments. In addition, school districts, water

district, conservation districts, etc., would be made to conform, where
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possible, to the new territorial boundaries. This could be done in a

number of ways.

In urban areas, the states could encourage, negotiate or direct

cities to consolidate into fewer numbers and then form a Metropolitan

government. The metro-government could c css county lines and provide

a viable go between, between cities within the metro .--ea and the

state government. The metro gover.-ment would be responsible for

collecting and distributing revenues, sponsoring state and. Federal

programs, manage health, education and welfare programs, provide metro-

po1itan waste and water treatment facilities, control land use and

population densities. The local government would provide basic services

such as police and fire protection, waste disposal and manage waste

and water treatment facilities in their areas. The advantages are

fairly obvious; the economic viability of the metropolitan area would

be enhanced by a wider tax base, redistribution of income would occur,

some of the richer communities would support the poorer ones, economies

of scale could be realized in education, health, w'elfare, transportation,

waste water and. water supply facilities, and. increased. efficiency could

be achieved at a,ll levels of government, including Federal.

While this element of an overall strategy may appear to be grandiose

and. unworkable, it is in fact being used in Canada with significant succe.s.

The principal reason for this success in Canada is its' strong Provincial

governmental structure which is, somewhat, in contrast to the states

power in the U.S. In the Canadian experience, the Provincial government

actually has the power to control and controls what development takes

place and where. Xt stimulates development in areas by providing

transportation linkages and water supply and. treatment facilities in areas
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i t, wi..:he," to develop. Xt also designates growth centers and con< ent ate.",

its developmental expenditures in these centers by developing and expand-

ing the basic community infrastructure of the "center" and. stimulating

industrial location inta these centers. All new subdivisions far

residential housing, single unit or multi unit, and industrial parks

must have the approval of various governmental departments who review

the plans to see if they are consistant with the overall development

plan for the economic region. Any one of these review authorities have

veto power over these developments.

The Province, in effect, controls land use and. specifies which areas

are to remain in agricultural production, used for recreation or avail-

able for residential and industrial development. It also has the power

ta purchase lands in order to prevent speculative ownership of lands

and. to control the rate and direction of land use. Mhile not a specific

objective, the Provincial government does establish target population

numbers for each city and then indirectly through its' ather objectives

effects control af the population densities of all areas within each

78
economic region.

A variation of' this element of an overall strategy would be one

that strengthens county governments in a way that they could assimilate

the burden of many duplicate and overlapping programs in cities within

the counties boundary. This cauld be achieved in both nial and urban

areas.

ln urban areas it would nat be unlike the Urban County approach to

the ri organization of local governments in metropolitan areas as discussed

in a report by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations in

June, 1962.
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Basically, this approach is one that changes the character of the

county government from one of being an arm of the State to that of being

municipal in character within all or part, of its political boundary.

The change can occur in one of two ways. First, a complete and. immediate

transfer of functions and responsibilities from the city governments to

the county and second, the gradual assimilation of these same functions

and. responsibilities by the county.

An example of the first method of change occurred. in 1956 in Dade

County, Florida. Dade County was given the power to draft a county79

charter with the passage of a state constitutional amendment. Upon

becoming chartered, the county was given the responsibility for county

wide functions, such as; highways and. other transportation modes,

tra.ffic control, air and water pollution control, assessments, fire and

police protection, housing and urban renewal, building and zoning codes,

and the construction of integrated. water supply, waste water treatment

and surface drainage systems. Cities within the county retained the r

other functions in dealing with local matters but the county could take

over the functions of the cities if it could. be shown that a city could

not maintain minimum performance levels for certain functions. The

county also has some limited powers in the establishment of new munici-

palities and changes in boundaries of existing ones.

The second. way in which this change can occur is illustrated by the

80Lakewood Plan in California. A state constitutional providsion in

California allows the counties to enter into contractual arrangements

with municipalities. The result is that the county government becomes

the coordinator of major programs for all municipalities who participate

in the contractual arrangement and in some sense the county is establish-

ed as a metropolitan unit of government while cities maintain their home
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the fact that the state has given to counties the grant of home rule,

that has allowed. the counties to provide municipal services to unincor-

porated areas which includes zoning, recreation, police and. fire protec-

tion, and. planning functions'

The basic fault of the Urban County concept is that is it restricted

to its political boundary while the Canadian municipal reform concept is

not. In rural areas it appears that either the Dade County approach or

the Lakewood. plan would be applicable. In declining counties in the U.S.,

though not restricted to declining counties, it is possible for the

counties to consolidate many disjointed municipal services within their

jurisdictions either through direct assimilation of the functions or

through the contractual arrangements previous~ discussed..

A Proposal for a Local Government Reform Element

I can envision an overa11 strategy incorporating all three of the

elements discussed. above. It would seem that in order for such a

strategy to be politically feasible, that is; flexibly, acceptable and

workable, it must occur with relative+ small incremental changes in the

political structure.

The first phase would be the gradual assimilation of municipal

services by county governments. This phase wouM be applicable to both

rural and urban counties. The political feasibility will be discussed.

in a later section of this chapter.

The second phase is that of forming an Urban County government and

is a direct progression from the earlier phase of the county assimilating

municipal functions. It would be a simple formalizing, by the State>

the counties role as a coordinator of municipal programs. Add.itional
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services to unincorporated areas and to also control the development of

unincorporated areas through land use controls and the sponsoring of

programs that stimulated growth within the county. Again, this phase

would. relate to rural and urban counties.

The third and final phase would be applicable, primarily, in urban

areas. Since growth is not restricted to political boundaries, whether

they be municipal, county, or state, some means must be found that would.

satisfy the needs of large metropolitan areas. In this case, Local

Government Reform at the city and county levels could be used with the

formation of Metropolitan governments which could and. would cut across

county line jurisdictions. Two or more phase II county governments could

be consolidated into one large metro-government using the periphial

boundaries of the combined counties as the new jurisdictions,l limits.

In this way, counties not affected would maintain their historical

jurisdictions. In rural areas or counties it would be possible, but not

necessary, for counties to combine into some form of regional govern-

ment similar perhaps to the Economic Development Districts of the EDA.

The basic premise here is that the Federal Government can and should

influence the states to initiate a program of county development by

specifying this condition as necessary prior to receiving lsrge grants

for community development. With a long history of government programs

having an indirect effect on population distribution, it is possible that

subtle or even less than subtle pressures can be applied to states as a

means to satisfying a national goal of controlling population distribution

whi3e at the same time preserving or stimulating the economic viability

of the states indirectly through local government reform of some type,
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Influence of Interest Groups

General

As described. in the preceding paragraphs, we can see that the existing

fragmentatio~ of all units of local government under the existing structure

virtually militates against the planning capabilities in a region or a

state. Each municipality, for example, has the power to zone its own

land and each relies on its own property tax base for general revenues.

Urban problems such as air pollution, inadequate housing, poverty,

crime, water supply and. waste water treatment are not localized problems

but spread across political boundaries. The need for cooperative effort

in urban areas and in rural areas to a lessor degree is needed to replace

jurisdictional jealousies and. the narrowly defined. self interests of local

governmental units. This attitude on the part of local units of govern-

ments effectively prevents the organi,zation and coordination of local

zoning changes, Federal health, education, welfare and housing programs

that would be part of an overall strategy to effect a National Population

Redistribution Policy. The overall results are the hap-hazard,

inefficient growth and the use of limited tsx resources in the nations

metropolitan areas.

The question now becomes one of how we can realistically effect any

element of an overall Population Redistribution Policy or strategy given

the existing political structure of local governmental units and the

special interests that can have a powerful influence on any type of

chu ~e.

Any detailed analysis of the impact of the existing political

structure and. special interests on any type of change that might effect



population distribution is within the purview of social scientists.

However, in the following sections I will attempt to identify the ma!or

interest groups that, could influence any change in the existing political

structure and a general framework f' or evaluating their impact on any

decision for change.

This section draws on studies completed by Edward C. Banfield,
8l

82
James Q,. Wilson, Morton Grodzins and the Advisory Commission on

Intergovernmental Relations. The analysis to be discussed is in relation83

to the three phase framework of Local Government Reform previously

discussed, with the understanding that a similar analysis could be done

for the other elements of an overall population redistribution strategy.

Basically there are about eleven maJor interest groups that would

84
have significant interest in any type of locM government reform,

These are:

1. Elected or appointed local government officials

2. City Employees

3. Retail Interests

4. Financial Interests

Manufacturing Interests

6. Utility Interests

7. Union Interests

8. Real Estate Brokers

9. Real Estate Owners

10. Environmental Interests

ll. White and. Black Group Interests
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Zlected or A inted Local Government Officials

This group is perhaps the most important, because these officials

represent the cumulation of pressures received by the other interest group

coupled with their own personal biases. In the context of local government

reform, their support or opposition to any type change is dependent, upon

the aggregate pressures of other interest groups. ln order to gain the

support of these individuals for some type of raunicipal reform, there

must also be some means to mitigate their fears of losing their elected.

positions or their power base With the gradual phasing of municipal

reform proposed in the previous section, this might be done through

attrition, given 10 or 15 years for any total local government reform

to occur. In this way, some of' their personal biases may be mitigated..

Local Government lo ees

The influence of these interests can be manifested, in one of two

ways. The first is the fact that other interest groups can gain access

to local officials through city employees. In this process, the degree

of access would be dependent upon the personal biases of local govern-

ment employees, in various influential positions, to a particular issue.

This bias on the part of these employees, with respect to local government

reform, would probably be based on preserving the job security associated

with the status duo. Any threat to this security would be met with

substantial resistance.

The second way in which local government employees can influence

local governmental decision making is through union organizations. In

recent years we have seen substantial gains in the union membership of

pub1ic employees. School teachers, firemen, police, and clerical workers

are organizing into unions in order to have a greater voice in local
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governmental issues affecting wages, working conditions, and iob security.

Any strategy, that might be proposed for municipal refozm that would

threaten, primarily,gob security, would surely be strongly resisted. The

means must be found, again, perhaps through attrition over a 3.or g period,

that would preserve Job tenure over the transition period of the phases

previously discussed.

Retail Interests
87

The basic interest of retailers in a community is that of increasing

retail trade, primarily with the higher income classes of people. Zn

this context therefore, these interests are generally in favor of

Federal, state and local government programs that would somehow bring

retail trade to their stores. These wou1d include, urban renewal programs

or programs, for example, that would revitalize the central business

district of our large central cities, highway construction programs that

would make it more convenient for suburbia to commute into the business

district, and finally, any program that would provide low cost municipa'

parking in central cities.

The dominating force among retailers is, of' course, the 1arge

department stores. These stores are generally the nucleus of any retail

trade development and are generally essential to drawing large numbers

of' people to retail or shopping centers.

The question now becomes one of determining how retailers might

look upon any type of local government reform as part of a population

redistribution strategy. Given the basic premise that an overall

population redistribution strategy would be aimed at raising the standard

of living and quality of life for all individuals, it would seem that

this interest group would benefit from such a strategy providing, of
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r o»~ rr, that there is no significant change .in tax burden on mi<1<11c, ncoitI~

c1n."ses. By 1,hc serac token, it would be anticipatci! thn1. loi ..>1 1",ovi i»�

ment reform would slow down the increase in the tax burden of the:-nine

class through increased governmental efficiency and the possible savings

to be accrued through economies of scale. On the other hand, land- use

planning and control of population distribution would tend to limit the

growth of market areas within a given area. However, given the overall

function of planning for future population densities, ready-made or

controlled market areas would make the planning of new outlets for these

interests more responsive to the needs of' the people, Generally, given

the various tradeoffs, it would appear that these interests would be in

favor of some type local government reform.

88
Financial Interests

These interests fall into two general catagories. First, there are

the banking interests. These interests are concerned. with the growth

and. prosperity of their clientele which include primarily retail and

manufacturing interests. It could. be generally stated that their support

or opposition to any type of local government reform would parallel that

of their clientele.

The second category of financial interests include Savings and Loan

Association interests. These interests are concerned. with an ever

expanding demand for their funds for use primarily in financing the

construction and purchase of residential units, both single and multi-

unit dwellings and a growing recent interest in commercial properties.

With respect to local government reform, one would expect these

interests to look disfavorably on any form of government that might

restrict the hap-hazard growth that has occurred in the past in suburbia .
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The overall effect of local government reform is not to restrict growth

in the true sense of the word, its function in the context of populat,ion

red stribution is simply to redirect it.

8cI
Utilit Interests

These interests generally favor increases in population, employment

and income and benefit greatly from patterns of pred.ictable growth.

Major shifts in population present many problems for these interests.

To illustrate, the major shift of the population from central cities to

suburbia has created the situation where these interests now have excess

capacity in central cities and. a growing demand for new capacity in

suburbia. Enormous capital outlays are needed to extend service to

these areas which in turn have created pressures for rate increases.

These interests, I feel, would. strongly favor the consolidation of

local governmental units into a governmental unit that would plan and

control the use of land. and indirectly the location of the population.

Union Interests

The views of these interests with respect to local government

employees has been discussed. previously. However, unions interests

representing other trades will also have a vital interest in local

government reform.

Particularly, in the building trade unions, much opposition can be

expected. This opposition would be directed. at any form af government

that would restrict development within a local area th~ land use

policies and had. the power to establish standard.s or codes for new

construction of all types of new development. It would be expected that

government reform of the type envisioned would mean somewhat fewer,job
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opportunities for these trades within a specific area,and would genera Lly

require these workers to relocate in areas where new construction is

allowed. However, given the overall strategy for a population redistri-

bution policy, it would be possible that jobs would. be created for the

revitalization or reconstruction of, for example, central city areas,

Real Estate Interests - Brokers
91

This group of interests are concerned primarily with the turnover in

real properties. It is difficult to determine just how local government

reform will affect these interests. On one hand.,it would appear that a

reform of this type would lessen the rate of turnover of existing real

property. Speculation on land. would be reduced substantially and the

location of new development controlled.. On the other hand., there would be

demands for real property in the areas where development i.s allowed to

occur, and again, growth is not going to be restricted, simply,redirected.

Real Estate Interests - Owners snd. Managers

These interests, I believe, would be in favor of some type of reform.

Primarily because it could. enhance the value of' their properties if

supply within a given area were restricted by some means of land use

control. In addition, with a broader Cax base and more efficiency and

economy in government, the rate of tax assessment increases could be

reduced or even eliminated. Again,a case in point would be central city

=ress where owners,., large office buildings are currently having problems

leasi;; office space at a time when property taxes are increasing.

'4fa~v,L'actu.rin Interests 93

i-.enerally speaking, these interests fall into two categori.es, that

is, lo.o.l and national manufacturing concerns.
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For the most part, national interests have little interest in local

governmental affairs once their need.s for labor, transportation and

supply of natural resources are satisfied. However, in recent years we

have seen major shifts of nationally oriented. industry from areas with

high tax rates to areas with a lower tax structure. This movement is

evid.enced by the growth and re3ocation of major industries to the

Southeast, Southwest and Nest from the North. However, this shift cannot

be assumed. to hold true for the nation as a whole.

Local manufacturing concerns have a more vital interest in local

government,. However, their interest, is more passive. This is to say

that they prefer maintaining the status duo, particularly, with respect to

tax assessments, and. changes that might effect local or regional markets.

They realize that, in most cases, they are an asset to a community and that

the community may be reluctant to institute any change that might affect

the economic viability of the industry. In this context, it is pos.,ible

that any tax relief, either present or future, that may result from a

more efficient local government structure and a broader tax base, would

put these interests on the plus side of local government reform.

Environmental Interests

The interests of environmentalists, I believe, would be served

greatly by the reform of local governments. Presently, it is difficult to

get a workable coalition of governmental units that can effectively work

toward the solution of air and water quality problems. With the

formation of a hierarchy of local government, it would be possible t;hat.

solutions can be arrived. at, to problems which know no political juris-

dictions. Regional water supply and waste water treatment facilities

would be constructed. more economically and proper planning for future
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; rowth through land use controls would convert planning from the "fi.»

I'i,-htinp" approach tn one which considers and anticipates probate;as i>i 'orc

'�he' occur. With respect, to pollution, a larger organIzation coul<I a~re

effectively deal with industrial polluters of both the air and water and

could. effectively plan for transportation systems that would relieve

congestion and the pollution that occurs in large metropolitan areas.

Black and White Grou interests

The wartime movement of the blacks from the South to northern

industrial cities was followed by the slowly developing expansion of

civil rights and. a dramatic boom in race consciousness on the part of

blacks. The focal point for this new consciousness became the central

cities of major northern industrial urban centers, and as such, these

centers acted as magnets to draw further migration. On the other hand,

the growing black population in center cities has clearly played. a

part in stimulating the movement of whites to suburban outer rings. The

aim of civil rights legislation was not intended to increase polarization

of the races but, somehow, despite open housing laws> school integration

and ecIual opportunity employment, the suburbs have stayed mostly white

and the central cities have become increasingly black. The disadvantaged

segments of the population, the poor, the 'black, the old and others,

simply cannot afford to buy their way into our suburban society. This

coupled with restrictive zoning policies in many suburban communities

prevent these groups from buying in at bargain rates.

Ne see the increasing burden of health, education and welfare

services falling heavily on central cities at a time when their tax

resource base if falling. What would. happen, for examp1e, if a central

ei-�' t;overnmant ware consolidated with suburbari governments into a
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Metropolitan government'? 'Vhe immediate advar tage would be that of a

broader tax base to suppor t the services to the underprivileged, more

comprehensive planning could. be made at all levels of government for

low cost housing and educational facilities, and. in the long run, a

reduction of the polarization of races that presently exists. Equity would

be achieved with the redistribution of wealth in the metropolitan a".ea.

The black community would. clearly benefit from increased oppor~ities

for a higher quality of life. However, will the white community ever

accept the blacks as equals or will the polarization of races continue?

Minority groups, on one hand, will strive for equality, while whites,

f' or the most part, will resist and. probably strive for equal but seperate

polarized communities. However, we have seen in recent years that black

leaders have won important Federal, state and local political positions.

Zn central cities, the concentration of blacks will give them stron~yer

roles in government. According to Grodzins;

within the next, 20 years Negro mayors will appear
in Baltimore Detroit, Oakland  California! or
Cincinnati.9

All of which have a high proportion of blacks in the central cities.

Grodzins further ind.-cates that.

white groups in the North will not accept the
development of Negro political primacy without protest.
One form of protest wiU. most certainly be attempts
to enlarge city boundaries in order to include within
them their predominantly white suburban populations.
 Thus, the age-old suburban opposition to the city
annexation of' suburban areas will be overcome. But in
the opinion of the suburbanites concerned, the move
will he jnstl!ied.: they will be annexing the city tc
the suburb. !9

Yf Grodzins is correct there will be little opposition to the

local government reform in large metropolitan areas. However, I can't help



being a bit skeptical of his optimism. Presently, we have black mayors

in two large cities, Cleveland., Ohio and Newark, New Jersey and there has

been no evidence of the movement envisioned by Grodzins. It appears that,

these individuals are mayors, first, and. blacks second.

When one considers that the white majority in the suburbs represent

a constituency with great political power at all levels of' government,

it seems unlikely that their desires, either pro or con, for local government

reform will be ignored.

A Framework for Decision Making

Given either the fragmentation or the cohesion of interests of the

groups discussed. above, how can any decision be made with respect to local

government reform?

For this section I draw heavily f'rom s. framework study done by

Robert Salisbury and John Heinz entitled "A Theory of Po1icy Analysis

and Some Preliminary Applications." The basic hypothesis of thistt97

theory is;

"The more costly it is to organize the requisite coalition on an

issue, t: he more likely it is that the policy will be structural rather
than alILocative."

Structural policy is defined as varying between regulatory and self

regulatory outcomes to a policy decision>while allocative policies may

vary along a distributive - redistributive continuum, given the decisional

framework shown in Figure 30.

With respect to Figure 30, the needs of' interest or demand groups

are saIid to be either fragmented. or cohesive. Fragmented. in the sense
that ffering viewpoints of a problem offer
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zany differing solutions, and cohesive in the sense that, differing

viewpoints of a problem offer either one or a limited number of so1utions.

Decision making groups are also characterized as being fragmented or

cohesive, with cohesiveness representing, for example, a strong executive

and. fragmentation: a diverse legislature.

The study by Salisbury and. Hinz indicates that, the interactions of

these four variables, that is..interest groups and. decision groups of

each classification, results in four types of outcomes which are shown

on Figure 30 together with an example of the type of outcome expected.

Looking at the problem of local government reform, we can identify

the paths that might lead to the adoption of some type of policy. From

the preceeding sections it was generally determined that local government

reform is basically a, structural type policy in the sense that we are

trying to develop a system of control over rural and urban areas.

Using the framework shown on Figure 30, it can be seen that. there

are two paths that lead. toward a structural type policy. Each of which

shows that either the decision making group or the interest group can be

either fragmented. or cohesive, but never the same. The pmblem now

becomes one of determining where leverage can be applied, for example,

by the Federal Government, given a classification for either the interest

or the decision making group, ass~, of course, that in this case the

decision making group is the state government.

Narrowing the field. even further, the ultimate goal of local

government reform is regulation, which narrows the decision making path

to one. In the preceding section we have looked. at the various interest

groups and their anticipated. views toward local government reform. While

not conclusive, the general feeling that comes out of the discussion is
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that the demand for reform is fragrrrented. This is, of course, assuming

that each interest group has equal political weight.

The Salisbury and Heinz study indicates that the more fragrrrented

the demands of interest groups are, the higher the decision making costs,

and the most likely policy decision will be structuraL. This appears

to be the situation in the case of local government reform.

If the state government is cohesive in nature, we could reasonably

expect a regulatory type policy to emerge from the political system.

However, what if the state government is fragmented., a situation which

would lead to an unacceptable policy decision. In this case, the

Federal government could step in and. with the leverage it has in its

grants in aid program could pressure state governments into cohesion for

the implimentation of national goals.

Given, however, the three pha,ses of local government reform and a

transition period of say L5 years, the pressures need not be drastic.

In the initial phase, there may be considerable cohesion among t' he

demands of various interest groups. The promise of better services,

Lower costs, and pollution control would have wide appeal among

virtually all interest groups.

The second phase would. simply be a forrrralization of the increased.

role of counties in the poLitical structure and. the addition of the

powers to control land use in both incorporated and. unincorporated areas.

In this phase there would probably be a gradual shift in classification

of interest groups from that of cohesion to that of fragmentation.

However, given time to live within a system, cohesion might be expected

to return.

The third or final phase would be where the shift, from cohcsron



f'ra@mentation would be the greatest. However, this shift in c1assification

would not be as great if reform were proposed in one major phase of

1ocal governmental reform.

Perhaps I being too optimistic of the chances of loca1 government

reform because no situation is ever an either - or proposition. However,

in view of what could be achieved through local government reform, any

negotiated change from the existing system would be a step in the right

direction.
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CHAPTER EV

TOWARD A NATIONAL POPULATION REDISTRIBUTION STRATEGY

GENERAL

In the first chapter I have attempted to determine whether or not

there is indeed a population redistribution problem. I have also

attempted to identify the scope and. range of specific problems relative

to the social, economic and, political spheres of influence in the U.S..

As a result of these investigations,I am convinced. that the nation has

serious problems that have occurred as a result of past migrations from

rural areas to urban areas and from central cities to the suburban rings.

In Chapter two,I have shown how past Federal programs and policies

have implicitly and explicitly effected the migrations that have taken

p1ace in the past and. are presently continuing. Also,I have shown how

these policies along with individual and. industrial locational decision

making has resulted. in a situation where individuals f' or social, economic

or political reasons do not really have much of a choice as to where

they would like to live relative to large rrretropolitan areas and. rural

areas. As s result, individuals and, firms have had to put up with adverse

environmental, social and. political conditions in order to maintain their

economic viability.

In the third chapter I have identified 5 elements that, I feel, can

be integrated into an overall population redistribution strategy. The

elements, one behavioral and four structural, are in most cases expected

to compliment each other rather than conflict with each other. However,

there are a number of combinations of these elements that might be used to

implement a national population redistribution policy.



En this chapter, I wi.LL attempt to show how these various combinations

can be used to this end given an overall framework strategy to work with.

FRPJCEWORK STRATEGY

The underlying notions of this framework strategy are 1! to provide

individuals and firms a rm@e of viable choices as to where they would

wish to locate and 2! that this choice provide these individuals and fizzles

a quality of life reflected in a life style that includes a clean, whole-

some environment, an adequate income, adequate housing, health, education

and welfare services, and finally recreational opportunities.

The basic framework strategy is divided into three parts. The first

part is concerned with the economic and social conditions of rural areas

1
and non-metropolitan cities. The second part is concerned with cities

 SMSA's! in the 50,000 to 250,000 population range. This is a range of

convenience rather than a hard and fast rule, The elements that vill be

developed for this part are expected to be applicable to a range of cities

with a population between 25,000 and 500,000. A further restriction on

cities within this part of the overall strategy is that these cities roust

be independant, free standing communities not generally considered as part

of a large metropolitan area or megalopolis. The third part deals with

the problems of large metropolitan areas which include a central city

and numerous suburban communities.

For each of these parts,I will reiterate, somewhat, the specific

problems within the communities that make up each part and the possible

elements that might be used. to solve these problems.



HUHAL AND NON-bKTROPOLITAN ARRAS

The population in these ares,s constitutes about 30 percent of the

nations total population. Mass migrations from these areas have occurred

in the past and are continuing to this day. The result is that vast areas

of the nation are becoming depopulated at a time when the population as

a whole seems to prefer living in open space areas. This paradox is

attributed to individuals seeking economic opportunity regardless of

personal pref'erences as to where they would like to live.

Xt is a trade-off that has contributed substantially to the pattern

of population distribution we have today. The cycle that has occurred.

as a result of these trade-offs is directly attributed to the lack of

economic opportunity in rural and. non-metropolitan areas. It has been

shown that educational opportunities in these areas are generally inferior

to those in urban areas. These areas simply cannot afford quality

education for its youth. With employment opportunities limited, this

individual seeks opportunities in urban areas but is basically unprepared

to compete with his urban counterpart in the job market and is less

capable of adjusting to urban living. He, thus, joins the lower economic

strata or urban communities. This in turn creates a financial burden

on cities in the form of direct welfare and social assistance. Because of

their inability to compete f' or higher paying jobs, these individuals are

forced to live in substandard. housing within cities which contributes to

the creation of slums and. ghettos.

ln rural and non-metropolitan areas the need is apparent. Federal

and State aid is needed to 1! upgrade the quality of' education and job

training in these areas to increase employability of the residents> 2!

upgrade the quality of existing housing stocks and provide to a lessor

degree programs to assist in developing new and, low cost housing,



3! upgrade existing health and welfare services and 4! assist communi-

ties in these areas in providing basic community services such ss water

supply, waste water treatment, police and fire protection along with other

basic governmental and administrative services.

This part of an overall strategy might be termed a human resource

investment." The methods available for use in meeting these goals

include a restructuring of existing grant-in-aid programs at the Federal

level and/or some type of State sponsored municipal reform.

The studies by  Hines 1971! and the President's 1Vationsl Advisory

2
Commission on Rural Poverty �967! clearly show the inequality that

exists in Federal grant-in-eid programs in rural and non-metropolitan

areas. While ~ral and non-metropolitan areas contain over 5O percent

of the nations poor they receive on the average less than 2j percent of

the benefits from these programs.

Congress recently psssed a bill on a Revenue Sharing Program for.

Rural Development. This program would provide funds for Job trai nin~r,,3

health programs, transportation systems and programs to develop the

basic infrastructure of smaller communities. The legislative proposals

combine a number of existing programs, add some additional funds to

these programs, and redirects these programs toward the basic needs of

rural communities through State and local administrators, Ln addition,

rural and non-metropolitan communities would qualify for other revenue

sharing proposals directed. toward building their human resource end

economic base through special revenue sharing proposals for manpower

development, education, transportation and law enforcement. Under these

proposals each state would receive at least an equivalent amount of

funds it has been receiving but will be in a position to direct and

expedite these funds to where they are needed most. One potential



drawback to these revenue sharing proposals is the amount and type oI'

cost sharing that may be required at State and local levels in order to

participate in this program. As in the past, richer communities have been

able to take advantage of Federal programs because they could obtain the

cost sharing funds necessary to qualify for these programs. I don' t

intend to go into a detailed, discussion of cost-sharing, but I simply

intend to rrrention it as a potential obstacle toward rural and non-

metropolitan development.

In order to mitigate the problem mentioned. above and also to aid

these communities in effectively and efficiently coping with their

problems, I would suggest that the Local Government Reform proposals

discussed in Chapter III might be used. As discussed earlier, the f' rst

two phases of Local Government Reform would be applicable in rural and

non-metropolitan areas. Since these smaller communities have similar

problems, that is limited funds and a generally declining tax base plus

the need for the basic comrrrunity services previously mentioned, it seems

obvious that a larger local unit of government may be able to provide

better services at lower prices. The initial phase would be the gradual

assimilation of municipal services by county governments or by some

established rmUricipal district similar to the Economic Development

Districts of the ZDA program. The assimilation would occur through

contractual arrangments between existing municipalities and the county

or district government and the provision of these services to unincor-

porated a.reas under some type of tax or payment scheme.

The second phase of this proposal would be that of forrrring an Urban-

County government which is a direct progression from the initial phase

of T.ocal Government Reforrrr. It would be simply a formalizing of the

counties role as a coordinator of rrrunicipal programs.
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With this new status, plus a wider tax ase, this Urban County

government would be in a position to sponsor and cost share, if necessary,

in Federal grant-in-aid programs. These governmental units would then

be in a position to direct funds to communities and areas under their

jurisdiction where the need is most.

Up until now, I have neglected to show how these methods are to be

used within the general context of a national population redistribution

strategy. The elements discussed in the preceding paragraphs are

intended to increase the quality of life for the residents of rural and

non-metropolitan areas. The basic idea is to create an environment

that will encourage the residents of these areas to remain in these areas,

while at the same time upgrading their skills for participation in s

regional labor market, Zt is envisioned that residents in these areas

would seek and find employment in a designated regional growth center.

Zn other words, these smaller outlying communities would serve as

"bedroom communities" for the larger growth centers within a region,

As stated earlier, it is quite possible that a non-metropolitan community

of from 25,000 population to 50,000 population could be designated as a

regional growth center that would serve the social and economic needs

of residents of its hinterlands, The basic idea, therefore, is to

provide the residents of rural and non-metropolitan areas the economic

snd social security needed. to stem their movement to larger urban centers.

The final element that must be considered for this part of the

overall strategy is the one that concerns the social, political, and

economic norms that will determine the success or failure of implement-

ing the methods previously discussed. E have discussed previously,

perhaps biasely, the barriers toward implementation of a redistribution

strategy. Again, however, X wish to reiterate my feelings that the
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social, economic, and political spheres of influence will have o under.,o

co»siderable change in the direction toward a more hula»istic nii;!

s i nce r e approach i n solving the problems of poverty a»d i »equn 1 i t. v i »

the nations rural and urban societies.

INTERMEDIATE SIZE CITIES

As stated earlier, this part of the overall strategy is concerned with

cities ranging in population size from 50,000 to 250,000. In addition,

these cities must be independant, free standing communities not generally

considered to be a part of a large metropolitan area or megalopolis.

In the past 10 years, the population in these cities have grown 21.2

4
percent, considerably in excess of the national change in population of

13.3 percent. It is in these communities where there is the potential5

6
to absorb about 25 percent of the projected population increase over the

next 30 years, The question now becomes one of determining how the

nation can utilize this potential within the context of a national

population redistribution strategy.

These cities for the most part are at a stage in their growth where

they do not have the serious environmental, social, economic and

political problems that major metropolitan areas now have. This is not

to say that these cities don't have problems, because growth in itself,

creates problems in planning for and serving the needs of an expanding

popu ation and economy. The salient feature here is, that the problems

that could develop in the future are at a point where they can be

managed if proper action is initiated.

Kith respect to a population redistribution strategy, these cities

offer the hope of providing a substantial segment of the nation's

population,a life style and a quality of life not to be found in the
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megalopolan areas of the country. These communities with their existing

economic base, their existing social and physical infrastructure offer

the potential in achieving these ends. One of the methods that can be

used. to develop this potential is the implementation of the growth pole

concept.

I consider this element the key to the success of a national

population redistribution strategy. This element offers the means to

national and state planners to develop the potential previously mentioned.

With this element, efforts would be made to develop an urban center that

would serve the needs of its residents and also the needs of residents

in the citys' hinterlands by providing job opportunities and commercial,

social, governmental, cultural and recreational services.

The primary problem with implementing this element of an overall

strategy is in identifying which cities will be designated as growth

centers. The parameters and methods that could be used in identifying

these centers are discussed. in detail in Chapter three. Assuming, there-

fore, that the centers have been identified, the Federal Government should

seek the means to encourage, 1! the expansion of the existing industrial

base, 2! development of an efficient transportation system and 3! the

means to develop the center into a city that will attract people away

from large metropolitan areas.

These goals may be realized by encouraging some of the leading

economic growth sectors of the nation to locate in the centers selected

for expansion. If significant and sustained growth is to occur>the

center must develop a comparative advantage in regional, state, or

national markets. The means toward achieving this end could come in the

form of locational subsidies for various firms, labor cost subsidies,

land. and/or subsidies of some form that would make the relocation



attractive to firms in the viable economic sectors of the nation.  B~.e

Figure 3l !

So now we have growth and job opportunities in the form of a seed,

that could grow into a. megalopolis with its decaying Central cities,

sprawling hap-hazard suburbs, and general overall degrads.tion of the urban

environment. Therefore, other elements are needed to control the growth

expected to occur in order to preserve and enhance the asthetic appeal,

environmental quality, and general well being of residents of these centers.

Surely we can learn from past experience. Other elements developed in

Chapter three can serve these ends in con/unction with the growth center

element.

For example, the principals of the New Towns and Model Cities element

could. be used to expand and develop these growth centers. The concepts

of Federal New Towns, Model Cities and Urban Renewa1 programs can be used

to develop housing stocks for all income classes, civic, health, education

and recreational facilities. These centers would have a capital structure

with which to work; Cultural facilities, schools, hospitals, library

system and various other service industries. The center would not be a

construction camp. The existing and future inhabitants of both the

center and its hinterland.s would be given the promise of a better future,

Talented younger persons would. be induced to stay and former residents

to return from large metropolitan areas to which they moved. in search of

economic opportunity. However, again this is not enough. There has to

be an element of control. Control over population densities, land use

and development, preservation or enhancement of environmental qualitY,

and other comaunity functions.

There are two elements that might be used in this context. They may

be used independantly or in combination because there is a certain
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FTGURE 31

Source: U.S. Department, of Agriculture, Part l,
~o .cit.q p. 55'



1 mount o f over I ap > n their functions. These two elements are the

Mi>ni i pa I Jn>>~j  :orporation and Local  government Reform cones~>t..'. I t

mu; t be remembere<i that we are seeking a controlled center of t-,r,>wth.

The Municipal Land Corporation element offers Federal, state and

loca.l planners the means to control the size and the pattern of population

distribution of a selected growth center. The basic idea is for some

public or quasi-public non-profit corporation to purchase, plan> develop

and sell or lease land for residential, industrial,, commercial, and

public uses. A comprehensive land use plan would be developed that would

specify population densities, size and phased development patterns for

the center. This would include planning and constructing transportation

systems, water quality and waste water treatment facilities plus drainage

systems. By developing these systems and facilities plus the functions

of owning and selling or leasing land for development, substantial control

can be maintained over physical growth and population distribution in the

center and its hinterlands.

The question now becomes one of how Federal, state and local planners

can influence and control the growth development of these centers. Kith

national population redistribution as a national goal, the Federal

government through its grant-in-aid programs can have significant inputs

into the planning process for these growth centers. The municipal land

corporation would act as the sponsor for the New Towns, Model Cities and

Urban Renewal programs of the Federal Government. In addition, Federal

flmds for the development of transportation systems and water quality,

waste treatment and drainage systems are also available. Further,

legislation on various revenue sharing proposals offer funds to states

and local governmental units for the development or improvement of the
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basic community infrastructure and other community services.

At the state level, state governments will have to enact the enabling

legislation for the formation of these municipal land corporations. In

addition, they will have to appropriate funds for the corporation un:il

it becomes self-sustaining. Perhaps new Federal programs can be ins:i-

tuted to aid these states in the formation of these corporations. As

mentioned throughout this thesis, states have a vital interest in pro-

moting growth within their Jurisdic.ions if the population of the nation

continues to concentrate in three or four maJor population belts.

Local governmental units, county and city, would also participate

in the planning process. In effect, the municipal land corporation would

be the city's and/or county's planning function. Enabling legislation

could include provisions in the organizational structure of the corporation

for combined city, county, and state control over growth and land use

development. The local governmental units' stake in this process would

be that of having an economically viable and esthetically appealing

community.

Federal and state aid to these centers would not necessarily be

continuous. For once the target population of a center is reached,

Federal and state aid. could be transferred to other potential growth

centers. Growth would. not cease, but it would be reduced, and the mechan-

isms for controlling hap-hazard growth would be established.

The second element that could be used to control growth in growth

centers is implementation of the Local Government Reform Concept. As

stated previously, this element could complement both the Municipal Land

Corporation and the New Towns and Model Cities elements of a population

redistribution strategy. The details of this element are discussed in

chapter three and portions of it are discussed in the rural end
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non-metropolitan areas section of this chapter.

The basic idea of this element is to broaden the scope anii conti o1

of municipal governments over the environmental, social, political arid

economic problems associated with growth and. population distribution

within a growth center. From past experience in larger metropolitan

areas, it can be seen that many of the problems associated with growth or

the lack of growth and economic vitality are not restricted to local

political jurisdictions.

Problems of poverty, environmental degradation, police protection,

fire protection, health, and education are problems that could detract

from a city's competitive position for growth. In addition, the cost

of these services has created tremendous strains on local and state

governmental fiscal resources.

Within the context of the growth center element, these problems

could be mitigated or even eliminated before they get out of hand.

can see that many of the selected growth centers could grow into large

metropolitan areas with numerous smaller suburban communities in the

periphery of the center. In fact, many of the selected growth centers

may already have a number of satellite suburban conmunities.

The problem becomes one of limiting the number of political juris-

dictions in these centers in order that workable coalitions can be formed

to anticipate, plan for, and solve the problems associated with growth.

In these centers efforts should be made to take advantage of the

economies that, may be realized in providing services to residents of the

center and residents within the region the center serves.

The first phase, already discussed, involves entering into contractual

arrangements with either the municipal government of the growth center or

with s, county unit of government that would service the needs of the center
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and the region. Initially, these might include water quality and ws.ste

treatment facilities, drainage systems, educational systems, health

services, and police and fire protection. As growth continues, the second

phase could be initiated. that would. form an Urban-County municipality

type local government. Functions would be expanded to include land use

planning and control and perhaps the formation of a municipal land corpor-

ation that would act as the planning arm of this governmental unit. This

Urban-County governmental unit would have in its governing body represent-

atives of the urban center itself, representatives of any suburban conmun-

ity in the periphery of the center, plus representatives of county

governmental units. This unit of government would assimilate the taxing

authority of municipalities and. oversee the growth and development of the

metropolitan center. Powers could include control over air and water

quality and participation in Federal and state programs on housing, urban

renewal, welfare, hes,1th, education, etc.

By initially limiting the number of municipalities tha,t could

incorpors.te,consolidation of municipalities could. be avoided in the final

phase. The final phase would then consist of expanding the Jurisdiction

of the metropolitan government to include surrounding counties as they

develop into urban oriented, entities. The metropolitan government would

then consist of representatives from all counties and municipalities

within the Jurisdictional boundaries of the government. These boundaries

would be the combination of perimeter boundaries of existing counties,

thus mitigating the problem of changing historically established

boundaries throughout a State.

The key to successful implementation of this element lies in the

state government. It would mean perhaps constitutional changes in 'home

rule" states and the return in some cases of the power over the
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municipalities to the states. The basic power structure would be restored

in which power would flow from the states to counties or urban counties,

to municipalities.

With respect to the popu1ation question of population redistribution,

the Local Government Reform element coupled with the other three structural

elements of an overall strategy offers planners at all levels the flexi-

bility in creating a community with an economic, social,and political

structure that will enhance its attraction to the nation's populace. 3y

planning and implementing the elements discussed>it is hoped that a

wholesome, clean, and asthetically appealing environment can be created

where economic opportunities flourish and provide residents in these

growth centers and their hinterlands the opportunity to enjoy to the

fullest extent, the quality of life that such an atmosphere might provide.

MAJOR METROPOLITAN AREAS A5D CZNTML CITIES

The third. part of an overall strategy for population redistribution

offers planners perhaps their biggest challenge. Entrenched within

these areas are the social, economic and political barriers to increasing

the quality of life of all the residents of these areas. These barriers

include social, economic .and political discrimination. Social and

economic discrimination in the racial sense and political discrimination

in the sense that for the most part access to the political system is

restricted to relatively few interest groups.

The basic problems include: upgrading the quality of life for the

poverty stricken groups in central cities, revitalizing central city

areas to make them again an attractive locational option for firms and

individuals of all races, and finally to stem the hap-hazard suburban

growth that continues to envelope open spaces, drain the resources of
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central cities and polarize black and white communities,

Perhaps the overriding factor in determining if, in fact, a strat-

egy for these large metropolitan areas and. their central cities wi11

work, is in how the social, political~and economic spheres of influence

feel toward. achieving true equality among the races. We can propose

numerous schemes for revitalizing central cities to make them more

attractive to whites and more liveable for blacks; but unless these

three spheres of influence will lift the barriers to equa1 opportunities

in jobs, housing and education and are willing to live, work and play

with harmony among races, many of the efforts to save our central cities

will fail.. We seem to be living in a system of structural dualism in

which two societies exist. Xt is in effect some type of dual economy

where one society is technologically and. organizationally advanced with

high wages and high productivity and the other is characterized by low

wages, low productivity and. as being backward in nature. The division

between the two is often maintained by racial or other social discrimin-

ation.
7

Assuming, therefore, that existing barriers to total equality will

be lifted. or the situation where separate but equal opportunities will

exist, it is possible to suggest, structural elements that might contri-

bute to the solution of population distribution problems in large

metropolitan areas and central cities.

Perhaps the most important element in dealing with the problems in

these areas is implementation of the Local Government Reform concept.

The discussion in Chapter three goes into considerable detsil as to how

this element might be used. in large metropolitan areas. The final

results of the process of Local Government Reform could include 3.! the

control over suburban growth either through control of land use by a
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metropolitan government or perhaps the formation of Municipal Land

Corporations, 2! a broadening of the tax base of the metropolitan area

where income distributional programs can be instituted to revitalize

communities with declining resources, 3! the effective control of

environmental degradation, 4! the ability to sponsor Federal and. state

programs that would contribute toward upgrading the quality of housing,

increase the income, and, increase the quality of job training, education,

health,and welfare services primarily in central city areas for poverty

stricken groups, and 5! finally the development or redevelopment of an

integrated system of comnunities with transportation and corenunication

linkages that offer all residents equal opportunities for employment

throughout the metropolitan area. As stated previously, the initiation

of such reform should come from the State level and will require in some

cases major changes in roles of states, counties and municipalities.

Incentives for this change could be made by the Fed.eral Government by

offering larger grants to states that initiate a program of municipal

reform or through some other incentive program.

At the Federal leve3., there should be a consolidation and the re-

directing of existing programs. One such reform could. be a part of the

New Towns and Model Cities element previously discu.ssed and i,mplemented.

through, possibly, a Municipal Land Corporation, an Urban County, or a

Metropolitan type government. The consolidation and redirecting or

Federal programs would provide for the development of public facilities,

housing stocks, recreational facilities, open spaces and. the revitaliza-

tion of existing housing stocks. It could also include the development

of ~ss transit systems, parking facilities and. a general revitalization

o central business districts. This consolidation could be referred +m

as some type of physical development program. A social or human resource



program could be developed that would provide for the job training,

education, health and welfare of the residents of the central cities.

A second element that can be used. in these large metropolitan areas

is the one briefly touched upon; that is the Municipal Land Corporation

element. Assuming for the time being that municipal reform does not

take place, it would still be possible for the states to establish these

corporations in large metropolitan areas. The corporation would perfovn

the vital function of planning and controlling land use in the metropoli-

tan area and its periphery. Given the powers, it could contribute

substantially in revitalizing central city areas and stem the migration

of the white commmity to the suburbs by restricting land use in the

periphery of metropolitan areas. New housing, or rehabilitation of

existing housing stocks utilizing the New Towns and Model Cities element,

could be encouraged in central city areas. Population densities could

be controlled by specifying the type of residential development that

could occur. Furthermore, the corporation would be able to develop a

comprehensive plan for the orderly expansion and. growth of the whole

metropolitan area, while preserving open spaces and enhancing the

liveability of the metropolitan c~ity.

The basic ideas behind. this part of an overall population distribu-

tion strategy is to 1! Increase the quality of life f' or the poor and

disadvantaged groups in central cities. This means developing in them

the skills needed to compete effectively in the labor market. Providing

them with the opportunity to live in decent housing in a clean, whole-

some environment, 2! Enhance the attractiveness and. esthetic appeal of

central cities areas to stem the migration to the suburbs. 3! Control

the growth of suburban development in order to preserve open spaces for

the use and enjoyment of all. And 4 ! creating an environmental setting



that is appealing to all residents of both suburban and central city

areas.

With the projected population growth of the next 30 years, of which,

60 to 70 percent will take place in these metropolitan areas, it is

imperative that some actions be initiated to plan for and contxol this

growth. The elements presented are just a few of the techniques that

might be employed to accomplish this.

In order to illustrate how the structural elements, presented in

Chapter III and the preceding sections of this Chapter, can be integrated

into the planning process, I propose to include an analysis of how these

elements can be used as a management tool in the Lake Ontario drainage

basin. The basic premise of this analysis is that the existing and.

future location of industry and the population, in both the United States

and Canada, within the basin are the key elements that contribute to the

quality of this naturaj resource with respect to air and water quality,

agricultural and mnicipal water supply, hydropower development, flood

control, navigation, recreation, waste disposal, fish and wildlif'e

protection, agriculture, transporation and economic development.

Pxesently, water quality is the only problem being dealt with by the

existing international organization. The conf'licting demands of growth

and preservation emphasize the need. for an effective management organi-

zat;ion that can identify, mediate and control the development within the

Lake Ontario basin. This will ultimately mean the coordination of

Human Resource and Physical development programs of the Federal, State

and Provincial Governments in both the U.S. and Canada,
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Character of the Lake Ontario Basin

Presently, there are over 6 million people living within the basin,

one-third of which live in the United States. The population in both

0he U.S. and Canada is essentially urban in character, concerrtra.ing

primarily on the periphery of the western shore of the lake from the

Niagara Frontier to Toronto, Ontario.

The basin covers a total area of about l8 million acres of which

about 10 million acres are located in the U.S.. Approximately 26 percent

of the Canad.ian and 45 percent of the U.S. land areas are devoted. to

agricultural land uses, while only 3 percent of the total basin is

occupied by rrrunicipalities. The remaining lands in both the U,S. and

Canada are either vacant, forested or recreational lands.

With the relatively small area of land occupied by municipalities

it is difficult to imagine how this concentration of human activity can

affect the environmental quality of the whole basin; and yet it does.

The economy of the basin is basically industrial snd agricultural

in orientation. Field crops in both the U.S. and Canada consist of hay,

oats, mixed grain, corn, barley, and wheat while fruit orchards,

vegetables, beef, poultry and. dairy farming are other important agricul-

tural ventures. Primary industries within the basin include steel,

automotive, transportation, rubber products, paper, chemical, photographic

equipment and petroleum refining. Electric power production is also

extensive.

The present population density in the municipal areas of the basin

is in excess of 7000 persons per square mile. This concentration is due

to the proximity of people to employment opportunities. Historically,

the industrial development of the western portion of the basin was the

result. of satisfying early industrial requirements for transportation,



water, and power. These basic industries provided. the nucleus for the

industrial development and. subsequent population concentration that

exists today.

Associated. with this industrial development and population concen-

tration are the problems of water and air quality, water supply, and

land use conflicts together with the other problems mentioned earlier.

Role of' a Lake Ontario Management. Organization

The basic role of this management organization is not to stifle

growth, but, to control industrial and population growth in a way that

will enhance not only the quality of the lake resource itself, but also

increase the locational options and the quality of life of the population

wishing to reside within the basin. Basic to this role, is the develop-

ment of an international information system that can be used by the

organization to identify existing and potential problems and plan

programs for the coordinated development of the basin. The information

would. provide the means to estimate future industrial development, the

associated needs of a growing population and land use requirements. The

organization will then be in a position to resolve the conflicts that

will arise for competing land and water uses.

The principles of the Municipal Land Corporation>Growth Center> and.

Local Government Reform elements described in Chapter III can be used to

redirect and control land use. In this respect, the Province of

Ontario has taken the lead.. The management organization should develop

a comprehensive plan of development for the basin and. institute programs

to manage and control future developments. Using the principles of the

Growth Center element, economic growth  industrial, residential and

commercial! can be redirected. from existing areas of concentration to



areas with a potential for growth. Transportation linkages and indust.ria"

subsidies would provide the impetus for industrial location or relocation.

It is envisaged. that these principles together with those mentioned in

the followi~ paragraphs will be instituted by the State and Province,

but coordinated through the Lake Ontario Management Organization.

Land Use controls utilizing the principle. of the Municipal Land

Corporation or Local government reform elements in existing areas of

industrial and population concentration can be used to limit growth and

population densities in these areas and. redirect it elsewhere, mitigating

the problems of further population concentration. These elements are

already being used, to some degree by the Provincial Government, of

Ontario. In order to provide and stimulate efficiency at the local

government level, municipal governments could. be consolidated into

metropolitan governments in urban areas or regional governments in rural

areas with the idea of comprehensive planning in the most efficient

manner.

ln the larger cities, such as Toronto> Hamilton, Buffalo, Niagara

and Rochester, the principles of the New Town and Model Cities element

could be used. to revitalize central city ares.s and mitigate or elirainate

the formation of slum areas while at. the same time providing for the

economic well being of central city residents. This last item may be

beyond the scope of the management organization. However, the main

functions of the management organization are developing sound strategies

that will provide for the economic well being of all residents of the

basin while at the same time developing the full potential of this

resource in a way that will enhance and preserve its value as a natural

resource.



SUMMARY

As shown in Figure 32, there are numerous combinations of the e I~ment;.

described in the previous sections that could be used in an overall

strategy for population redistribution in the U.S.. These combination

range in complexity from the one illustrated by the dashed line on

Figure 32, through a combination that includes all of the elements or

portions of them, as illustrated by the heavy black line on the same

Figure.

Some of the elements, by their very nature, will affect population

distribution more than other elements. This depends on the location in

which they are implemented. Lt is difficult, except in one case, to

point out which element is most important to a specific location. The

exception, I feel, is the growth pole element for intermediate size

cities. The multitude of combinations, shown on Figure 32, offer planners

at Federa1, state and local levels the options for tailoring these

elements to a particular location and offers flexibility when confronting

the economic, social, and. political spheres of influence. Admittedly,

again, some elements are weaker than others, but even if one of these

weaker elements were implemented in a particular area, it would be a

step in the right direction. A direction that could lead us to a

situation where all Americans could enjoy the freedom of choice and the

assurance of relative prosperity in the area in which they prefer to live,

while at the same time preserving or enhancing the quality of their

lives.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

At the outset of my research into the problems of population distri-

bution and the prospects for a redistribution policy and. strategy for the

nation, I felt that systematic research and analysis of the problems and

their possible solutions would. overcome the complexity and scope of the

averall distributional problem. At this point in time, I feel inadequate

in my effort because the enormity and complexity of the problem exceeded

my expectations.

During the process of my research and analysis, the President's

Commission on Population Growth and the American Future issued its' final

report entitled "Population and the American Future." It is an extremely

comprehensive report on the nation's population growth and distribution

problems. Its' emphasis and. recommendations, however, were primarily

concerned with the problems associated. with population growth. It is

recognized, however, that population growth, per se, is the most important

issue confronting many nations in all parts of the world. In the U.S.,

it is not of immediate concern. This is to say, that population growth

is a long term issue in the United. States. On the other hand, population

distribution is of immediate concern. It is at the heart of many of the

social, economic, political, and environmental problems that the nation

has today. Because of this, I have gone further in identifying the

nation's population distributional problems than the Commission's report

has

The conclusions to be presented in the following section are based

on my research and the data presented in this thesis. These conclu.:iors
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must be considered within the overall context of the social, economic, and

political spheres of influence that affect, in varying degrees, the

magnitude of the problems associated with population distribution.

COKCIUS10NS

1. The present pattern of population distribution is the result of

a combination of individual decisions by society, corporation, and. goverr-

ments at all levels.

If the present pattern is allowed to continue unabated, nearly 90

percent of the nations population will be living on less than 10 percent

of the nation's land area by the year 2000. This situation will aggrevate

the severe social, economic, political, and environmental problems associ-

ated with the pattern we have today. By the year 2000, if the existing

pattern of population distribution is allowed. to continue, nearly 70

percent of the nation's population will be located. in three, possibly

four, major metropolitan belts that will consist of about 15 or 20 state

along the Nest Coast, East Coast, Great Lakes and possibly, the Gulf

Coast. The remaining states in the central portions of the nation will

continue to become depopulated.

Many of these states will lose the most productive elements of

their human resource base, leaving behind the poor, the aged, and other

disadvantaged groups. The result will be that these states and their

local governmental units will lose their economic vitality and revenue

base simply because they could not provide the necessary job opportunities

and locational options necessary to retain these individuals.

2. With the movement of the population to a few major metropol.:.Can

areas of the country, there will be a shift in political power struc:use

of the Federal Government. A relatively small number of states vill have



the political power to affect the outcome of Presidential elections and

could. control the House of Representatives. This could lead to a change

in the character of' existing sectionalism in the country and could lead

to schisms with unf'oreseen consequences.

With the prospect of even more concentration of the population

in large metropolitan areas in the future, efforts to mitigate environ-

mental degration in these areas will become increasingly difficult. Each

increment of environmental improvement will be offset by a larger number

of pollution sources.

4. In the decision making process previously mentioned, the Federal

Government has had a profound, influence on locational decisions made by

individuals and corporations. While there have been explicit Federal

programs affecting the population distribution of the nation in the past,

even more significant have been the implicit population di.stributional

ef'facts of some recent Federal programs. These programs, primarily

agricultural, housing, and highway, have contributed to the mass movement

of the white, middle income class population to the suburbs and migration

from rural to urban areas. In the process, the poor, the aged, and the

black were left behind in both rural areas and central cities. In

addition, corporations began moving out to the suburban ring, aggrevating

the employment problem in central cities and removing additional tax

revenues from central city governments.

Despite the good. intentions of the supporters of Federal human

resource programs to aid the poor in central cities and. rural areas,

many of' these programs are not reaching the groups targeted f' or aid and

need to be restructured and. redirected. In some cases, there is

mismanagement and actual fraud connected. with these programs. There is

also a disproportionate allocation of Federal program funds between rural



and urban areas that results in urban areas receiving more than their

share of funds under various programs on a per capita basis. This is

particularly undesirable because a larger segment of the rural and non

metropolitan population need this aid. proportionately more than the urban

population. The rural and. non-metropolitan population is apparently

uninformed as to the Federa3. assistance it is eligible to receive.

5. A majority of the nation's individuals are seeking the best

of two worlds. They want a small town, open space type environment and

the economic and social opportunities offered. by large metropolitan areas.

These individuals tolerate the urban environment because it provides

them with the economic security that income opportunities provide. Yet,

the decisions of these individuals in the past and in the future will

have a profound. and inadvertant effect on less fortunate elements of

society.

6. There exists in this country a dual economy and. social structure;
1one for the sophisticated, technologically advanced., and affluent segment

of our society and one for the poverty or near poverty groups that are

2characterized as being backward., unproductive, and socially inferior.

This double standard. manifests itself in the de-facto segregation of the

poor from the affluent in a social and physical locational sense. In

addition to the social discrimination that exists, there is, what I term,

"locational discrimination." 3y locational discrimination, I mean that

individuals, black or white, living in poverty or near-poverty conditions

are extremely limited in their choice as to where they would like to live.

The affluent segment of the nation's society is intimately tied to

the corporate ideal of profit maximization and. economic growth. This

segment has came to measure an individuals worth to society by his contri-

bution to the productivity of the nation. If an individual fails to:nake
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this contribution, he is restricted to the poverty segment of' society.

With technology advancing at a tremendous rate together with economic

growth and incomes, the individual in a poverty situation sees the hope of

bettering himself quickly fading.

The affluent segment of our society uses both its political and

economic power to prevent the removal of the barriers that exist between

the two segments of our society. The result has been an extreme polariz-

ation of' the races and the affluent and poor segments of our society.

During the last decade and a half, Federal legislation has sought equali-

zation of social, economic, and. political opportunities for all segments

of society. Yet, despite this legislation, the middle and. upper income

classes in the nation have found the means to side-step the law. They

would prefer, for example, to pay more for housing in order to exclude

the poor or near poor, the aged, the uneducated, and the blacks from

their community.

The de-facto segregation and. discrimination that exists is the major

barrier preventing poverty or near poverty groups from bettering them-

selves and. increasing their income levels. Employment opportunities for

these groups are limited because of their education, age, or race which

forces these groups into a perpetual cycle of poverty. The official

poverty group in the nation represents 12 percent of the total population.

However, this group plus the near-poverty group comprise nearly 25 percent

of the total population. More than half of this group live in rural areas

and are the inadvertant victims of' past migrations and Federal programs.

It is a fact, though dif'ficult to imagine, that in the U.S.,12 percent

of the population have average incomes about half of what the Bureau

of Labor Statistics considers a minimum income for a family of four ..n

rural nreas, The $0500 minimum income level provides for a bare3
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subsistence diet consisting primarily of dried beans, and living in a
4cheap apartment and driving an 8 year old. automobile. In some areas of

this nation, an annual income of $10,000 is inadequate.

7. There do not exist simple, optimum strategies that will solve

the population distribution problems of the nation. The scope and

severity of these problems will vary with their location throughout the

country. However, the keys to overal3. success of any strategy, anywhere,

aimed at the solution of these problems are as fo3.lows:

a. There must be the provision of adequate incomes and

employment opportunities for all segments of our

society in all sections of the country in the short

run,and high quality education and future employment

opportunities for all in the long run.

b . The success of any strategy, anywhere, is totally

dependnat upon the social, economic, and. political

spheres of influence. This will require a commitment

by these spheres of influence to the improvement of

the quality of life for a3.1 segments of society.

c, The key to the solution of the distributional

problem in central cities lies in upgrading the

quality of' the city's physical, social, and economic

environment for all segments of society. This means

providing for the education, welfare, and health of

the poor and the provision of job opportunities

that will provide an adequate income to those who

are emp3oyable. It also means restoring the aesthetic

appeal of central city areas to the white, mhddle

income class and the return of revenue sources to the
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central city governments.

d. Zn the suburbs, the keys to solving the distributional

problems lie in controlling land use and stemming the

hap-hazard suburban growth that has occurred in the

past. In addition, the consolidation of local govern-

mental functions and revenue sources in suburban

communities and central cities would provide the means

for achieving workable solutions to problems of common

interest.

e. In rural and non-metropolitan areas, the keys to solving

the distributional problems of a declining population

lie in the provision of employment opportunities for

residents of these areas, the provision of basic

community services, and the provision of adequate health,

welfare, and educational assistance. This could be

accomplished. by developing regional growth centers to

serve the employment and social needs of the residents

in the hinterlands of these centers.

PROSPECTS FOR A NATIONAL POPULATION REDISTRIBUTION POLICY

A population redistribution policy must meet certain criteria.

First, it must be flexible. Population growth rates and patterns

of distribution have shown a faciU.ty for fairly rapid change in this

country. Therefore, a policy must be sufficiently f1exible to accommodate

further changes in the future. Additional changes may include changes

in social, political, and economic norms.

Second, a policy nmst be acceptable, not just to the Presiclent nnci

Congress, but to the courts, and to many, if not most, of the corporate
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and individual interests Chat will be affected by the policy. The poor may

feel ill-served by present patterns of distribution, but it should be

noted, that these patterns reflect choices of the affluent who may well

resist major changes.

Third, the policy must be workable. Governments must have the means

Co implement a policy that is sufficient to the task.

It was mentioned earlier that governmental policies, like the

highway program, have had substantial unintended effects on population

distribution. However, it is doubtful whether attempts Co turn these

policies directly to the task of achieving a salutary population distri-

bution will be politically acceptable. These policies serve other powerful

interests and other important objectives that will not be abandoned.

However, an awareness of their distributional consequences must be

recognized..

The human resource programs designed. to provide health, welfare,

education, job training, and job placement services Co Chose poor lost in

the distribution shuffle have 'been with us for many years. They have not

proven to be workable solutions to distribution problems during that, time.

Many analysts would argue that these programs are not generally acceptable

to the American public, and, as a result, have not been given the support

necessary to make them workable.

Substantial government subsidies will be needed to make the Growth

Center and the New Town and. Model City elements of an overall population

distribution strategy work. The Cask of deflecting growth from large

metropolitan areas to these smaller areas is a monumental one, and may

well be beyond our capacity.

The reorganization of local governments into regional units ha- oeen

atterapted in a few places in this country, with very mixed results.
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There i.s substantial resistance, armng suburbanites especially, to any

plan that would encroach on local autonomy. In most states, the annexation

or consolidation of suburbs is a cumbersome process. The residents of

suburbs have great political power at all levels of government and it

seems unlikely that their wishes wi11 be denied.

The present patterns of population distribution serve the interests

of many, but create a multitude of problems as well. Many government

policies have been proposed and., in some cases, tried to deal with these

problems. For the most psrt, they have been unsuccessful in changing the

pattern of population distribution in the past. As for the future, it

seems that the nation is a long way from implementing a population

distribution strategy that would. be flexible, acceptable, and. workable

within the context of a National Population Redistribution Policy,

SZCOemmmTZONS

The United States is a long way from implementing a population

redistribution strategy. Considerably more research is needed into

the problems associated with the present, pattern of popu1ation d.istribu-

tion beyond that presented. here. Given the prospects of the future

distributional pattern, it becomes imperative that governments at the

Federal and state levels make commitments toward the solution of existing

distribution problems and plans for controlling future problems. The

prime motivator of this commitment should be the Federal Government.

The President and Congress have already indicated. that the highest

priority must be given to balancing growth between rural and urban

com~ni ties. There fore:

1, I recommend that the President and Congress formally commit the

i esources of the Federal Government ta the Policy of balancing the



rowth and distribution of the o lation in rural and urban areas.

2. I recorrrmend that Con ress sup ort the President's roposal for

the Departmental reorganization of the Federal Government. In this way,

many of the duplicated. and often inefficient Governmental programs for

Human Resource and Physical Developroent can be consolidated and

redirected. more efficiently to where they are needed most.

3. I recommend the immediate establishment of a Population Growth

and. Distribution Council at the Executive Level of the Federal Govern-

ment and a Joint Comrrrittee on Population Growth and. Distribution in

Congress. This Council and. the Joint Committee would. serve as the

immediate focal points of research and planning efforts by the Government

and private research institutions. In particular, more in depth studies

are needed of the elements proposed as solutions to the distributional

problems presented in this thesis. The Council and the Joint Committee

would be responsible for setting national objectives and coordinating

the activities of all Federal Government departments with respect to

population growth and its' distribution. Further, they would monitor

existing Federal programs for program deficiencies and would recommerrd

program changes to mitigate these deficiences with respect to the

distributional problem. Finally, they would initiate in depth research

that would identify existing and future distributional problems and

recommend to the Executive and. Congress the programs needed. for their

solution.

These solutions might include a new Rumm Resource Development

Program that would focus on the education, the welfare, the health, the

;ob training, and job placement of residents in both rural and urban

areas. A new Physical Development Program would. focus on transportation,



industrial location and relocation, housing, community development and

redevelopment, and air and water quality control.

Under these programs, research and planning would be initiated in

cooperation with the states to develop a nationwide comprehensive plan

for controlling the distribution of the nation'a population. This

planning wou1d include identifying the areas within each state where

Local Government Reform, Municipal Land Co~ration, New Town and Model

Cities and Growth Center elements of an overall strategy could be used

to mitigate existing and future distributional problems.

In structuring these programs and. in order to prate efficiency in

the administration of these programs, efforts must be made to assure

that groups or conmunitiea targeted for aid actually receive this aid.

There must also be the means to assure that this aid is distributed

equitably between rural and. urban areas.

Recognizing that budget constraints will limit the amount of funda

available for these programs, a priority system must be established among

the states in order that 8mds can be concentrated in amounts sufficient

to the task of solving distribution problems. In the past, the funds

of many Federal programs were spread too thinly to be effective in

achieving program goals.

I recommend the eventual establishment of He ional Economic-

Growth Commissions th bout the United States. These Commissions would

consist of Federal and state administrators who would form a regional

planning board whose functions would consist of stimulating or controlling

economic growth and the distribution of the population within the region.

The implementation of a national population redistribution strategy will

requi'e significant participation and action by the states, As stated
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earlier, the problems of economic growth  or the lack of it! and. of

population distribution vary in scope and severity from region to region,

from state to state, and. from community to community. Likewise, so

will their solutions. Some of the elements presented in this thesis

require action by the states. With the Regional Commissions envisioned,

the states would participate with regional and. national planners in

identifying present and future economic growth and population distribution

problems within a region and. tailoring an overall strategy using, perhaps,

the elements presented here for their solution.

5. Finally, l recommend. that the Federal Government continue to

seek the means to mitigate or eliminate the inequality that exists among

the races and between the two segments of society that exists in this

country. Drastic measures may have to be taken to offset the inequality

that still exists in order to guarantee equal opportunities for all

members of society to seek, find, and enjoy a high quality of life.
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